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REMEMBER TO ASK
"WHAT ELSE NEEDS FIXING?"

r

,11

The name of
the game
was hide and seek.
The good color picture hides. The viewer
looks for it. And sometimes it takes quite
a while to find. The

good sound
drifts, and
between

rotor
and tuning dial the search for
a perfect stereo balance begins again.

Well now all that timewasting and bother is over.
Because CDE invented the
Autorotor" system.
It's more than
an ordinary

rotor. Buttons
are easily set
forclear, bright,
perfect color pictures. And pure
stereo sound. There
are five and they allow
you to pre-set 10 to 15
channels. Leave one
channel and whenever
you choose to return to
it, just press the
button again.
CDE's famous heav y -

duty Bell Rotor gives you high repeatability
and no antenna drift. It's an all -solid-state,
silent operation. The Autorotor system's
precision is within 1° and combining it with pushbutton electronic control, not mechanical control, makes it today's
most advanced rotor.
CDE took another step
forward in the Autorotor control design. They had William
Snaith, of Loewy-Snaith, world
famous designers, create the
Autorotor console. He
made it attractive. Made
it so you can place it on
a table top or shelf without it being an eyesore.
This is the story you
can tell your customers
tosellthetop-of-the-line
in rotors. The latest advance from the quality

house of rotors

-

Cornel l-Dubi ier.
For complete information on new Autorotor write:
l

C DfÉ

CORNELL-

DUBILIER

50 Paris Street, Newark, New Jersey 07101
Be sure to ask: "What else needs fixing?"
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MALLORY Tips

for Technicians

*Au-

"Trading up" resistors
prevents call-backs
Th

1

4 watt 00K ohms MOL:
Load Cycled

2000

11 hours on, 9 hour off

4000

6000

8000

10,000

HOURS

Typical stability test data: 10,000 -hour load cycling
test. Average resistance change is less than 1%!

DON'T FORGET TO ASK 'EM

Color television sets contain some potential trouble
spots for fixed resistors. Sudden overloads or shortouts of a tube, diode or transistor, or leakage in a
by-pass capacitor may cause enough current surge in
a carbon resistor to cause it to open or to suddenly
increase in value. You wind up with a strange set of
symptoms that take a lot of point-to-point testing
to unscramble.
EXAMPLE: Suppose a tube or capacitor shorts out.
This may cause excessive current drain on the power
supply which may affect a resistor in the bleeder
network. This resistor may increase in value which
would then reduce voltage in subsequent circuits.
When this happens, a number of controls must be
re -adjusted. By replacing the resistor with a Mallory
MOL, the set is brought back to normal operation
and the MOL construction virtually precludes this
type of difficulty happening in the future.
Granted, resistors don't fail as often as other components. But when it happens, you can take out a
simple insurance policy against call-backs by replacing faulty carbon resistors with Mallory MOL's. For
just a few pennies more, you're putting a world of
extra life and stability in a critical part of the circuit.
In a nutshell, MOL's are metal oxide film resistors
with stability comparable to wire-wounds, but far
lower in cost. They can stand brief overloads of
several times rated wattage without damage. Humidity and vibration don't bother them. They're non inductive up to 250 mc, so you can use them in rf and
if sections without a worry. As for stability, we've
run them on load cycle tests up to 10,000 hours and
resistance values hold steady within 1%! No wonder
every major TV manufacturer is using them.
MOL resistors are usually a bit larger than carbon
types, so you may have to bend a few leads to fit them
in. They come in 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 watt sizes (which is
more than you'll need in most carbon resistor replacements), in resistance values up to 500K.
Your Mallory distributor stocks MOL's in the values
you'll need. And he has an up-to-date cross-reference
list which shows you the Mallory part numbers to
specify for popular TV sets, by manufacturer and
chassis number. See him, or write to Mallory Distributor Products Company, a division of P. R.
Mallory & Co. Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana 46206.
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service technician on our cover this
month is indeed the proverbial "man who
built a better mouse trap." His philosophy:
"It's hard to dispute what the eye
sees." For more about this man, turn to
the article beginning on page 4 of this
Special Antenna Issue.
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YOU DON'T NEED TO MAKE
MORE SERVICE CALLS
TO DO MORE BUSINESS

JUST ASK, "WHAT ELSE NEEDS FIXING?"
ON EVERY SERVICE CALL YOU MAKE
A test program initiated by the Electronic Industries Association in a large mid -west
area proved the point. Participating service dealers enjoyed a 71/2% bounce in business.
There's magic in asking!

You can do it too! Put the question to your customers visually as well as verbally.
Apply "What else needs fixing?" stickers on your caddy and in your store. Request sticker
D-200 from your Sprague distributor, or write: Sprague
Products Co., 105 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 01247.

SPRAGUE'
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF CAPACITORS
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Proficiency, ambition, and perseverance are a few of the attributes
normally associated with success.
One that is often overlooked is
imagination. Its value is pointed
out in this portrait of a successful
service technician.
We've heard of a number of
"tried and proven" approaches to
selling a TV antenna, but this

w.

by J. W. Phipps

month's cover photo illustrates one
that is pretty hard to top. The originator of the idea is John E. Crum,

dolor Crossff

/

a self-employed service technician
operating in the Indianapolis area.

John, a veteran of fourteen years
in the electronic servicing industry
(twelve of these self-employed)
never did like long-winded sales
pitches, preferring the "I'll show
you" approach rather than the "Let
me tell you about it" pitch. As a
natural course, he has carried this
philosophy over into his color TV
and TV antenna sales techniques.
Demonstration of a color TV,
either in the showroom or the customer's home, is not a novel nor
a difficult feat. However, demonstrating an antenna system is
another matter. One approach is to
install a representative antenna system in the showroom, but this limits
the potential customers to those
who actually visit the store or shop.
John reasoned that the only alternative to this method is to take the
antenna system to the customer.
And this is exactly what he has
done.
The Rig

Fig.
4

PF

1.

Climbing to top of truck involves three large steps.

REPORTER/May, 1968

Selecting the right "set of wheels"
for his mobile demonstration antenna did not pose a problem; John
decided to employ the cab-over engine, panel -type, service truck he
was already using.
Since the base section of the mast
is the only part of the antenna system that is inside the truck, the ad -

dition of the TV antenna does not
interfere or detract from the normal
usage of the truck. Also, the relatively low profile of the truck, together with a conveniently placed
hinge on the rear door, makes
climbing to the top of the truck a
matter of three large steps upward,
as illustrated in Fig. 1. (John says
it helps him keep in shape.)
The mast portion of the system
consists of five 10' hollow steel sections that range in diameter from
the 21/4 " base section to the 11 "
top section. The graduated diameters permit the mast sections to
telescope into one another when not
in use. Each 10' mast section has
been shortened to 71/2', so that in
the "travel position" the antenna is
no more than 31/2' above the roof
of the truck. The base of the mast
is bolted to a swivel mount that, in
turn, is securely anchored to the
floor of the truck (Fig. 2) The
swivel base permits manual rotation
of the entire mast, rotator, and antenna to allow calibration of the
rotator to the setting of the rotatorcontrol assembly. The hole in the
roof through which the bottom mast
section extends is "capped" with a
funnel-shaped sleeve that fits snuggly around the mast section to prevent water from running down the
outside of the pipe into the truck.
For added support, and to prevent the mast from bending the hole
larger, a 3/4 " plywood sleeve has
been installed beneath the rubber
cap, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
To handle the added weight of
someone standing on it, the roof
has been beefed up with additional
wood beams extending across the
inside top of the truck, as shown
in Figs. 2 and 4.
When fully extended, the mast
places the antenna approximately
.

Fig.

2.

Interior view of truck shows swivel mounting for

mcsst

base.

MAST SECTION

RUBBER CAP SEALS

AGAINST MOISTURE

TRUCK ROOF

47,

em

314" PLYWOOD PLATE
ACTS AS BRACE FOR
ROOF AND BEARING
IN WHICH MAST SECTION ROTATES

Fig. 3. Plywood sleeve reinforces roof
section around mast.

Fig. 4. Close-up of antenna, rotator, and mast assembly.
May, 1968/PF REPORTER
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GC
has

everything
in
AbIGNnIE11T
TOOLS

ZENITH-ADMIRAL
DELRIN DOUBLE -END
HEX WRENCH
Cat. No. 8606
5"

rCill
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Suggested Net .48

at. No. 8606-L ...
Suggested Net.

1

45' above the ground (the floor of
the truck is 22" above the ground.
which, along with the short rotator
mast, accounts for part of the
height.) However, John says that he
seldom needs to extend the antenna
higher than 35' for good reception.
Mounted atop the mast section is
a rotator capable of swinging an antenna in a 360- arc (Fig. 4.) The
antenna John normally uses with
the system is an eleven -element.
300 -ohm TV/FM unit with a builtin balun. Occasionally, for deep fringe demonstrations, he switches
to a fifteen -element unit that provides the increased gain needed for
such areas.
Two separate cables are employed
with the system: One is a 75 -ohm
coax for the antenna; the other is
a four -wire (two -pair) cable for the
rotator. As shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
the 75 -ohm coax is connected to a
balun mounted on the antenna
proper and runs alone from the balun to the rotator, where it is joined
with the rotator cable. A 11/2' loop
of coax is left between the rotator
and antenna to provide enough
slack for complete rotation of the
antenna. A 50' run of cable connects the rotator and antenna to
the storage reel located on the top
rear of the truck (Fig. 6) While
the actual distance from the point
where the mast enters the roof and
the storage reel is less than 5', the
added cable is needed when the mast
is extended to its maximum length.
As shown in Figs. 5 and 6, the
rotator cable is terminated at the
storage reel in a jack -type connection, while the antenna coax uses
a coaxial connector. Both cables are
wound around the storage reel when
not in use, and are connected as
shown in Fig. 6 only after the desired amount of cable is reeled off
the storage reel.
The basic construction of the
storage reel can he seen in Figs. 5
and 6, so there is no need to go
into detail. However, the take-up
motor for the reel is unique. Actually. the "motor" is a generator
from a '58 Chevy. To set the desired
speed and torque of the motor, John
experimented with various sizes of
resistance (R l in Fig. 7) placed
between the field winding and
around. A relatively slow speed was
desired, but yet enough torque was
.

DOUBLE -

Catalog No. 8283
Suggested Net $15.83

ALIGNMENT TOO
For
'

'Cat. No.

adjusting
coil slugs

9304...

51/2"

Suggested Ne'

An exceptional value, one kit containing over 25 selected
tools to provide electronic technicians with alignment and
adjustment tools to service all radio and TV sets, mobile
communication, marine and amateur gear. All GC tools are
designed to make service jobs easier and faster ... all are
precision manufactured from specially formulated materials
that meet or exceed all government, military, or industrial
specifications ... all are backed by GC's reputation for
quality assuring maximum service life.
Always insist on

GC

you'll get more for your money, everytime!

GC

GC ELECTRONICS
A DIVISION OF HYDROMETALS, INC.

ELECTRONICS

MAIN

PIAN.

PF
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Giant

FREE

Catalog...

Only GC gives you everything in electronics
... has for almost 40 years. Match every
part and service need from over 10,000
quality items. Write for your copy today!
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DOUBLE -END
IRON CORE TOOL

All Delrin, tits cores
with .125 hex

opening.
5"

Cat. No. 9091

...

Suggested Net .48e
Cat. No. 9091-L ... 11"
Suggested Net .70e

Nine -seventy-five buys you a complete tuner overhaul-including parts (except tubes or transistors)-and absolutely
no hidden charges. All makes, color or black and white.
UV combos only $15.

Guaranteed means a full 12 -month warranty against defective workmanship and parts failure due to normal usage.
That's 9 months to a year better than others. And it's
backed up by the only tuner repair service authorized and
supervised by the world's largest tuner manufacturerSarkes Tarzian, Inc.
Four conveniently located service centers assure speedy
in -and -out service. All tuners thoroughly cleaned, inside
and out ... needed repairs made ... all channels aligned to
factory specs, then rushed back to you. They look-and
perform-like new.

Prefer a replacement? Sarkes Tarzian universal replacements are only $10.45, customized replacements
$18.25. Universal replacements shipped same day
order received. On customized, we must have original
tuner for comparison purposes, also TV make, chassis,
and model number. Order universal replacement by
part number. Send orders for universal and customized
replacement tuners to Indianapolis.
Intermediate

AF Amp

Frequency

Tube

Osc. Mixer
Heater
Tube

MFT-1

41.25 me Sound
45.75 me Video

6GK5

6L18

Parallel 6.3V

MFT-2

41.25 me Sound
45.75 me Video

3GK5

5LJ8

Series 450 MA

M FT -3

41.25 me Sound
45.75 me Video

2GK5

5CG8

Series 600 MA

Part

#

Genuine Sarkes Tarzian universal replacement tuners with
Memory Fine Tuning-UHF Plug in for 82 -channel setsPre-set fine tuning -13 -position detent-Hi gain-Lo noise
-Universal mounting

FOR FASTEST SERVICE, SEND FAULTY TUNER WITH TV MAKE, CHASSIS,
AND MODEL NUMBER, TO TUNER SERVICE CENTER NEAREST YOU

TSC

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION

FACTORY -SUPERVISED TUNER SERVICE

PENNSYLVANIA ST., Indianapolis, Indiana

MIDWEST

817 N.

EAST_..-....

547-49 TONNELE AVE., Jersey City, New Jersey

SOUTH-EAST
WEST

TEL: 317-632-3493

(Home Office)

TEL: 201-792-3730

(Under New Management)
938 GORDON ST., S. W., Atlanta, Georgia

TEL: 404-758-2232

SARKES TARZIAN, Inc. TUNER SERVICE DIVISION
10654 MAGNOLIA BLVD., North Hollywood, California

TEL: 213-769-2720
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2112'

175'

I

50'

FROM STORAGE REEL TO TV SET

FROM ANTENNA TO STORAGE REEL

TO CONTROL BOX

TO MOTOR
4

-WIRE

-c
-c

75R

3000

//

TO TV SET
1

2 RED

4 GROUND

c
o

5

GROUND

N

6

ANT

3 GREEN

6P

TO SET

TO ANT

BLACK

TO REEL

Fig. 5.

Illustration showing cable, storage reel, and cable connector arrangement.

needed to provide the power to pull
up to 200' of rotator cable and
antenna coax. John finally settled
on a l00-ohm resistor. When additional cable is added to the reel, the
torque of the motor can be increased by reducing the size of R 1,
or even, if necessary, shorting the
field terminal to ground. At present,
John controls the motor through a
switch located near the storage reel;
however, in the future he plans to
install a foot switch on the rear
bumper.

"The System Sells Itself"
Much of John's service work involves warranty calls for seven retail

outlets in the Indianapolis area. In
addition, he also performs color
setups for these same retail outlets.
All billing is done on a per -call
basis, with the service charge determined by John. He also handles
service calls from private parties;
however, lately, because of the time
element, he has been limiting such
calls to color servicing.
Many of John's antenna sales
evolve from color setup calls. As
John states, "A great number of
people who purchase color sets do
so with the preconceived idea that
the picture will be as good in their
home as it is in the showroom. They
have no idea whatsoever concerning

antenna requirements, etc. In fact,
most of them naturally assume that,
because rabbit ears provided a satisfactory picture on their old black and -white receiver, the same ears
can be used with equal success on
the new color set they are buying.
"Of course, once the set is delivered to the home and is properly
set up using rabbit ears, the customer is confronted with a color
picture that does not even come
close to matching the clear, welldefined color picture displayed by
the showroom receiver. Fringing,
smearing, and any number of other
"poor -antenna" symptoms may be
present. This is where the mobile
antenna system does its own selling.
"After the customer has had a
chance to view the picture quality
produced using rabbit ears (or, in
some cases, their old, inadequate,
outside antenna originally designed
for only black and white), I ask
him (or her) if he has 5 minutes to
spare for a simple demonstration.
If he says yes-and they almost al FOOT SWITCH

12 VOLT
STORAGE
BATTERY

Fig. 6. Storage reel uses a '58 Chevy generator for take-up motor.
8
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Fig. 7. Motor control circuitry.

Fig. 8. Pulling the cable from the storage reel.

do-I show him that a good
antenna system can transform his
poor -quality color picture into the
one he expected to receive when he
bought the set."
Once John has the go-ahead from
the customer, little more than 5
minutes elapses before he has the
mobile antenna system connected to
the set. Setting up the system involves the following steps: First,
John pulls enough cable from the
storage reel to reach from the truck
to the TV receiver (Fig. 8) As he
pulls the cable from the reel, he
coils it up in his hand. Then, he
"plays out" the cable as he walks
from the truck to the house; when
he reaches the house, he drops the
remaining cable on the porch or inside the door. In this way, the cable
that will actually be in the house is
kept clean. Next, he returns to the
truck, climbs atop it, and quickly
raises the antenna masts to the desired height, one section at a time
as shown in Fig. 9. Each section
is secured in position by tightening
a set screw on a clamping ring
around the mast section. Once the
mast is extended, the rotator and
antenna cables are connected to
their respective house cables via the
storage reel, as shown in Fig. 6.
Before returning to the house, John
makes sure the antenna is facing
ways

.

Fig. 9. Elevating the antenna, one section at a time.

directly north to match the setting
of the rotator control unit. (In
other words, the rotator and rotator control unit are synchronized.)
John returns to the house carrying the rotator -control unit, a balun
coil to match the set to the 75 -ohm
coax, and a short cable assembly to
connect the rotator -control unit and
television to their respective cables
via a Jones plug. Fig. 5 provides an
illustrated drawing of the cable assembly, and Fig. 10 is a photograph
of the actual installation.
Once the cables are connected,
and the rotator unit is plugged into
a wall socket, the mobile antenna
system is ready to provide firsthand proof of what a good antenna
system can do for the picture on any
color receiver. When the potential
buyer can actually see evidence of
the product's worth, few words are
needed. However, there are a few
additional selling points that may
not be immediately evident to the
customer. For instance: The physical design of a rotator -control unit
does not detract from the beauty of
the set and, in addition, does not
take up as much space as the rabbit
ears. John makes these points by
comparing the two units as shown in

picture quality. While pointing out
this ad antage, John provides the
customer with a brief, nontechnical
description of the system's operation, showing how the picture is improved when the antenna is pointed
in the right direction, etc., (Fig. 12)
At this point (only 10 to 15
minutes have elapsed since John
asked if he could demonstrate the
unit ), the customer begins to ask
questions about the price, warranty,
how soon it can be installed, etc.
Since he carries on the truck the
necessary parts and tools for a corn .

Fig. 11.

Of course, the primary selling
point for the system is the improved

Fig.

Cable connections to receiver
and antenna control unit.

10
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Fig. 11. Comparing the

rabbit ears and control unit.

plete system, John is able to provide
immediate installation if the customer is willing. Two out of ten
sales are immediate installations,
and one out of ten takes a day or
two to think it over before giving
him the go-ahead. Thus, John sells
30% of his direct contacts and, in
addition, realizes another 10%from

referrals.
All pricing is done on a package
basis. Careful buying and pricing

Fig.
10

PF

12

Explaining the operation of the system.

allows John a profit margin that is
more than adequate to allow "dickering" when absolutely necessary.

"You've Got To Sell Yourself"
John's approach to selling antenna systems is only one example of
a progressive, forward -looking serviceman who realizes that everything
he does reflects his professional in tegrity and ability. As John puts
it, "You've got to sell yourself as

13. The mobile telephone and

REPORTER/May, 1968

Fig.

two-way

FM

unit save time.

well as the product and your ability
to service it. In fact, many of the
factors that seem far removed from
the actual mechanics of repairing
a set influence your customers'
opinion of your professional ability.
And what the public thinks of your
ability and integrity is what determines your success today and

tomorrow."
John does more than just talk
about professional pride and integrity-he works at it every day. His
personal appearance-clean uniform, white shirt, and usually a
tie-portray self-pride and thoroughness, while his bearing and
manner uphold the impression generated by his image. There are many
other areas where a bit of extra effort makes the difference. For instance, the mobile telephone in his
truck allows John to phone to the
next customer between service calls
(Fig. 13), giving the customer his
exact time of arrival. John says,
"This may seem like a lot of extra
expense and trouble to some technicians, but to the customer it means
courtesy and a few extra minutes to
straighten up before a visitor
arrives."
These little extras, along with the
use of such sales devices as a mobile antenna system, have added up
to success for John Crum.

COMPLETE TUNER
OVERHAUL

ALL MAKES

-

ONE PRICE

THE

ELECTRONIC

ALL LABOR

Radiation Survey Completed

AND PARTS

The Public Health Service recently released the
findings of its survey of 1124 color TV receivers in
the Washington, D.C. area. Of the sample, 856 sets
emitted "no measurable levels of X-radiation". However, 66 of the sets did have radiation in excess of
recommended levels. These sets were all correctable
by reduction of high voltage, replacement of tubes, or
both. Sixteen of the sets with excessive radiation were
found to be operating at 29 kv or higher.
Several other findings of the survey are worth
mentioning. Line voltages measured in the surveyed
homes varied from a low of 107 volts to a high of
129 volts. This would indicate that manufacturer's instructions concerning high -voltage adjustments should
be closely followed. Nearly all manufacturers recommend different high -voltage settings according to the
line voltage applied. Perhaps a voltage -adjustable transformer would be in order during these adjustments.
The most startling finding (to us) was the fact
that, of the 66 sets which emitted excessive radiation,
24 had been serviced within 2 months prior to the
survey. The average high -voltage reading of these
24 sets was 27.5 kv.

(EXCEPT TUBES
& TRANSISTORS)*

IESA

Annual Meeting

A good time was had by all at the recent annual
meeting of The Indiana Electronic Service Association. After an all -day business session, a banquet and
dance was held. Morriss Finneburgh of Finco was the
principal speaker at the banquet. Earlier in the day,
Mr. Finneburgh had given a speech before a Chamber
of Commerce meeting on the east coast, and then he
flew to Fort Wayne, Indiana to address the IESA.
Following a party, which we understand lasted into
the wee hours, IESA got back down to business and
held their elections. Ed Reich of Indianapolis was
elected president for the coming year, with vice -
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Simply send us the defective tuner complete; include tubes,
shield cover and any damaged parts with model number
and complaint. Your tuner will be expertly overhauled and
returned promptly, performance restored, aligned to original
standards and warranted for 90 days.
UV combination tuner must be single chassis type; dismantle
tandem UHF and VHF tuners and send in the defective unit
only.
Exact Replacements are available for tuners unfit for overhaul. As low as $12.95 exchange. (Replacements are new or

rebuilt.)
And remember-for over
in this specialized field
TV tuner overhauling.

a

decade Castle has been the leader
your assurance of the best in

...

CASTLE

TV TUNER SERVICE, INC.
MAIN PLANT: 5701 N. Western Ave., Chicago 45, Illinois
EAST: 41-90 Vernon Blvd., Long Island City 1, N.Y.
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Get Trouble-Free Fuse Protection

in Wet Locations with a

TRON

IN -THE -LINE

WATERPROOF
Fuseholder
FOR

PROTECTION

OF

CIRCUITS

OF 600 VOLTS OR LESS

Watertight construction; resistance to damage by weather, water, salt spray or corrosive fumes
permit use of TRON fuseholders
in exposed locations where safety
and long life are of vital importance.
TRON fuseholders are available
to take two sizes of fuses, 1332" x
11!;" and e(2' x 1%"; and take
many sizes of solid or stranded

FOR USE ON:

Electronic Components
at Missile Sites
Marine Equipment
Mobile Power Supply
Units
Yard Lights
Military Field

Applications
Communications
Equipment
Any circuit operating
in exposed locations.

\\

ire.

Write for BUSS Bulletin SFH-11
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QUALIT

time to live like normal human beings, will improve
their facilities and function with more precision-these
will be our most critical needs for some time to come.
if this ideal, though perfectly logical condition, ever
materialized I would like to be involved in arranging
a manufacturer's dinner financed by us (no strings).
"The above relationship, fanciful as it may seem
to many, could become a reality if you really believe
strongly enough. Of course, a prospective manufacturer may hesitate to accept a courtesy trip on a ship
with holes in it, so consider this a call for all hands
on deck. Let's build a ship capable of weathering any
storm, great enough to accommodate all dealers large
or small, with such dignity as to attract guests from
every phase of our industry."

Mergers & Expansions
Initial discussions relative to the acquisition of
Aerovox by Essex Wire Corporation, have been announced by Walter F. Probst, chairman of the board
and chief executive officer of Essex, and W. Myron
Owen, Aerovox chairman of the board and president.
The transaction, subject to investigation and approval of the final form of agreement by the boards
of both companies, involves the tax-free exchange of
Aerovox stock for a new series of Essex Convertible
Preferred Stock, with the usual exchange details.

BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGraw-Edison Co., ST. LOUIS, MO. 63107

I
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S: The Com Iete Line of Fuses and

presidencies going to Robert Drake, James Smith, and
William Slickman.

SUB -MINIATURE

A President's Editorial

Bob Lewis, president of TSA (Television Service
Association) Michigan, recently published an editorial
in their State association paper, TSA News. Though
we don't entirely agree, it certainly is a message worth
hearing. Here are some excerpts:
"Why should we, as small dealers, based on a longstanding lack of communications with the manufacturer, look upon him as something gigantic and capable
of crushing us at any moment? Sure, he bought all the
fancy dinners, conducted the fabulous trips, passed
out the glittering premiums, furnished all the pretty
signs (with his name on them), but never forget
there were plenty of strings.
"Now the situation is different, for the manufacturer as well as us. He has his quality control problems,
and we both have a very critical personnel problem.
"I think it's time that the manufacturer sat down
with us on equal terms, showing proper respect and
rationalizing our unique and vital positions as the only
real public relations line-and certainly the ones to
solve the mounting public clamor on poor quality in

it-

consumer products.
"It is a quite simple deduction that the service
industry, properly paid, respected, and possessed of
12
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FUSEHOLDER

COMBINATION
For space -tight applications.
Fuse has window for inspection
of element. Fuse may be used
with or without holder.
Fuse held tight in holder by
beryllium copper contacts assuring low resistance.
Holder can be used with or
without knob. Knob makes
holder water-proof from front

FUSE ONLY
VISUAL
INDICATING

.270

x

.250

INCHES

FUSES

of panel.

Military type fuse FMO1

meets all requirements of
MIL -F-23419. Military type

holder FHN42W meets all military requirements of MIL-F 19207B.

UMW FUSE
and HWA

FUSEHOIDER

Write for BUSS Bulletin SFB
INSIST ON

Iftiss

QUALITY

BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGraw -Edison

Co., ST.

LOUIS, MO. 63101
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Radio Watch Observes Anniversary

u
Write for BUSS
Bulletin SFB.

OU/CKACI/
"Quick -Acting" fuses for protection of
sensitive instruments or delicate apparatus;-or normal acting fuses for protection where circuit is not subject to current
transients or surges.

INSIST ON

BUss QUALITY

At the end of its first year, the Community Radio
Watch program sponsored by the Communications Division of Motorola, Inc. has become America's largest
and most widespread plan for encouraging citizen
cooperation in the fight against crime.
Beginning with Cincinnati at the end of 1966,
Community Radio Watch has been formally adopted
by nearly 500 American cities and towns. Half the
cities with population over 100,000 have enrolled in
this crime -busting program, including Cleveland, Detroit, Long Beach, Philadelphia, San Francisco, and
Washington, D.C. The program now reaches from
Seattle, Washington to Miami, Florida and from Old
Town, Maine to Honolulu, Hawaii.
Each locality enlists the cooperation of individuals
and companies with two-way radio equipped vehicles,
asking each driver to act as additional "eyes and ears"
for the police. Drivers of trucks, buses, taxicabs, and
other vehicles use their two-way radios to report crimes
in progress, suspicious characters, dangerous situations
such as gang gatherings, civil disorders, fires, accidents,
and other emergency situations to their dispatchers.
The dispatchers in turn relay the calls by telephone to
the appropriate local authority: police, fire department,
A
ambulance squad, and so on.

BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION,McGraw-Edison Co., St. Louis, Mo. 63107

.

Fuseholders of Un. uestioned
Sidney L. Olson, President of Olson Electronics,
reports his firm has merged with Teledyne. The merger
was accomplished through an exchange of Olson and
Teledyne stock.
Mr. Olson emphasized that relations with trade
suppliers would not be changed in any way as a
result of the merger. He also said the growth of the
Company would be accelerated through new store
openings and acquisitions.
Pearce -Simpson announced agreement in principle
on a proposed merger with Gladding Corporation,
South Otselic, New York, subject to certain conditions,
including approval by shareholders.

Antenna Sales Notes
In spite of the fact that most TV markets in the
United States still have no UHF channels, 82 -channel
antennas are beginning to outsell VHF -only antennas,
according to Harvey R. Brandt, Director of Marketing

for Gavin Instruments.
Gavin, a major manufacturer of outdoor home TV
antennas, reports that during January 1968, for the
first time, sales of UHF/VHF antennas outstripped
VHF -only antenna sales. "While I have no definite
figures on this," said Mr. Brandt, "indications are that
the entire antenna industry is very close to the crossover point, it it has not already been reached."

Hi h

shielded fuseholders
For use where fuse and fuseholder could pick up radio
frequency radiation which interferes with circuit containor other nearby circuits.
ing fuseholder
Fuseholder accomplishes both shielding and grounding.
x 1,U" and
Available to take two sizes of fuses-

-

x

1'

fuses.

Meets performance specifications of both
and MIL-F -19207B.

MIL-I -6181D

BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGraw -Edison Co., ST. LOUIS, MO. 63107
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The best TV deserves
the best antenna!
Install a Zenith Quality -Engineered Antenna!
Model 973-94
designed for far fringe areas

Exciting Surprises
for Youand Your Family!
Fun for all!
Get the details
at your Zenith
Distributor's
Parts Department.

These features help a Zenith outdoor antenna provide the superior reception that makes for satisfied
customers:
Capacitor coupled cap -electronic VHF dipoles.
Tapered UHF grid driver.
Staggered square UHF directors.
Low -impedance, triple boom construction.
You can choose from twelve all -new Zenith VHF/
UHF/FM or VHF/FM antennas. All are gold color

alodized aluminum for better conductivity, greater
corrosion resistance and longer service.
Ask your Zenith distributor for a free technical manual. He has charted the reception characteristics of
your area, so he can recommend the best antenna
for each installation.

s:.~.

BEST YEAR YET TO SELL THE BEST

E/1I/TIr
The quality goes in before
the name goes on
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The

wide variety of components

available today make it possible
to design an effective antenna
system to meet any set of condi-

tions.

ANTENNA
SYSTEMS
Suddenly, in the year 1968, antenna systems have become a very
important part of the American
home. This is due to several reasons. First, Americans are spending
more and more time in front of
their TV sets. Whether or not program quality has improved is a
moot question. The fact is that we
now spend the bulk of our nonworking, awake time watching TV.
And leisure time has increased to
the point that U.S. homes are used
more for TV viewing than any other
activity except sleeping.
UHF and Color TV have each
played a part of luring the American public back to TV. Since passage of the all-channel law in 1964,
UHF channels have been going on
the air at an amazing rate. A new
UHF channel, with its promise of
increased program variety, always
heightens a community's TV consciousness. The coming of age of
color TV has focused attention on
TV screens and added another
dimension to viewing.

Fig.

1.

Conical antenna for VHF.

by Lon Cantor

At the same time that Americans
have increased their TV viewing
time, they are also spending more
time listening to FM radio. The
superb sound reproduction of FM
stereo has made the FM receiver
the most popular Hi-Fi component
sold today. It seems that when we
aren't sleeping or watching TV, we
are probably listening to FM stereo.
All of which brings us back to
the concept of home antenna systems. Color TV, UHF, and FM
stereo all have one thing in common: They are hard to receive.
People who got by with indoor
antennas for monochrome VHF TV
and monophonic FM, often find
that they need outdoor antennas for
color, UHF and FM stereo. And
people who used outdoor antennas
find that they need bigger and better
units to pull in the wealth of entertainment signals now being broadcast.
This article will cover the criteria
for choosing the right antenna for
each installation; the types of antennas available for VHF, UHF and
FM; and simple home antenna
systems.
Selecting The Antenna
The antenna you choose for a
specific installation depends upon a
number of factors:
1. What channels do you want
to receive?

Where are the channels located, and how strong are
their signals?
3. What kind of interference is
present?
4. How many sets will the antenna serve?

2.

VHF

Antennas

In the old days when only black and -white was telecast, flying V and
conicals (See Fig. 1) were very

popular. These antennas are broadband and economical. They are not
suitable for color, however, because
they are not well matched to 300 ohm loads. This mismatch results
in waves that are seen on the TV
screen as color smears.
For a long time, Yagis were the
most popular antenna for suburban
and fringe areas. The Yagi is not
only well matched to 300 -ohm
loads, but also provides high gain.
The concept of gain is not difficult to understand. We simply compare all antennas with a half -wave,
folded dipole (see Fig. 2.) By
itself, the half -wave dipole picks up
signals from the front and the rear,
.

C

Hb
Fig. 2. A

half -wave, folded dipole.
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Fig. 3. Polar plots of typical antennas.

but not from the sides, as shown
in Fig. 3A.
Normally, the back lobe is not
only useless, but also undesireable.
We can minimize the back lobe,
increase pick-up in the forward direction, and narrow the forward
lobe by adding antenna elements.
The Yagi uses a combination of
directors and reflectors. The directors focus the incoming signal on
the dipole, and the reflectors reflect
the signal back into the dipole. The
result is a polar pattern like that
shown in Fig. 3B. Not only is more
signal picked up, but ghosts (from
directions other than the one toward
which the Yagi is aimed) are rejected.

The difference between the

amount of signal picked up at a
given location by a dipole and that
picked up by the Yagi is the gain
of the Yagi. For example, if the
dipole picks up 500 microvolts and
the Yagi picks up 1000 microvolts,
the gain is said to be 6dB (6dB
equals a voltage gain of 2)
Yagis were king of the reception
world until color TV started to become popular. Then, it was discovered that the response of many
Yagis (especially area specials) was
not flat enough for good color
reception. All antennas, of course,
are sensitive to frequency. Most
Yagis are deliberately designed to
provide higher gain on the high
channels than they do on the low
channels to compensate for propa-

Fig. 4. V -type log -periodic antenna.
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.

Fig. 5.

gation differences.
It is essential, however, that the
frequency response be flat within
any given channel. A tilted response
causes no problem on black -and white TV, but it can play havoc
with color; the color signals are
shifted in phase, changing their
hues. For best color reception, the
response should be flat within ±
0.5 dB per channel.
One answer to flat frequency
response is the log -periodic antenna,
(Fig. 4) The log -periodic, as the
name implies, uses elements spaced
logarithmically. The elements are
graduated in size, from short elements to large. Generally speaking,
two or three elements resonate for
each frequency.
.

Spaced -element log -periodic.

In its pure form, the VHF logperiodic would be very long and
ungainly. Therefore, all log -periodic
antenna manufacturers design the
antenna so that certain elements do
double duty. An element resonates
simultaneously in the full or half wavelength mode for one frequency
and in the 3/2 wavelength mode
for another frequency. Using this
device, manufacturers have been
able to pack a reasonable amount
of gain into a log -periodic with
boom length comparable to a Yagi.
However, resonance in the 3/2
wavelength mode does create a
problem. The polar pattern of a
3/2 wavelength antenna exhibits
some very undesirable side lobes.
To solve this problem, manufacturers either "V" the antenna elements as in Fig. 4 or choose the
spacing very carefully, as shown in
Fig. 5. Both techniques minimize
side lobes.
The log-periodic was definitely
flatter in frequency response than
the conventional Yagi, however, it
was not as sensitive. Dollar -for dollar, size -for -size, or number -of elements for number -of -elements,
you get considerably more gain with
a Yagi. Still, flatness is usually more
important than gain, and the log periodic has gained wide acceptance
because of this.
Recently, a new type of antenna
has been introduced. It is claimed
that the new V-Yagi design corn-

110"

26"

100"

25 112"

89-5/8"

25"

79-518"
24-112"
69 318"

24-112"
59 114"

24"
24"

49"

24"

TOWARD

STATION
300 -OHM

TWIN LEAD

Fig. 6. V-type Yagi antenna.

bines the gain of a Yagi with the
flatness of a log -periodic.
Fig. 6 illustrates the principle of
V-Yagi operation. The driven elements are from 49" to 110" in
length. For each VHF frequency,
there is a specific element whose
length comes closest to the resonant
length. For channel 2, the 895/8"
element absorbs the greatest signal
power. In fact, the antenna shown
provides 4.6 dB gain on channel 2.
With the 895/8" element removed,
the gain would be -8.6 dB. However, adjacent elements also pick up
significant amounts of signal, especially the 100" element.
Like the log -periodic, the V-Yagi
operates in the 3/2 wavelength
mode for some high -band VHF

channels. For example, the 795/s "
element is cut for full wavelength
resonance at channel 7 and the 3/2
wavelength mode at channel 9. To
eliminate side lobes caused by 3/2
wavelength operation, the last two
elements are swept forward in a V
shape.
In addition to driven elements,
the V-Yagi design also includes
parasitic directors and reflectors,
ranging in size from 24" to 26".
These parasites provide little gain
on low -band channels, but they improve high -band gain significantly.
In metropolitan areas, gain is no
problem. If anything, there is too
much signal. However, gain and
directivity generally go hand -inhand. And directivity is especially
important in the city. Fig. 7 shows
why.
The signal reflected from the tall
building arrives at the antenna a
little later than the direct signal.
The result is a ghost or a smear,
displaced slightly to the right. This
ghost may be faint enough to be
unnoticed on a b -w receiver, but
in color it really stands out. Color
ghosts actually inti4oduce new, unwanted colors on the screen, and
the eye is very sensitive to color
changes.

TRANSMITTER

Fig. 7.

Reflected signal causes ghost.

Fig.

8.

Simple metropolitan
May, 1968/

antenna.
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Fig. 9. UHF corner reflector.

You could use a high -gain, suburban -type antenna to eliminate city
ghosts, but that would be like shooting ducks with a cannon. New
metropolitan antennas such as that
shown in Fig. 8 provide no gain (or
a slightly negative gain) However,
the two elements are phased so that
signals from the front of the antenna add, while signals from the
back cancel. Thus, side and back
lobes are minimized.
.

UHF Antennas

Thus far, we've discussed only
VHF antennas. Let us now consider
U's. UHF stations are permitted to
radiate three times as much output
power as VHF stations, but they
still can't send signals as far. Because of propagation factors, VHF
signals can be picked up at almost
twice the distance of UHF signals.
UHF, however, has several things
in its favor. First, because wavelengths are so much shorter, antenna
elements are also shorter. It is
practical, therefore, to build exotic,
multi -element UHF antennas capable of providing very high gain.
Second, UHF is more free from
man-made interference than VHF.
Thus, when you are within a reasonable distance of a UHF transmitter, you're likely to get superior
picture quality.

Fig.
18
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Typical all -channel antenna.
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There are a wide variety of UHF
antennas available, including Yagis
and log-periodics. Because of the
size factor, reflectors are also quite
common in UHF antennas.
Bow -tie antennas with corner
reflectors, such as that shown in
Fig. 9, not only provide high gain,
but excellent vertical capture area.
This factor is vitally important at
UHF, since a foot or two of height
can make a tremendous difference
in the amount of signal pickup. It
would be impractical to build a
VHF antenna of this type, because
the antenna would be much too
large to handle.
In addition to the corner reflector, there are a wide variety of
other reflector-type UHF antennas,
and all provide excellent reception.
Some maufacturers make add-on
kits for converting VHF -only antennas into 82 -channel installations.
FM

Antennas

FM stereo is related to monophonic FM in much the same way
as color TV is related to mono-

chrome. Like color, FM stereo

requires an extra carrier that is
detected in phase. By FCC regulation, an FM station can radiate no
more power for FM stereo than for
monophonic programs. In FM
stereo two basic frequencies are
involved, the stereo sum (left +
right) and the stereo difference
(left
right). The effective signalto-noise ratio of an FM stereo
broadcast fed into an FM stereo
tuner is a full 20 dB worse than
if the whole thing had been done

-

Fig. 11. Accessory divides incoming
signal into VHF, UHF, and FM outputs.

in monophonic. All of this points
up the fact that to receive stereo
reception comparable to your monophonic reception, you need an antenna with about twice as much

gain (6 dB)
Also, as in color TV, multi -path
distortion problems are magnified
by FM stereo. Reflected signals
generally arrive out of phase, reducing the signal-to-noise ratio. The
listener hears hash, squawks, and a
reduction in the stereo separation.
This is why many Hi-Fi enthusiasts
have discarded their indoor loops of
wire in favor of outdoor FM antennas. To get good FM reception, you
need a Yagi or a log -periodic that
is high in gain and very directive.
.

All Purpose Antennas
It would seem desirable that all
of a home's reception requirements
be put into a single antenna. Fig. 10
shows just such an antenna-designed for color, but performing
well on black -and -white; pulling in

both UHF and VHF channels; and
doing a good job on FM stereo.
This type of all-purpose antenna
is available from a number of manufacturers. Most combination antennas compromise in one area or
another, so check the specifications
carefully. Make sure the one you

fflillIMPIIMmanat
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Three

types of

lead-in.

Exclusive bi -modal
director system
Fully assembled snap -together

construction

Twist-resistant
square boom

Golden Armor Coating

Rugged Cycolac insulators
add strength

for superior corrosion
resistance

Vibration -proof,
point -contact
element locks

Meet the snappiest
300 -ohm convertibl
into contact with lead bolts,
and screw down. New

The New Jerrold Paralog 300 Plus Antenna. Developed
from and incorporating the finest features of the famous
Paralog Plus series. And where conditions require the
superior performance of a Coloraxial 75 -ohm installation
the change can be made in a snap ... with a snap -on
transformer. The results are superb.
Sharp directivity eliminates color ghosts
Flat response (±1 dB per channel) for optimum
color fidelity
Exclusive bi -modal director system for extra gain
Compact parasitic array permits quick installation
Paralog 300 Plus snaps together in short order and stays
together.
New snap -on transformer (optional) converts Paralog 300
Plus to 75 -ohm Coloraxial performance.
Combines low loss and unexcelled impedance match with
quick, easy installation. Just snap it on the boom, push

weatherproof connector
no cable fitting needed.
Simply strip the
cable, push into
the transformer,
and tighten.

..

.

Model STO -83*

Paralog 300 Plus comes in 7 VIP models,
for metropolitan to deep fringe areas, with
list prices ranging from $15.95 to $79.95.
So pull in more profits with the VHF

antenna that packs the most pull around.
In signal reception. In customer reception. The Jerrold Paralog 300 Plus Antenna. See your Jerrold Distributor today
or write Jerrold Electronics Corporation,
Distributor Sales Division, P.O. Box A,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19105.
*Model STO -82 also available with

"F" fitting.

JERROLD
Indoor antennas

Distribution equipment

Home preamplifiers

Focusing on one thing...
better reception
a
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82 CHANNEL

ANTENNA

4 SET

TO COLOR TV

TO FM TUNER

COUPLER

inputs for both UHF and VHF.
However, the signal from an all channel antenna is carried to the
set over a single downlead. Fig. 11
shows a typical signal splitter, which
provides separate outputs for UHF,
VHF, and FM. Such splitters are
often supplied free with an 82 -channel antenna, but many make no
provision for FM.
Lead -In Wires

TO TV

Fig.

TO TV

13. 4 -set coupler splits signal.

install will perform well on the
desired frequencies.
Many installers use 82 -channel
antennas, even in VHF -only areas.
This makes the systems they install
relatively obsolescence -proof. No
matter what new channels or FM
stations come on the air, the all channel antenna is capable of receiving it.

The early 82 -channel antennas
were simply a UHF Yagi or log periodic stuck onto the front of a
VHF antenna. Now, however, designs are made more efficient by
integrating UHF and VHF elements
so that they work together.
Signal Splitters

Today's TV sets have separate
82 CHANNEL ANTENNA

UHF -VHF
AMPLIFIER

COAX

2-WAY

rugged and moisture resistant.

SPLITTER

LIVING

TAPOFF WALL PLATES

ROOM

PLAYROOM

DINING
ROOM

PATIO

KITCHEN

DEN

BEDROOMS

SPLITTER

--UHF

BASEMENT

VHF
75 OHM

TERM INAT ION

Fig.
20
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master antenna (MATV) system.

Two basic types of lead-in are
commonly used in antenna systems,
twin lead and coax. Twin lead is
more common, but coax has gained
in popularity since the advent of
color. Coax has the advantage of
being shielded. Therefore, it can be
run anywhere-near electrical wiring, or through metal ducts-with
no adverse effects on the signal.
Also, coax keeps out interference.
The disadvantages of coax are
that it has a different impedance
than most antennas, and losses are
high. Most home antennas and
TV sets have 300 -ohm impedance,
while coax usually has a characteristic of 50 or 72 ohms. To use
coax, matching transformers at the
antenna and at the TV set are required. (72 -ohm antennas are available from some manufacturers.)
Twin lead has been used for a
long time and is still favored by
many installers. Fig. 12 shows three
varieties of twin lead: (top to bottom) flat, shielded foam-filled, and
perforated. The best twin leads are
Shielded twin lead provides many
of the advantages of coax, while
perforated twin lead provides lower
loss. Many twin leads burn readily,
but some are flame retardant, and
many installers consider this to be
a very important characteristic.
Don't skimp on twin lead quality.
Remember, the transmission line is
the only link between the antenna
and the receiver. Cheap twin lead
will crack and deteriorate within a
few years.
The prime advantage of twin lead
is low loss. If the installation includes UHF, losses through coax
may be prohibitively high. The disadvantage of twin lead is that it
must be run with great care. Proximity to any metal-even metal

standoff insulators or staples-can

change the impedance and cause
standing waves. Standing waves, as
mentioned previously, show up on
a TV screen as color smears.

The Transistor Testers
that really work in circuit

Rotators
With the development of high gain antennas, the need for rotators
has increased considerably. Older
type antennas had wide forward
lobes. Thus, they were able to pick
up channels over a fairly wide angle.
Directivity, however, is directly proportional to gain. The higher the
gain, the narrower the lobe.
Rotators are required for all channel antennas, provided all channels are not telecast from the same
direction. They can add significantly
to the cost of the installation, and
they can complicate multi-set systems; however, rotators do provide

pinpoint orientation.
The only substitute for a rotator
is two or more antennas aimed in
different directions. If two antennas
will do the job, and they can be
mounted far enough apart to prevent interaction, this is an excellent
solution. However, if more than
two directions are involved, a rotator is usually the only practical
answer.

Multi -Set Systems
Most Americans today own two
or more TV sets. It seems reasonable, therefore, to use one antenna
to serve every set in the house.
Fig. 13 shows the simplest way
to do this, using a multi -set coupler.
This coupler can be either 300 -ohm,
as shown in Fig. 11, or a 75 -ohm
unit.
In a weak signal area, a mast mounted preamplifier can be used
before the coupler. The preamplifier not only overcomes the losses
caused by the coupler, but improves
the system signal-to-noise ratio.
For many people, a four-set
coupler is not enough. They want a
TV antenna outlet in every room
so that they can plug in a portable
TV or FM stereo receiver anywhere
in the house. This need can best be
served by a profession home TV
system such as that shown in Fig.
14. With a complete antenna system
like this, the home is truly equipped
to be an electronic entertainment
A
center.

NEW TR15A

Locate defective transistors in circuit in seconds with a true AC
.
without disconnecting a single lead
signal gain test (BETA)
what a time saver. Also measure AC beta and Icbo leakage
out of circuit for complete analysis of the transistor. It's easy,
fast and accurate. Also checks diodes and rectifiers in and out

...

of circuit.
TRUE BETA MEASUREMENTS: the transistor's AC gain factor.
Set the CAL knob, press the beta test button and read the actual
AC gain on the meter. This is the ratio of AC signal on the base
of the transistor to that obtained on the collector and is a standard
of measurement in the industry.
Icbo LEAKAGE MEASUREMENTS. An important check since many
transistors have good beta but don't work because the leakage
current has become too high. Both instruments show the leakage
current (lcbo) in microamps right on the meter.
OUT -OF -CIRCUIT TESTS. Test procedure is the same for in or
out -of -circuit testing. Out of circuit, transistors may be sorted,
selected and matched for specified values of beta and Icbo.
COMPLETE PROTECTION. Special circuitry protects even the most
delicate transistors and diodes, even if the leads are connected
incorrectly. No possibility of damage to the transistor, circuit or
instrument. Zener regulated power supply.
NO SET-UP BOOK. No need for a set-up book or manual. Just
refer to the handy transistor checking guide on the back of the
instrument. Even unknown transistors can be checked. PNP and
NPN types can be determined at the flick of a switch.
ALL STEEL CASE. Vinyr covered, with brushed chrome panel.
Beta range, 2 to infinity; lcbo, 0 to 5000 microamps.
DELUXE TR139. "Howard W. Sams" transistor
manual included for beta and Icbo reference.
9" x 71/2" x 6", with large 6" meter, 8 lbs.

-$8050

COMPACT TR15A. Only 5" x 7-3/16" x 3-1/16"just right for easy handling. Easy -to -read 4Y2"
meter. 41/2 lbs.

$6450

NO.

1

MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE, ADDISON, ILLINOIS 60101
Circle 10 on literature card
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brief description of the mechanics involved in installing anA

tennas, including special tool and

material requirements.

by Ellsworth Ladyman

When installing an antenna system, there is one very important
thing to remember: The customer is
not buying an antenna, he is buying
better reception. To attain better
reception, the new system will have
to provide an improvement over the
old system. Improved reception by
installing a new antenna is not automatic. A haphazard installation of
even the best equipment on the market can result in lowered, rather than
increased, signal strength.

Special Tools

There are a number of tools not
normally found in an electronic
technician's tool kit, that, although
not absolutely necessary, will make
a job go a lot smoother. Here are
a few:
Compass

Provides a starting point for
orientation procedures. Through the
use of a compass you can point the
antenna directly at the station.
Then, if necessary, the antenna may
be slightly turned to take every advantage of signal fluctuation.
Bit Extension

It will sometimes be necessary to
drill a number of holes through
walls as much as 12" thick. A drill
bit of that length will have a tendency to snap if uneven pressure is

applied. An extension
much more strength.

provides

Field Strength Meter

In difficult installations (fringe or
ghosty areas) the field strength
22
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meter will help a lot in identifying
main signals (as opposed to reflected signals), and also measure
the signal strength. It can be used
to prove or disprove the efficiency
of the installation, and to isolate
trouble by tracing the signal path
from the antenna through the distribution system to the receiver.
Angle Drive Mechanism

If you have never layed on your
stomach in an attic, or on your back
in a crawl -space, trying to punch a
hole through a pair of 2 x 4's at
an angle, you probably won't appreciate a flexible angle drive tool.
But the first time you try that little
operation, you will purchase one.
Roof Pitch

You should have as many different colors of roof pitch as are
available. It is absolutely necessary
that you leave no possible chance of
a roof leak. Damage from one leaking roof can consume the profits of
many installations.
Patching Mortar

A small bag of ready -mix type
mortar should be carried to seal
holes in brick or cement.
Wood Filler

It is also necessary that you seal
all holes in wood or frame.

Antenna Mounts
The type of mount used is usually
dictated by the physical location,
and personal preference by the customer.

Chimney Mount. (Fig. I)

This is one of the most widely
used mounts, its popularity stemming from ease of installation. A
close inspection of the chimney
should be made before installing the
mount. Loose mortar, cracks, or
other evidence of deterioration
should be noted and brought to the
customer's attention. In extreme
cases, it may be necessary to point
the chimney or have a stonemason
effect the repair. You should proceed with the installation only when
you are assured the chimney will
withstand the added load. The actual mechanics of installing the
mount are simple, and are usually
covered by manufacturer's instructions packed with the hardware.
Roof Mount

If it has been decided that the
is to be mounted on the
roof, and a tower is not to be used,
some means must be provided to
hold the base of the mast stationary.
This base mounting can be a peak
mount (Fig. 2), flat mount (Fig.
3) , or of other physical characteristics. The type chosen will be determined both by mast height and
location on the roof. For mast
heights of 5' to 10', any of the lightweight, less expensive units will be
satisfactory. For mast heights in excess of 10', heavier units offering a
more secure "foothold" should be
used. The heavier mount should always be used in areas with a history
of violent seasonal storms. Regardless of type chosen, the mechanics
involved in installation are identical.
Lag screws should be used in attaching the mount to the roof. They
should be long enough to penetrate
roofing material and roof decking,
and bite deep enough into a rafter
to provide a good strong connection.

antenna

Side Mounting Brackets

This type of mount works very
well in older type homes. The low,
sprawling construction, and wide
roof overhang in the newer ranch
styles precludes the use of side
mounting brackets. Installation of
side mounting brackets is simple,
(Fig. 4) but the brackets must extend far enough to allow the mast
to clear any existing roof overhang.
Fig. 5 illustrates brackets for medium overhang.

The mounting brackets must be
secured through the siding and into
the wall studs of frame homes. Do
not depend on the comparatively
light and somewhat brittle wood siding to provide support for the mast
and antenna, plus any accessories
(rotors, amplifiers, etc.) that might
be added. For stone or brick construction, drill holes in the mortar
(use a 1/4" drill and carbide -tip
bit), mount screw anchors in the
holes, then secure the brackets
firmly with lag screws.
Towers

Another method of antenna
mounting is through the use of
towers. Towers can be as short as
18" (as in Fig. 6) , or as tall as
100', and the base of the tower can
be mounted on a roof (same procedure as for other roof mounts) or
on the ground. When the tower base
is mounted at ground level, a cement
footing should be poured to provide
a base. Thickness of the footing will
depend on the height of the tower.
In general, the higher the tower, the
more support the cement must provide. Tower installations are in the
minority, due in part to cost and in
part to requirements. In most of
the urban areas of the nation, a
good antenna properly installed,
equipped with rotor, and extending
approximately 5' to 10' above the
average roof, will provide excellent
reception. However, in many areas
antenna height is of primary concern, and in these locales a tower
installation may be best.

Masts
Masts normally used for FM and
TV reception are either 5' or 10'
in length. Telescopic types are available that extend from 10' to 40' in
10' increments. Masts are available
in varying degrees of weight; the
type used should be selected according to height and support requirements. As you would expect,
the longer the mast, the stronger it
should be. Even if a 5' mast is being
used, and a heavy antenna and accessory equipment (rotors and amplifiers) are mounted, the stronger
mast will be required.

Fig.

1.

Chimney mount is simple
method of installation.

type best suited for a given installation is important. Selection of the
proper lead-in should be made only
after comparing the lead-in characteristics with the requirements of
the reception anticipated, and climatic conditions inherent to the
area. Further information about
lead-in can be found in the article
entitled "Facts about Lead -In" in
this issue.

Running the Lead -In

You will probably never come
across any two installations that can
be done in the same way. Homes
differ, people differ, and your own
ideas change, but you can set up a
few general rules that will prevent
loss of time during installation, and

Transmission Line

There are three widely used types
of lead-in. Selection of the specific

Fig. 2. Typical

peak mount.
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Fig. 3. Flat mount is adjustable.

perhaps avoid a call-back.
I. Make firm electrical and mechanical connections at the
antenna terminals. Use connectors; do not chance a wire wrap type connection.
2. Use the proper type stand-offs.
These will vary (See Fig. 7) ,
depending on type of roofiing
material, type of transmission
line used, and projections or
overhangs you have to dress
over.
Use enough stand-offs. Place
mast stand-offs every 5', and
roof stand-offs every 4' to 6'.
Adequate stand-offs prevent
damage to transmission line
and "fluttery" reception.
4. Dress line over eaves, gutters,
and drain pipes; do not allow
the lead-in to touch or rest
against anything. (Shielded
lines excepted.)
5. If the installation is to include
a rotor, allow enough slack in
the lead-in for antenna rotation.
6. Make entry into the house as
follows:
A. If entry is through a brick
wall, use a power drill (1"
or !'z ") and a carbide -tip
hit. Remember, this hole
must be filled and water
tight after installing the
lead-in, so make it big
3.

enough, but not oversized.
When you drill through the
exterior wall, you still have
to drill through the air
space and the inside wall. A
bit extension can be used
to continue the hole from
the outside; if an extension
is not available, a method
must be devised to locate
the point at which you will
24
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drill from the inside out.
A long awl or pick will do
this very well. Place the
point of the pick in the
center of the exterior hole,
rap sharply with a hammer,
and the pick will protrude
on the inside.
B. If entry is through wood
siding, the same method as
outlined in Step 6A will be
used, substituting a steel bit
for the carbide tip. The
same precaution about hole
size should be followed.
After running the lead-in
into structure, fill all holes.
Use plastic wood for holes
in wood siding, and patching mortar for holes in
brick or stone walls.
7. Whether you made entry to the
structure at the attic or the
crawl -space, the next step is to
run the lead-in to the point of
entry near the receiver. If in a
crawl space, attach the lead-in
to the bottom of the floor
joints; in an attic, run the
lead-in across the top of the
ceiling joists, and secure it in
place with insulated staples or
tacks.
8. The next step is to locate the
position where the lead-in terminates; it can terminate in a
wall directly behind a receiver,
in a utility room at a distribution box, or in a two- or four set coupler in the crawl -space
or attic. If a coupler is installed
at this point, further runs
along floor or ceiling joints
must be made to the various
points of entry to the final terminations.
9. Running the lead-in down inside an interior wall to an outlet connection can present a
multitude of problems. The

best method for becoming proficient at this is through experience. Some special tools
you will find useful for this
are:
A. Right angle drill drive for
your power drill.
B. Drill extenders.
C. Electrician's fish -tape.
10. When the lead-in is run through
an interior wall, always terminate in a wall connector.
Several types are available, and
you should be able to match
the decor of most homes.
Stripping the lead-in and making a direct connection to the
receiver input terminals may be
adequate, but it won't help
your "word of mouth" advertising a bit.

Installing Antenna
The following is a typical stepby-step procedure for the installation of an antenna, using a 5' mast,
base or foot mount, guy wires, rotor, and feeding four receivers
through a four -set coupler.
1. Attach the rotator near the top
edge of the main mast.
2. Attach a length of from 2' to
4' of mast to the rotator.
3. Affix antenna to the top of the
mast projecting from the rotator.
4. Mount a guy wire ring just
below the bottom of the rotator.
5. Install the base mount on the
roof. Be sure the retaining
screws are imbedded in roof
rafters.
6. Install guy wire anchors (screw
eyes). These should be 120°
apart in a circle around the
antenna base. Make sure the
anchors are going into rafters.
Decking just won't hold under
extreme weather conditions.
7. Attach stand-offs for rotor
cable and lead-in. Orient the
stand-offs for maximum separation of rotor wire and lead-in.
8. Attach the rotor cable to the
rotator terminals, and the leadin wire to the antenna terminals. Allow enough slack in
each line to insure 360 degress rotation, then route the

rotor and lead-in cables
Fig. 4. Side mount is versatile.

through the mast stand-offs.

Fig. 8. Pulling the cable from the storage reel.

do-I show him that a good
antenna system can transform his
poor -quality color picture into the
one he expected to receive when he
bought the set."
Once John has the go-ahead from
the customer, little more than 5
minutes elapses before he has the
mobile antenna system connected to
the set. Setting up the system involves the following steps: First,
John pulls enough cable from the
storage reel to reach from the truck
to the TV receiver (Fig. 8) As he
pulls the cable from the reel, he
coils it up in his hand. Then, he
"plays out" the cable as he walks
from the truck to the house; when
he reaches the house, he drops the
remaining cable on the porch or inside the door. In this way, the cable
that will actually be in the house is
kept clean. Next, he returns to the
truck, climbs atop it, and quickly
raises the antenna masts to the desired height, one section at a time
as shown in Fig. 9. Each section
is secured in position by tightening
a set screw on a clamping ring
around the mast section. Once the
mast is extended, the rotator and
antenna cables are connected to
their respective house cables via the
storage reel, as shown in Fig. 6.
Before returning to the house, John
makes sure the antenna is facing
ways

.

Fig. 9. Elevating the antenna, one section at a time.

directly north to match the setting
of the rotator control unit. (In
other words, the rotator and rotator control unit are synchronized.)
John returns to the house carrying the rotator -control unit, a balun
coil to match the set to the 75 -ohm
coax, and a short cable assembly to
connect the rotator -control unit and
television to their respective cables
via a Jones plug. Fig. 5 provides an
illustrated drawing of the cable assembly, and Fig. 10 is a photograph
of the actual installation.
Once the cables are connected,
and the rotator unit is plugged into
a wall socket, the mobile antenna
system is ready to provide firsthand proof of what a good antenna
system can do for the picture on any
color receiver. When the potential
buyer can actually see evidence of
the product's worth, few words are
needed. However, there are a few
additional selling points that may
not be immediately evident to the
customer. For instance: The physical design of a rotator -control unit
does not detract from the beauty of
the set and, in addition, does not
take up as much space as the rabbit
ears. John makes these points by
comparing the two units as shown in
Fig. 11.
Of course, the primary selling
point for the system is the improved

picture quality. While pointing out
this ad.'antage, John provides the
customer with a brief, nontechnical
description of the system's operation, showing how the picture is improved when the antenna is pointed
in the right direction, etc., (Fig. 12)
At this point (only 10 to 15
minutes have elapsed since John
asked if he could demonstrate the
unit), the customer begins to ask
questions about the price, warranty,
how soon it can be installed, etc.
Since he carries on the truck the
necessary parts and tools for a com.

receiver
and antenna control unit.

Fig. 10. Cable connections to
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Fig. 11. Comparing the

rabbit ears and control unit.

plete system, John is able to provide
immediate installation if the customer is willing. Two out of ten
sales are immediate installations,
and one out of ten takes a day or
two to think it over before giving
him the go-ahead. Thus, John sells
30% of his direct contacts and, in
addition, realizes another 10% from
referrals.
All pricing is done on a package
basis. Careful buying and pricing

Fig.
10
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Explaining the operation of the system.

allows John a profit margin that is
more than adequate to allow "dickering" when absolutely necessary.

"You've Got To Sell Yourself"
John's approach to selling antenna systems is only one example of
a progressive, forward-looking serviceman who realizes that everything
he does reflects his professional integrity and ability. As John puts
it, "You've got to sell yourself as

13. The mobile telephone and
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Fig.

two-way

FM

unit save time.

well as the product and your ability
to service it. In fact, many of the

factors that seem far removed from
the actual mechanics of repairing
a set influence your customers'
opinion of your professional ability.
And what the public thinks of your
ability and integrity is what determines your success today and
tomorrow."
John does more than just talk
about professional pride and integrity-he works at it every day. His
personal appearance-clean uniform, white shirt, and usually a
tie-portray self -pride and thoroughness, while his bearing and
manner uphold the impression generated by his image. There are many
other areas where a bit of extra effort makes the difference. For instance, the mobile telephone in his
truck allows John to phone to the
next customer between service calls
(Fig. 13) , giving the customer his
exact time of arrival. John says,
"This may seem like a lot of extra
expense and trouble to some technicians, but to the customer it means
courtesy and a few extra minutes to
straighten up before a visitor
arrives."
These little extras, along with the
use of such sales devices as a mobile antenna system, have added up
to success for John Crum.

COMPLETE TUNER
OVERHAUL

THE

ELECTRONIC

Radiation Survey Completed
The Public Health Service recently released the
findings of its survey of 1124 color TV receivers in
the Washington, D.C. area. Of the sample, 856 sets
emitted "no measurable levels of X-radiation". However, 66 of the sets did have radiation in excess of
recommended levels. These sets were all correctable
by reduction of high voltage, replacement of tubes, or
both. Sixteen of the sets with excessive radiation were
found to be operating at 29 kv or higher.
Several other findings of the survey are worth
mentioning. Line voltages measured in the surveyed
homes varied from a low of 107 volts to a high of
129 volts. This would indicate that manufacturer's instructions concerning high-voltage adjustments should
be closely followed. Nearly all manufacturers recommend different high -voltage settings according to the
line voltage applied. Perhaps a voltage -adjustable transformer would be in order during these adjustments.
The most startling finding (to us) was the fact
that, of the 66 sets which emitted excessive radiation,
24 had been serviced within 2 months prior to the
survey. The average high-voltage reading of these
24 sets was 27.5 kv.
IESA

Annual Meeting

A good time was had by all at the recent annual
meeting of The Indiana Electronic Service Association. After an all -day business session, a banquet and
dance was held. Morriss Finneburgh of Finco was the
principal speaker at the banquet. Earlier in the day,
Mr. Finneburgh had given a speech before a Chamber
of Commerce meeting on the east coast, and then he
flew to Fort Wayne, Indiana to address the IESA.
Following a party, which we understand lasted into
the wee hours, IESA got back down to business and
held their elections. Ed Reich of Indianapolis was
elected president for the coming year, with vice -
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TRANSISTOR

Simply send us the defective tuner complete; include tubes,
shield cover and any damaged parts with model number
and complaint. 'bur tuner will be expertly overhauled and
returned promptly, performance restored, aligned to original
standards and warranted for 90 days.
UV combination tuner must be single chassis type; dismantle
tandem UHF and VHF tuners and send in the defective unit
only.
Exact Replacements are available for tuners unfit for overhaul. As low as $12.95 exchange. (Replacements are new or
rebuilt.)
And remember-for over a decade Castle has been the leader
in this specialize] field
your assurance of the best in
N tuner overhauling.
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TV TUNER SERVICE, INC.
MAIN PLANT: E701 N. Western Ave., Chicago 45, Illinois
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Get Trouble -Free Fuse Protection
in Wet Locations with a

I

.11I

IRON

LOAD

IN -THE -LINE

WATERPROOF
Fuseholder
PROTECTION

FOR

OF

CIRCUITS

OF 600 VOLTS OR LESS
FOR USE ON:

Electronic Components
at Missile Sites
Marine Equipment
Mobile Power Supply
Units
Yard Lights
Military Field

Applications
Communications
Equipment
Any circuit operating
in exposed locations.

Watertight construction; resistance to damage by weather, water, salt spray or corrosive fumes
permit use of TRON fuseholders
in exposed locations where safety
and long life are of vital importance.
TRON fuseholders are available
to take two sizes of fuses,
X
1'
and 1f2" x 1%"; and take
many sizes of solid or stranded
wire.
Write for BUSS Bulletin SFH-11
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time to live like normal human beings, will improve
their facilities and function with more precision-these
will be our most critical needs for some time to come.
If this ideal, though perfectly logical condition, ever
materialized I would like to be involved in arranging
a manufacturer's dinner financed by us (no strings).
"The above relationship, fanciful as it may seem
to many, could become a reality if you really believe
strongly enough. Of course, a prospective manufacturer may hesitate to accept a courtesy trip on a ship
with holes in it, so consider this a call for all hands
on deck. Let's build a ship capable of weathering any
storm, great enough to accommodate all dealers large
or small, with such dignity as to attract guests from
every phase of our industry."

Mergers & Expansions
Initial discussions relative to the acquisition of
Aerovox by Essex Wire Corporation, have been announced by Walter F. Probst, chairman of the board
and chief executive officer of Essex, and W. Myron
Owen, Aerovox chairman of the board and president.
The transaction, subject to investigation and approval of the final form of agreement by the boards
of both companies, involves the tax-free exchange of
Aerovox stock for a new series of Essex Convertible
Preferred Stock, with the usual exchange details.

BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGraw -Edison Co., ST. LOUIS, MO. 63107

:

The Corn lete Line of Fuses and

presidencies going to Robert Drake, James Smith, and
William Slickman.
A

SUB -MINIATURE

President's Editorial

Bob Lewis, president of TSA (Television Service
Association) Michigan, recently published an editorial
in their State association paper, TSA News. Though
we don't entirely agree, it certainly is a message worth
hearing. Here are some excerpts:
"Why should we, as small dealers, based on a longstanding lack of communications with the manufacturer, look upon him as something gigantic and capable
of crushing us at any moment? Sure, he bought all the
fancy dinners, conducted the fabulous trips, passed
out the glittering premiums, furnished all the pretty
signs (with his name on them), but never forget
there were plenty of strings.
"Now the situation is different, for the manufacturer as well as us. He has his quality control problems,
and we both have a very critical personnel problem.
"I think it's time that the manufacturer sat down
with us on equal terms, showing proper respect and
rationalizing our unique and vital positions as the only
real public relations line-and certainly the ones to
solve the mounting public clamor on poor quality in
consumer products.
"It is a quite simple deduction that the service
industry, properly paid, respected, and possessed of

it-
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FUSEHOLDER
COMBINATION
For space -tight applications.
Fuse has window for inspection
of element. Fuse may be used
with or without holder.
Fuse held tight in holder by
beryllium copper contacts assuring low resistance.
Holder can be used with or
without knob. Knob makes
holder water-proof from front
of panel.
Military type fuse FM01
meets all requirements of
MIL-F-23419. Military type
holder FHN42W meets all military requirements of MIL -F -

19207B.

FUSE ONLY
VISUAL

INSICATIN6

BUSS

.270 x .250

INCHES

FUSES

OMW FUSE
and HWA

FUSEHOLDER

Write for BUSS Bulletin SFB
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Radio Watch Observes Anniversary

Write for BUSS

Bulletin SFB.

OU/CKACI/A
"Quick -Acting" fuses for protection of
sensitive instruments or delicate apparatus;-or normal acting fuses for protection where circuit is not subject to current
transients or surges.
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At the end of its first year, the Community Radio
Watch program sponsored by the Communications Division of Motorola, Inc. has become America's largest
and most widespread plan for encouraging citizen
cooperation in the fight against crime.
Beginning with Cincinnati at the end of 1966,
Community Radio Watch has been formally adopted
by nearly 500 American cities and towns. Half the
cities with population over 100,000 have enrolled in
this crime -busting program, including Cleveland, Detroit, Long Beach, Philadelphia, San Francisco, and
Washington, D.C. The program now reaches from
Seattle, Washington to Miami, Florida and from Old
Town, Maine to Honolulu, Hawaii.
Each locality enlists the cooperation of individuals
and companies with two-way radio equipped vehicles,
asking each driver to act as additional "eyes and ears"
for the police. Drivers of trucks, buses, taxicabs, and
other vehicles use their two-way radios to report crimes
in progress, suspicious characters, dangerous situations
such as gang gatherings, civil disorders, fires, accidents,
and other emergency situations to their dispatchers.
The dispatchers in turn relay the calls by telephone to
the appropriate local authority: police, fire department,
ambulance squad, and so on.

N,McGraw-Edison Co., St. Louis, M0.33107

Fuseholders of Un uestioned Hi
Sidney L. Olson, President of Olson Electronics,
reports his firm has merged with Teledyne. The merger
was accomplished through an exchange of Olson and
Teledyne stock.
Mr. Olson emphasized that relations with trade
suppliers would not be changed in any way as a
result of the merger. He also said the growth of the
Company would be accelerated through new store
openings and acquisitions.
Pearce-Simpson announced agreement in principle
on a proposed merger with Gladding Corporation,
South Otselic, New York, subject to certain conditions,
including approval by shareholders.

Antenna Sales Notes
In spite of the fact that most TV markets in the
United States still have no UHF channels, 82 -channel
antennas are beginning to outsell VHF -only antennas,
according to Harvey R. Brandt, Director of Marketing
for Gavin Instruments.
Gavin, a major manufacturer of outdoor home TV
antennas, reports that during January 1968, for the
first time, sales of UHF/VHF antennas outstripped
VHF -only antenna sales. "While I have no definite
figures on this," said Mr. Brandt, "indications are that
the entire antenna industry is very close to the crossover point, it it has not already been reached."

h

Qualit

shielded fuseholders
For use where fuse and fuseholder could pick up radio
frequency radiation which interferes with circuit containor other nearby circuits.
ing fuseholder
Fuseholder accomplishes both shielding and grounding.
Available to take two sizes of fuses-% x 1J:1" and
x 1" fuses.
Meets performance specifications of both MII.-I-6181D
and MIL -F -19207B.
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The best TV deserves
the best antenna!
Install a Zenith Quality -Engineered Antenna!
Model 973-94
designed for far fringe areas

Exciting Surprises
for Youand Your Family!
Fun for all!
Get the details
at your Zenith
Distributor's
Parts Department.

These features help a Zenith outdoor antenna provide the superior reception that makes for satisfied
customers:
Capacitor coupled cap -electronic VHF dipoles.
Tapered UHF grid driver.
Staggered square UHF directors.
Low -impedance, triple boom construction.
You can choose from twelve all -new Zenith VHF/
UHF/FM or VHF/FM antennas. All are gold color

alodized aluminum for better conductivity, greater
corrosion resistance and longer service.
Ask your Zenith distributor for a free technical manual. He has charted the reception characteristics of
your area, so he can recommend the best antenna
for each installation.
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The quality goes in before
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The wide

variety of components

available today make it possible
to design an effective antenna
system to meet any set of condi-

tions.

ANTENNA
SYSTEMS
Suddenly, in the year 1968, antenna systems have become a very
important part of the American
home. This is due to several reasons. First, Americans are spending
more and more time in front of
their TV sets. Whether or not program quality has improved is a
moot question. The fact is that we
now spend the bulk of our nonworking, awake time watching TV.
And leisure time has increased to
the point that U.S. homes are used
more for TV viewing than any other
activity except sleeping.
UHF and Color TV have each
played a part of luring the American public back to TV. Since passage of the all -channel law in 1964,
UHF channels have been going on
the air at an amazing rate. A new
UHF channel, with its promise of
increased program variety, always
heightens a community's TV consciousness. The coming of age of
color TV has focused attention on
TV screens and added another
dimension to viewing.

Fig.

1.

Conical antenna for VHF.

by Lon Cantor

At the same time that Americans
have increased their TV viewing
time, they are also spending more
time listening to FM radio. The
superb sound reproduction of FM
stereo has made the FM receiver
the most popular Hi-Fi component
sold today. It seems that when we
aren't sleeping or watching TV, we
are probably listening to FM stereo.
All of which brings us back to
the concept of home antenna systems. Color TV, UHF, and FM
stereo all have one thing in common: They are hard to receive.
People who got by with indoor
antennas for monochrome VHF TV
and monophonic FM, often find
that they need outdoor antennas for
color, UHF and FM stereo. And
people who used outdoor antennas
find that they need bigger and better
units to pull in the wealth of entertainment signals now being broadcast.
This article will cover the criteria
for choosing the right antenna for
each installation; the types of antennas available for VHF, UHF and
FM; and simple home antenna
systems.
Selecting The Antenna
The antenna you choose for a
specific installation depends upon a
number of factors:
1. What channels do you want
to receive?

Where are the channels located, and how strong are
their signals?
3. What kind of interference is
present?
4. How many sets will the antenna serve?

2.

VHF

Antennas

In the old days when only black and -white was telecast, flying V and
conicals (See Fig. 1) were very

popular. These antennas are broadband and economical. They are not
suitable for color, however, because
they are not well matched to 300 ohm loads. This mismatch results
in waves that are seen on the TV
screen as color smears.
For a long time, Yagis were the
most popular antenna for suburban
and fringe areas. The Yagi is not
only well matched to 300 -ohm
loads, but also provides high gain.
The concept of gain is not difficult to understand. We simply compare all antennas with a half-wave,
folded dipole (see Fig. 2.) By
itself, the half-wave dipole picks up
signals from the front and the rear,
.

C

Hó
Fig. 2. A half -wave, folded dipole.
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Yagi.

typical antennas.

amount of signal picked up at a
given location by a dipole and that
picked up by the Yagi is the gain
of the Yagi. For example, if the
dipole picks up 500 microvolts and
the Yagi picks up 1000 microvolts,
the gain is said to be 6dB (6dB
equals a voltage gain of 2).
Yagis were king of the reception
world until color TV started to become popular. Then, it was discovered that the response of many
Yagis (especially area specials) was
not flat enough for good color
reception. All antennas, of course,
are sensitive to frequency. Most
Yagis are deliberately designed to
provide higher gain on the high
channels than they do on the low
channels to compensate for propa-

Fig. 4. V -type log -periodic antenna.
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90°
270°

B.

Fig. 3. Polar plots of

but not from the sides, as shown
in Fig. 3A.
Normally, the back lobe is not
only useless, but also undesireable.
We can minimize the back lobe,
increase pick-up in the forward direction, and narrow the forward
lobe by adding antenna elements.
The Yagi uses a combination of
directors and reflectors. The directors focus the incoming signal on
the dipole, and the reflectors reflect
the signal back into the dipole. The
result is a polar pattern like that
shown in Fig. 3B. Not only is more
signal picked up, but ghosts (from
directions other than the one toward
which the Yagi is aimed) are rejected.

60°
280°

gation differences.
It is essential, however, that the
frequency response be flat within
any given channel. A tilted response
causes no problem on black -and white TV, but it can play havoc
with color; the color signals are
shifted in phase, changing their
hues. For best color reception, the
response should be flat within +0.5 dB per channel.
One answer to flat frequency
response is the log-periodic antenna,
(Fig. 4). The log -periodic, as the
name implies, uses elements spaced
logarithmically. The elements are
graduated in size, from short elements to large. Generally speaking,
two or three elements resonate for
each frequency.

Fig. 5. Spaced -element log -periodic.

In its pure form, the VHF logperiodic would be very long and
ungainly. Therefore, all log-periodic
antenna manufacturers design the
antenna so that certain elements do
double duty. An element resonates
simultaneously in the full or halfwavelength mode for one frequency
and in the 3/2 wavelength mode
for another frequency. Using this
device, manufacturers have been
able to pack a reasonable amount
of gain into a log-periodic with
boom length comparable to a Yagi.
However, resonance in the 3/2
wavelength mode does create a
problem. The polar pattern of a
3/2 wavelength antenna exhibits
some very undesirable side lobes.
To solve this problem, manufacturers either "V" the antenna elements as in Fig. 4 or choose the
spacing very carefully, as shown in
Fig. 5. Both techniques minimize
side lobes.
The log-periodic was definitely
flatter in frequency response than
the conventional Yagi, however, it
was not as sensitive. Dollar -fordollar, size -for -size, or number -ofelements for number -of -elements,
you get considerably more gain with
a Yagi. Still, flatness is usually more
important than gain, and the logperiodic has gained wide acceptance
because of this.
Recently, a new type of antenna
has been introduced. It is claimed
that the new V-Yagi design corn -

26"
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25 112"

89-518"

25"

79 518"

24-112"
69 318"

24-112"
59 114"

24"
24"

49"

24"

TOWARD

STATION
300 -OHM

TWIN LEAD

Fig. 6. V -type Yagi antenna.

bines the gain of a Yagi with the
flatness of a log-periodic.
Fig. 6 illustrates the principle of
V-Yagi operation. The driven elements are from 49" to 110" in
length. For each VHF frequency,
there is a specific element whose
length comes closest to the resonant
length. For channel 2, the 895/8"
element absorbs the greatest signal
power. In fact, the antenna shown
provides 4.6 dB gain on channel 2.
With the 895/8" element removed,
the gain would be -8.6 dB. However, adjacent elements also pick up
significant amounts of signal, especially the 100" element.
Like the log -periodic, the V-Yagi
operates in the 3/2 wavelength
mode for some high -band VHF

channels. For example, the 795/8"
element is cut for full wavelength
resonance at channel 7 and the 3/2
wavelength mode at channel 9. To
eliminate side lobes caused by 3/2
wavelength operation, the last two
elements are swept forward in a V
shape.
In addition to driven elements,
the V-Yagi design also includes
parasitic directors and reflectors,
ranging in size from 24" to 26".
These parasites provide little gain
on low -band channels, but they improve high -band gain significantly.
In metropolitan areas, gain is no
problem. If anything, there is too
much signal. However, gain and
directivity generally go hand-in hand. And directivity is especially
important in the city. Fig. 7 shows
why.
The signal reflected from the tall
building arrives at the antenna a
little later than the direct signal.
The result is a ghost or a smear,
displaced slightly to the right. This
ghost may be faint enough to be
unnoticed on a b -w receiver, but
in color it really stands out. Color
ghosts actually intlioduce new, unwanted colors on the screen, and
the eye is very sensitive to color
changes.

TRANSMITTER

Fig. 7.

Reflected signal causes ghost.

Fig.

8.

Simple metropolitan

antenna.
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Fig. 9. UHF corner reflector.

You could use a high -gain, suburban-type antenna to eliminate city
ghosts, but that would be like shooting ducks with a cannon. New
metropolitan antennas such as that
shown in Fig. 8 provide no gain (or
a slightly negative gain) However,
the two elements are phased so that
signals from the front of the antenna add, while signals from the
back cancel. Thus, side and back
lobes are minimized.
.

UHF Antennas

Thus far, we've discussed only
VHF antennas. Let us now consider
U's. UHF stations are permitted to
radiate three times as much output
power as VHF stations, but they
still can't send signals as far. Because of propagation factors, VHF
signals can be picked up at almost
twice the distance of UHF signals.
UHF, however, has several things
in its favor. First, because wavelengths are so much shorter, antenna
elements are also shorter. It is
practical, therefore, to build exotic,
multi -element UHF antennas capable of providing very high gain.
Second, UHF is more free from
man-made interference than VHF.
Thus, when you are within a reasonable distance of a UHF transmitter, you're likely to get superior
picture quality.

Fig.
18

10.
PF

Typical all -channel antenna.
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There are a wide variety of UHF
antennas available, including Yagis
and log-periodics. Because of the
size factor, reflectors are also quite
common in UHF antennas.
Bow -tie antennas with corner
reflectors, such as that shown in
Fig. 9, not only provide high gain,
but excellent vertical capture area.
This factor is vitally important at
UHF, since a foot or two of height
can make a tremendous difference
in the amount of signal pickup. It
would be impractical to build a
VHF antenna of this type, because
the antenna would be much too
large to handle.
In addition to the corner reflector, there are a wide variety of
other reflector -type UHF antennas,
and all provide excellent reception.
Some maufacturers make add-on
kits for converting VHF -only antennas into 82 -channel installations.
FM

Antennas

FM stereo is related to monophonic FM in much the same way
as color TV is related to mono-

chrome. Like color, FM stereo

requires an extra carrier that is
detected in phase. By FCC regulation, an FM station can radiate no
more power for FM stereo than for
monophonic programs. In FM
stereo two basic frequencies are
involved, the stereo sum (left +
right) and the stereo difference
(left
right). The effective signalto-noise ratio of an FM stereo
broadcast fed into an FM stereo
tuner is a full 20 dB worse than
if the whole thing had been done

-

Fig.

12.

Three

Y}.
4A'

(mor/

Fig. 11. Accessory divides incoming
signal into VHF, UHF, and FM outputs.

in monophonic. All of this points

up the fact that to receive stereo
reception comparable to your monophonic reception, you need an antenna with about twice as much
gain (6 dB)
Also, as in color TV, multi -path
distortion problems are magnified
by FM stereo. Reflected signals
generally arrive out of phase, reducing the signal-to-noise ratio. The
listener hears hash, squawks, and a
reduction in the stereo separation.
This is why many Hi-Fi enthusiasts
have discarded their indoor loops of
wire in favor of outdoor FM antennas. To get good FM reception, you
need a Yagi or a log -periodic that
is high in gain and very directive.
.

All Purpose Antennas
It would seem desirable that all
of a home's reception requirements
be put into a single antenna. Fig. 10
shows just such an antenna-designed for color, but performing
well on black -and -white; pulling in

both UHF and VHF channels; and
doing a good job on FM stereo.
This type of all-purpose antenna
is available from a number of manufacturers. Most combination antennas compromise in one area or
another, so check the specifications
carefully. Make sure the one you

types of

lead-in.

Exclusive bi -modal
director system
Fully assembled snap -together

construction

Twist -resistant
square boom

Golden Armor Coating

Vibration -proof,
point -contact
element locks

Rugged Cycolac insulators
add strength

for superior corrosion
resistance

Meet the snappiest
300 -ohm convertibl around
into contact with lead bolts,
and screw down. New

The New Jerrold Paralog 300 Plus Antenna. Developed
from and incorporating the finest features of the famous
Paralog Plus series. And where conditions require the
superior performance of a Coloraxial 75 -ohm installation
the change can be made in a snap ... with a snap -on
transformer. The results are superb.
Sharp directivity eliminates color ghosts
Flat response (±1 dB per channel) for optimum
color fidelity
Exclusive bi -modal director system for extra gain
Compact parasitic array permits quick installation
Paralog 300 Plus snaps together in short order and stays
together.
New snap -on transformer (optional) converts Paralog 300
Plus to 75 -ohm Coloraxial performance.
Combines low loss and unexcelled impedance match with
quick, easy installation. Just snap it on the boom, push

weatherproof connector
no cable fitting needed.
Simply strip the
cable, push into
the transformer,
and tighten.

.

Model STO -83'

Paralog 300 Plus comes in 7 VIP models,
for metropol itan to deep fringe areas, with
list prices ranging from $15.95 to $79.95.
So pull in more profits with the VHF

antenna that packs the most pull around.
In signal reception. In customer reception. The Jerrold Paralog 300 Plus Antenna. See your Jerrold Distributor today
or write Jerrold Electronics Corporation,
Distributor Sales Division, P.O. Box A,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19105.
*Model STO -82 a/so available with

"F" fitting.

JERROLD
Indoor antennas

Home preamplifiers

Distribution equipment

Focusing on one thing...
better reception
a

GENERAL INSTRUMENT company
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inputs for both UHF and VHF.
However, the signal from an all channel antenna is carried to the
set over a single downlead. Fig. I I
shows a typical signal splitter, which
provides separate outputs for UHF,
VHF, and FM. Such splitters are
often supplied free with an 82 -channel antenna, but many make no
provision for FM.

82 CHANNEL

ANTENNA

4 SET

TO COLOR TV

TO FM TUNER

COUPLER

Lead -In Wires

TO TV

Fig.

13. 4 -set

TO TV

coupler splits signal.

install will perform well on the
desired frequencies.
Many installers use 82 -channel
antennas, even in VHF-only areas.
This makes the systems they install
relatively obsolescence -proof. No
matter what new channels or FM
stations come on the air, the all channel antenna is capable of receiving it.

The early 82 -channel antennas
were simply a UHF Yagi or log periodic stuck onto the front of a
VHF antenna. Now, however, designs are made more efficient by
integrating UHF and VHF elements
so that they work together.
Signal Splitters

Today's TV sets have separate
82 CHANNEL ANTENNA

UHF -VHF
AMPLIFIER

COAX

2 -WAY

rugged and moisture resistant.

SPLITTER

'

LIVING
ROOM

-TAPOFF WALL PLATES

PLAYROOM

DINING
ROOM

PATIO

KITCHEN

DEN

r----

BEDROOMS

SPLITTER

(

BASEMENT

75 OHM

TERMINATION

Fig.
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Two basic types of lead-in are
commonly used in antenna systems,
twin lead and coax. Twin lead is
more common, but coax has gained
in popularity since the advent of
color. Coax has the advantage of
being shielded. Therefore, it can be
run anywhere-near electrical wiring, or through metal ducts-with
no adverse effects on the signal.
Also, coax keeps out interference.
The disadvantages of coax are
that it has a different impedance
than most antennas, and losses are
high. Most home antennas and
TV sets have 300 -ohm impedance,
while coax usually has a characteristic of 50 or 72 ohms. To use
coax, matching transformers at the
antenna and at the TV set are required. (72 -ohm antennas are available from some manufacturers.)
Twin lead has been used for a
long time and is still favored by
many installers. Fig. 12 shows three
varieties of twin lead: (top to bottom) flat, shielded foam -filled, and
perforated. The best twin leads are

master antenna (MATV) system.

C-

UHF

VHF

Shielded twin lead provides many
of the advantages of coax, while
perforated twin lead provides lower
loss. Many twin leads burn readily,
but some are flame retardant, and
many installers consider this to be

very important characteristic.
Don't skimp on twin lead quality.
Remember, the transmission line is
the only link between the antenna
and the receiver. Cheap twin lead
will crack and deteriorate within a
few years.
The prime advantage of twin lead
is low loss. If the installation includes UHF, losses through coax
may be prohibitively high. The disadvantage of twin lead is that it
must be run with great care. Proximity to any metal-even metal
standoff insulators or staples-can
a

change the impedance and cause
standing waves. Standing waves, as
mentioned previously, show up on
a TV screen as color smears.

The Transistor Testers
that really work in circuit

Rotators
With the development of high gain antennas, the need for rotators
has increased considerably. Older
type antennas had wide forward
lobes. Thus, they were able to pick
up channels over a fairly wide angle.
Directivity, however, is directly proportional to gain. The higher the
gain, the narrower the lobe.
Rotators are required for all -

channel antennas, provided all channels are not telecast from the same
direction. They can add significantly
to the cost of the installation, and
they can complicate multi-set systems; however, rotators do provide
pinpoint orientation.
The only substitute for a rotator
is two or more antennas aimed in
different directions. If two antennas
will do the job, and they can be
mounted far enough apart to prevent interaction, this is an excellent
solution. However, if more than
two directions are involved, a rotator is usually the only practical
answer.

Multi -Set Systems
Most Americans today own two
or more TV sets. It seems reasonable, therefore, to use one antenna
to serve every set in the house.
Fig. 13 shows the simplest way
to do this, using a multi -set coupler.
This coupler can be either 300 -ohm,
as shown in Fig. 11, or a 75 -ohm
unit.
In a weak signal area, a mast mounted preamplifier can be used
before the coupler. The preamplifier not only overcomes the losses
caused by the coupler, but improves
the system signal-to-noise ratio.
For many people, a four-set
coupler is not enough. They want a
TV antenna outlet in every room
so that they can plug in a portable
TV or FM stereo receiver anywhere
in the house. This need can best be
served by a profession home TV
system such as that shown in Fig.
14. With a complete antenna system
like this, the home is truly equipped
to be an electronic entertainment
center.

NEW TR15A

Locate defective transistors in circuit in seconds with a true AC
without disconnecting a single lead
signal gain test (BETA)
what a time saver. Also measure AC beta and Icbo leakage
out of circuit for complete analysis of the transistor. It's easy,
fast and accurate. Also checks diodes and rectifiers in and out

...

.

of circuit.
TRUE BETA MEASUREMENTS: the transistor's AC gain factor.
Set the CAL knob, press the beta test button and read the actual
AC gain on the meter. This is the ratio of AC signal on the base
of the transistor to that obtained on the collector and is a standard

of measurement in the industry.
Icbo LEAKAGE MEASUREMENTS. An important check since many
transistors have good beta but don't work because the leakage
current has become too high. Both instruments show the leakage
current (Icbo) in microamps right on the meter.
OUT -OF -CIRCUIT TESTS. Test procedure is the same for in or
out-of -circuit testing. Out of circuit, transistors may be sorted,
selected and matched for specified values of beta and Icbo.
COMPLETE PROTECTION. Special circuitry protects even the most
delicate transistors and diodes, even if the leads are connected
incorrectly. No possibility of damage to the transistor, circuit or
instrument. Zener regulated power supply.
NO SET-UP BOOK. No need for a set-up book or manual. Just
refer to the handy transistor checking guide on the back of the
instrument. Even unknown transistors can be checked. PNP and
NPN types can be determined at the flick of a switch.
ALL STEEL CASE. Vinyr covered, with brushed chrome panel.
Beta range, 2 to infinity; Icbo, 0 to 5000 microamps.

"Howard W. Sams" transistor
manual included for beta and Icbo reference.
9" x 71/2" x 6", with large 6" meter, 8 lbs.

$8950

COMPACT TR15A. Only 5" x 7-3/16" x 3-1/16"just right for easy handling. Easy -to -read 4Y2"
meter. 4Y/ lbs.

$6450

DELUXE TR139.

NO.
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1

MANUFACTURER Of ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT
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INSTALLING ANTENNA SYSTEM
brief description of the mechanics involved in installing anA

tennas, including special tool and

material requirements.

by Ellsworth Ladyman

When installing an antenna systhere is one very important
thing to remember: The customer is
not buying an antenna, he is buying
better reception. To attain better
reception, the new system will have
to provide an improvement over the
old system. Improved reception by
installing a new antenna is not automatic. A haphazard installation of
even the best equipment on the market can result in lowered, rather than
increased, signal strength.
tem,

Special Tools

There are a number of tools not
normally found in an electronic
technician's tool kit, that, although
not absolutely necessary, will make
a job go a lot smoother. Here are
a few:
Compass

Provides a starting point for
orientation procedures. Through the
use of a compass you can point the
antenna directly at the station.
Then, if necessary, the antenna may
be slightly turned to take every advantage of signal fluctuation.
Bit Extension

It will sometimes be necessary to
drill a number of holes through
walls as much as 12" thick. A drill
bit of that length will have a tendency to snap if uneven pressure is
applied. An extension
much more strength.

provides

Field Strength Meter

In difficult installations (fringe or
ghosty areas) the field strength
22
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meter will help a lot in identifying
main signals (as opposed to reflected signals), and also measure
the signal strength. It can be used
to prove or disprove the efficiency
of the installation, and to isolate
trouble by tracing the signal path
from the antenna through the distribution system to the receiver.
Angle Drive Mechanism

If you have never layed on your
stomach in an attic, or on your back
in a crawl -space, trying to punch a
hole through a pair of 2 x 4's at
an angle, you probably won't appreciate a flexible angle drive tool.
But the first time you try that little
operation, you will purchase one.
Roof Pitch

You should have as many different colors of roof pitch as are
available. It is absolutely necessary
that you leave no possible chance of
a roof leak. Damage from one leaking roof can consume the profits of
many installations.
Patching Mortar

A small bag of ready-mix type
mortar should be carried to seal
holes in brick or cement.
Wood Filler

It

is also

necessary that you seal

all holes in wood or frame.

Antenna Mounts
The type of mount used is usually
dictated by the physical location,
and personal preference by the customer.

Chimney Mount. (Fig.

1)

This is one of the most widely
used mounts, its popularity stemming from ease of installation. A
close inspection of the chimney
should be made before installing the
mount. Loose mortar, cracks, or
other evidence of deterioration
should be noted and brought to the
customer's attention. In extreme
cases, it may be necessary to point
the chimney or have a stonemason
effect the repair. You should proceed with the installation only when
you are assured the chimney will
withstand the added load. The actual mechanics of installing the
mount are simple, and are usually
covered by manufacturer's instructions packed with the hardware.
Roof Mount

If it has been decided that the
antenna is to be mounted on the
roof, and a tower is not to be used,
some means must be provided to
hold the base of the mast stationary.
This base mounting can be a peak
mount (Fig. 2), flat mount (Fig.
3), or of other physical characteristics. The type chosen will be determined both by mast height and
location on the roof. For mast
heights of 5' to 10', any of the lightweight, less expensive units will be
satisfactory. For mast heights in excess of 10', heavier units offering a
more secure "foothold" should be
used. The heavier mount should always be used in areas with a history
of violent seasonal storms. Regardless of type chosen, the mechanics
involved in installation are identical.
Lag screws should be used in attaching the mount to the roof. They
should be long enough to penetrate
roofing material and roof decking,
and bite deep enough into a rafter
to provide a good strong connection.
Side Mounting Brackets

This type of mount works very
well in older type homes. The low,

sprawling construction, and wide
roof overhang in the newer ranch
styles precludes the use of side
mounting brackets. Installation of
side mounting brackets is simple,
(Fig. 4) but the brackets must extend far enough to allow the mast
to clear any existing roof overhang.
Fig. 5 illustrates brackets for medium overhang.

The mounting brackets must be
secured through the siding and into
the wall studs of frame homes. Do
not depend on the comparatively
light and somewhat brittle wood siding to provide support for the mast
and antenna, plus any accessories
(rotors, amplifiers, etc.) that might
be added. For stone or brick construction, drill holes in the mortar
(use a 1/4" drill and carbide -tip
bit), mount screw anchors in the
holes, then secure the brackets
firmly with lag screws.
Towers

Another method of antenna
mounting is through the use of
towers. Towers can be as short as
18" (as in Fig. 6) , or as tall as
100', and the base of the tower can
be mounted on a roof (same procedure as for other roof mounts) or
on the ground. When the tower base
is mounted at ground level, a cement
footing should be poured to provide
a base. Thickness of the footing will
depend on the height of the tower.
In general, the higher the tower, the
more support the cement must provide. Tower installations are in the
minority, due in part to cost and in
part to requirements. In most of
the urban areas of the nation, a
good antenna properly installed,
equipped with rotor, and extending
approximately 5' to 10' above the
average roof, will provide excellent
reception. However, in many areas
antenna height is of primary concern, and in these locales a tower
installation may be best.
Masts

Masts normally used for FM and
TV reception are either 5' or 10'
in length. Telescopic types are available that extend from 10' to 40' in
10' increments. Masts are available
in varying degrees of weight; the
type used should be selected according to height and support requirements. As you would expect,
the longer the mast, the stronger it
should be. Even if a 5' mast is being
used, and a heavy antenna and accessory equipment (rotors and amplifiers) are mounted, the stronger
mast will be required.

Fig.

1.

Chimney mount is simple
method of installation.

type best suited for a given installation is important. Selection of the
proper lead-in should be made only
after comparing the lead-in characteristics with the requirements of
the reception anticipated, and climatic conditions inherent to the
area. Further information about
lead-in can be found in the article
entitled "Facts about Lead -In" in
this issue.

Running the Lead -In

You will probably never come
across any two installations that can
be done in the same way. Homes
differ, people differ, and your own
ideas change, but you can set up a
few general rules that will prevent
loss of time during installation, and

Transmission Line

There are three widely used types
of lead-in. Selection of the specific

Fig. 2. Typical

peak mount.
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Fig. 3. Flat mount is adjustable.

perhaps avoid a call-back.
I. Make firm electrical and mechanical connections at the
antenna terminals. Use connectors; do not chance a wire wrap type connection.
2. Use the proper type stand-offs.
These will vary (See Fig. 7)
depending on type of roofìing
material, type of transmission
line used, and projections or
overhangs you have to dress
,

over.
Use enough stand-offs. Place
mast stand-offs every 5', and
roof stand-offs every 4' to 6'.
Adequate stand-offs prevent
damage to transmission line
and "fluttery" reception.
4. Dress line over eaves. gutters,
and drain pipes; do not allow
the lead-in to touch or rest
against anything. (Shielded
lines excepted.)
5. 1f the installation is to include
a rotor, allow enough slack in
the lead-in for antenna rotation.
6. Make entry into the house as
follows:
A. If entry is through a brick
wall. use a power drill (1"
or 2 " ) and a carbide -tip
hit. Remember, this hole
must be filled and water
tight after installing the
lead-in, so make it big
enough, but not oversized.
When you drill through the
exterior wall, you still have
to drill through the air
space and the inside wall. A
bit extension can be used
to continue the hole from
the outside; if an extension
is not available, a method
must be devised to locate
the point at which you will
3.

',
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7.

drill from the inside out.
A long awl or pick will do
this very well. Place the
point of the pick in the
center of the exterior hole,
rap sharply with a hammer,
and the pick will protrude
on the inside.
B. If entry is through wood
siding, the same method as
outlined in Step 6A will be
used, substituting a steel bit
for the carbide tip. The
same precaution about hole
size should be followed.
After running the lead-in
into structure, fill all holes.
Use plastic wood for holes
in wood siding, and patching mortar for holes in
brick or stone walls.
Whether you made entry to the
structure at the attic or the
crawl -space, the next step is to
run the lead-in to the point of

entry near the receiver. If in a
crawl space, attach the lead-in
to the bottom of the floor
joints; in an attic, run the
lead-in across the top of the
ceiling joists, and secure it in
place with insulated staples or
tacks.
8. The next step is to locate the
position where the lead-in terminates; it can terminate in a
wall directly behind a receiver,
in a utility room at a distribution box, or in a two- or four set coupler in the crawl -space
or attic. If a coupler is installed
at this point, further runs
along floor or ceiling joints
must be made to the various
points of entry to the final terminations.
9. Running the lead-in down inside an interior wall to an outlet connection can present a
multitude of problems. The

best method for becoming proficient at this is through experience. Some special tools
you will find useful for this
are:
A. Right angle drill drive for
your power drill.
B. Drill extenders.
C. Electrician's fish -tape.
10. When the lead-in is run through
an interior wall, always terminate in a wall connector.
Several types are available, and
you should be able to match
the decor of most homes.
Stripping the lead-in and making a direct connection to the
receiver input terminals may be
adequate, but it won't help
your "word of mouth" advertising a hit.

Installing Antenna
The following is a typical stepby-step procedure for the installation of an antenna, using a 5' mast,
base or foot mount, guy wires, rotor, and feeding four receivers
through a four -set coupler.
1. Attach the rotator near the top
edge of the main mast.
2. Attach a length of from 2' to
4' of mast to the rotator.
3. Affix antenna to the top of the
mast projecting from the rotator.
4. Mount a guy wire ring just
below the bottom of the rotator.
5. Install the base mount on the
roof. Be sure the retaining
screws are imbedded in roof
rafters.
6. Install guy wire anchors (screw
eyes) These should be 120°
apart in a circle around the
antenna base. Make sure the
anchors are going into rafters.
Decking just won't hold under
extreme weather conditions.
7. Attach stand-offs for rotor
cable and lead-in. Orient the
stand-offs for maximum separation of rotor wire and lead-in.
8. Attach the rotor cable to the
rotator terminals, and the leadin wire to the antenna terminals. Allow enough slack in
each line to insure 360 degress rotation, then route the
.

rotor and lead-in cables
Fig. 4. Side mount is versatile.

through the mast stand-offs.

weight of the armature causes friction when the motor is de-energized.
Some motors are mounted horizontally with the armature spring loaded against the brake pad. In either
case, if the end of the armature or
the brake pad material is worn excessively, the armature will go beyond its intended position with
reference to the stator, causing the
pick-up voltage of the motor to be
increased. Here, again, the best
cure is to replace the motor. This
cause of faulty cold weather operation is more likely to affect ring
gear drive systems than worm drive
systems, because a stronger brake
is used in the ring systems. In worm
drive systems, the motor brake is
used primarily to minimize coast down time, and the braking is accomplished by the worm drive mechanism.
4. The grease used to lubricate
the rotator can be a major cause
of cold weather problems. Even
when new, the grease can freezeliterally welding all the high-speed
gears together. This problem can
become progressively worse in rotators that use aluminum or zinc
gears, because the softness of the
material causes the worn particles
to be mixed with the grease. If you
determine this to be the cause, disassemble the rotator and wash off
all the old grease and residue.
(Caution: Keep the solvent away
from the motor itself. Its bearings
are protected by a special longlasting oil which should not be
dissolved.) Replace the grease in
the low -speed gears and rotator
bearings with silicone grease (such
as Dow Corning No. 7) . Use it
sparingly. Lubricate the high-speed
gears, (motor pinion and mating
gear) with 10W30 motor oil. Replace the slip sleeves or nylon strip
bearings if required. Rotators with
ball bearings should exhibit a slight
play (5 to 6 mils) If they do not,
shim them with aluminum foil at
the ring and upper casting interface.
If there is excessive play, sand the
ring slightly on a flat surface.
5. Check that the installation
does not cause binding of the rotator, and double check the wiring.
In cold climates the motor can
usually be started by rocking the
switch back and forth a few times.
(The motor will heat up during this
.

procedure.)

Occasionally, in extremely cold climates, external heating may be necessary, and can be
applied using the strip -type heaters
ordinarily used to keep water pipes
from freezing. If this is done, take
these additional precautions:
1. The strip heater should be
manually switched on only when
warming the rotator.
2. Special care is required to attach the heater only to the non rotating parts, and to be certain the
rotating parts do not scrape or foul
it.

3. The 115 -volt strip line should
be separately fused.

In very cold climates, install
rotors with AWG 20 wire (AWG
18 over 75 feet). Although this
adds to the cost of installation, it
pays in satisfaction later. Taking the
above precautions before installation, and applying the service tips,
should provide very good results.
Tips For Color

Keep in mind that the color signal is phase modulated; therefore,
any phase shift greatly affects the

THE BEST COLOR ANTENNAS!
RMS

SUPER TRANS POWER'D

Incomparable performance
on All Channels 2-13 plus

STP- 28

FM!

Exclusively features

Reynolds Aluminum
COLORWELD!
No. of
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Area Used

STP-7
STP-11
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11.

STP-15
STP-19
STP-23
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Semi -Fringe
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Extreme Fringe
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15
19
23
28
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Reception Range
Up to 50 miles
Up to 75 miles
Up to 100 miles
Up to 125 miles
Up to 150 miles
Up to 175 miles

7

$13.45
19.95
26.95

39.95
44.95
53.95

DYNERGY

Complete UHF/VHF and FM
Coverage, Channels 2-83!
Single down -lead- for simple, economical installation!
Features COLORWELD!

DYN-158US

Model
DYN-33US
DYN-54US
DYN-66US
DYN-88US
DYN-118US
DYN-158US
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Price

No. of
Elements VHF Range
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6
to 35 miles
Suburban and Semi -Fringe 9
to 60 miles
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to 75 miles
Semi -Fringe and Fringe
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to 125 miles
Semi -Fringe and Fringe ... 19
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Area Used

.

.

RMSELECTRONICS,
50 ANTIN PLACE, BRONX, N.

to
to
to
to

20
30
50
75
to 75
to 75
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miles
miles
miles
miles

List
Price

$19.95
29.95
34.95
44.95
44.95
49.95

Dependable construction
and performance for long life installation!

Make your next installation profitable with
these dependable RMS Antennas. Write for
Dept. PFA
FREE Informative Catalog!
.
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picture. This means that you should
use the best twin lead available.
Several types are in general use:
1. The old twin lead (not recommended)
2. Foam -filled, flat twin lead.
3. Foam -filled, oval twin lead.
4. Shielded twin lead.
5. Coaxial cable.
The choice is up to you. If you
use the flat or oval twin lead, twist
it slightly, and keep it away from
anything metal. Be careful of the
impedance. Some sets and antennas
are designed for 75 -ohm lead-in,
eliminating the need for matching
transformers. However the use of
75 -ohm lead-in on 300 -ohm sets
without the transformers will result
in less -than -optimum performance
least.
Today's antennas are much improved. Although generally larger,
they are commonly quite sensitive
and free of frequency selection. If
you get a good one, it is usually not
necessary to stack them or to use
amplifiers. The author prefers stacking rather than amplifiers because
the latter enhances everything received, including noise; however,
sometimes an amplifier is the best
way out in deep fringe areas. Here
again, the service man uses his
own experience in a given area.
Don't look for quick answers or
"mini -type" miracle antennas. They
may come some day, but they are
not here yet.
.

-at

Servicing

Obtaining the proper schematic
for servicing is important. Service
booklets or manuals, and installa-

Fig. 5. Saddle mount should be guyed.
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tion sheets are obtainable, or come
with the rotor-get them and keep
them handy in your service data library.
Ordinarily, a check-out from the
ground is the first service step. Disconnect the power line and the rotator from the control, and check
resistances looking towards the rotator. The resistance should read
the lead resistance (which should
be two ohms or less) plus two
motor windings totaling approximately five ohms. If this is correct,
the motor should run with 18-30
volts on the leads. If it does not,
the rotator should be checked for
faults. If the motor does run, the
mechanical automatics should show
voltage drop when the rotator
switch operates. Electronic rotors
and some manual rotors depend
upon a wire -wound potentiometer
in the rotator. Check the potentiometer continuity, and replace or
clean as required.
Check the control circuits first,
suspecting the motor electrolyticparticularly if the voltages seem
low. Carry a fresh substitute capacitor. Its exact capacitance is not
critical. Increasing the capacitance
increases the average motor current
(and the line drop) The advance
in technology has helped these electrolytics, and the modern parts are
much less troublesome than those
of a few years ago.
A drop of oil often does wonders
for the pawl arms and escapement
mechanism in mechanical automatic
controls. Only as a last resort
should you disassemble the mechanical mechanism, because its proper
adjustment determines its accuracy.
Broken springs, damaged members,
or electrical discontinuities are easy
to spot, and should be corrected
without disturbing other parts. AC
is fed to the rotating mechanism in
the control by leaf-spring commutators, so be sure they make good
contact. The solenoid coils and
transformers seldom open unless the
rotor is hit by lightning. Solenoid
mechanical position, however, can
cause trouble if the control is
dropped. If you determine that the
control is operable but badly out of
adjustment, it is best to return it
to the factory.
Servicing electronic rotors is
another matter, but the rotator pro.

cedure is the same. In one type of
electronic control, the control faults
are usually in the relays. In this
control, one relay switches the transformer primary. Be sure the relay
is pulling, and that the contacts
will mate. If it does not operate at
all, and does not have coil voltage,
go through the circuitry to find out
where the signal stops. If it is has
voltage, and pulls in but doesn't
switch, clean and/or adjust the contacts. If the relay doesn't pull in,
let up very slightly on the back
spring. If either relay chatters, check
the diodes and electrolytics.
The second relay is the more
critical of the two, since it operates
in one direction but not the other.
If it pulls in when it should not,
tighten the back spring. Check the
operation of the mechanical knob
switch in this type rotor. Contacts
should be biased and clean.
Another type of electronic, pushbutton control has less sensitive relays but heavier contacts. One relay
operates to rotate in one direction,
and the other to rotate in the other
direction. Remove their covers and
ascertain that they do pull in. If
they do not, check for cold joints
or faulty push buttons (which can
be cleaned) If the relays stick,
manually operate them about a
dozen times to clean them. If they
chatter, decrease the sensitivity adjustment. Then check the diodes
and slide switch. It may even be
necessary to clean the adjustment
potentiometers.
The transformers in this type
rotor can be left on without danger
of overheating. To be conservative,
the manufacturer recommends they
be switched off. The transformer of
both types of electronic rotors normally are thermally protected.
.

Conclusion
As can be seen, rotors are not
very complicated devices. The small
amount of additional installation
time, compared to the profit, should
be incentive enough to install them
wherever they are justified. The
customer satisfaction derived from
a good installation, with its attendent side benefits( repeat business,
word-of-mouth advertising, etc.)
should be the greatest incentive of
all.
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SYSTEMS

The continued success of color
TV sales, along with an increase
in multi -set homes, businesses,
and institutions has created a
promising sideline for the service technician.

by Ellsworth Ladyman
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The MATV (master antenna system) market is expanding by leaps
and bounds. If you are not participating in this bonanza, it is time
you investigate its possibilities.
Potential customers include:
Apartment Houses:
Apartment dwelling is on the
increase: most urban areas are
experiencing a tremendous increase in apartment construction,
both the high-rise and garden
types.
Motels:
Construction of new motels and
renovation of older units shows
no evidence of slowing. Competition among motels is keen, consequently all are striving to give
better service. Good TV reception in every unit is a must for
them.
Nursing Homes and Hospitals:
Entertaining the ill or infirm,
who must pass many hours immobile or semi-immobile, is a
problem. Good TV reception
goes a long way toward accomplishing this.
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Schools:
Good reception in schools is
absolutely necessary; educational

stations and current -event broadcasts have our youngsters running
far ahead of us at comparable
stages of development.
Dealer and Service Dealer Showrooms &
Service Departments:
Elimination of rabbit ears or long
lengths of transmission line terminated in alligator clips does a
lot for the appearance of a showroom or service area.
These are a few potential users
of MATV. You will undoubtedly
think of several more. The problem
is how to sell to them.

It is

Selling MATV
obvious that before you can

install a system and pick up the
added bonus of a maintenance contract, a job of selling must be done.
Employing only the methods you
normally use in reaching your service customers will not suffice. The

MATV market is at a different
level, and other means of advertising
are needed. Several different methods may be employed to reach the
potential buyers in this area, but
all methods require thought, leg
work and ingenuity. I'm sure that
this sort of challenge is nothing
new; anyone gainfully established in
the highly competitive business of
electronic servicing has accepted
this kind of thing as a way of life.
One of the first things to do in
seeking this business is to make

yourself and your capabilities
known to as many real estate men
as possible. These people know
when and where a motel, apartment
motel, hotel, or apartment complex
is going to be built. Remember,
these guys are primarily salesmen,
and salesmen get together and talk.
If you impress them, they will pass
along your name to the right people.
Watch your local newspaper for
information regarding requests for
zoning variances for new construction. Often this is the first clue that
May, 1968/
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apartment or motel construction is
contemplated. This information will
include the name of the builder or
contractor. Contact him at once,
and advise him of your eagerness to
bid on the project.
Place advertisements in local or
area trade publications relating to
builders, contractors and real estate.
Make yourself known to all types
of subcontractors such as electricians, cement men, masons, carpenters, etc. These men are usually
held in high esteem by the contractor or architect, and their advice
to him could swing a contract your
way.
A showing or demonstration of
a functioning MATV system is still
the best method of selling. Prospects
are often confused by terms such as:

head -end amplifiers, splitters, couplers, combiners, extenders, etc.
Seeing these items in a working system will help to clarify their use.
The best place to conduct a demonstration is in your own building;
whether your requirements are
small compared to the prospects is
of little consequence because the
basic design remains the same. If
you are located in a strong signal
area that, in the past, has allowed
you to operate with a half dozen
rabbit ears, install a master antenna
system. Not only will the appearance of your show room and service
area be immeasurably improved,

you will have a functioning system
at hand to demonstrate to prospects
and to people who didn't even
realize they were prospects.

Designing the System

An MATV system is, in reality,
mini-CATV (Community Antenna) system. It can range from
a system comprising an antenna
and a two- or four-set coupler feeding two to four receivers as shown
in Fig. 1, to an antenna system with
increased amplification, splitters,
couplers and impedance matching
devices feeding a multitude of receivers (Fig. 2)
a

.

Calculating the Losses

The design of any MATV system, small or large, will be based
on the following fundamental concepts:
1. An adequate signal at the base
of the receiving antenna is a
must. This will involve proper
selection of the antenna or antenna array and possibly the
addition of a mast -mounted
amplifier such as the one shown
in Fig. 3. Proper orientation of
the antenna is of primary importance. Use a field -strength
meter in conjunction with a

monitor (portable, transistorized
receiver) to determine when the
signal is adequate.
2. Use high -gain antennas whenever practical. It is cheaper in

4.)
A. You will probably use RG 59 cable, so compute the
losses for the highest channel in the system and the
longest run. In Fig. 4, 500'
@ 4.4 dB/C = 22 dB.
B. Add the insertion losses of
the taps on the trunk line.

6x.5=3dB.

C. Determine the loss of the

farthest tap. Taps are supplied with a choice of isolation losses. In our example,
tap B loses 12 dB.
D. Add in the losses of any
other devices in the line. The
splitter has a loss of 4 dB.
4. Calculate the required signal at
the farthest set as 0 dB, and
add together all the losses back
to the master antenna. In the
example, (-4) + (-12) +

(-22)

VHF ANTENNA
N LEAD

+6

4 SET COUPLER

TELEV

S

ION

TELEVISION

TELEVISION

TELEVISION

SET

SET

SET

SET

Fig. 1. Simple MATV system
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employing

a

4 -set coupler.

+

(-3)

= -41 dB.

5. Determine the signal from the

antenna and express it in dB
relative to the signal required at
the farthest set. Our channel 12
signal is + 6 dB. Subtract the
losses from the signal to determine the required amplifier gain;

300 ohm BROADBAND

300 ohm TW I

the long run to start with as
much signal as possible before
amplification. This improves the
signal-to-noise ratio and saves
the additional cost of a bigger
amplifier. It also minimizes the
long-term maintenance problems.
3. Determine the signal you require
at the input terminals of the
farthest set, say 4000 microvolts, then calculate all the
losses between this set and the
antenna terminals: (See Fig.

dB

-

41 dB

=

-35

dB.

The amplifier must have 35 dB
of gain to make up this loss.
6. Make the same calculations
for the lowest channel in the
system. If all channels are in
the same band (channels 2-6 or
7-13) this is not necessary.
7. If one channel is much weaker
than the other (about 6 to 10
dB) equalize the inputs to the
master antenna by amplifying
the weak signal. If the weak
channel has about as much signal as you require at the last
set, you may attenuate the
strong signal, depending on the

`For my money, the best antenna for Color TV
is the JFD Color Laser,"...
says Ronnie Morgan of Best Antenna Service, Arlington, Va.
"When we install a JFD Color Laser
or Log Periodic, we know we can
guarantee better color pictures than
the customer ever had before. We
get sharp directivity and high front to -back ratios that clean up ghosts.
And the JFD's wide bandwidth and
flat gain give us good color registration on all VHF and UHF stations in
the area. JFD's are well constructed
and easy to install ...They go up fast
and stay up for good."
Mr. Morgan (who has been installing
antennas for twenty years and counts
his installations in the hundred of
thousands) does most of his work in

metropolitan areas where that extra
sharp, ghost-chasing directivity is
mighty welcome. His opinion of the
JFD is typical of professional an-

tenna installers from coast to coast.
And it's only natural because the
Color Laser offers:

BRILLIANT COLOR-flat (frequency independent) response

across each channel, free from suck outs or roll -offs. Keeps color vivid
and alive.
PATENTED W -I -D -E BAND LOG
the most effiPERIODIC DESIGN

-

cient ever developed-provides
higher gain, better signal-to-noise

ratios, needle-sharp directivity.

frequencies. Entire antenna (not just
part of it as in other log periodic
imitations) responds on every channel.

LUSTROUS, ELECTRICALLY
CONDUCTIVE GOLD ALODIZING
promotes signal transfer, protects
against corrosion, enhances appearance.
PROFESSIONAL ANTENNA INSTALLERS KNOW-The Best Antenna for
Color TV is The Color Laser by

Eleven patents cover its revolutionary space-age design.
MORE DRIVEN ELEMENTS. Har-

monically resonant capacitor

coupled design makes dual -function
elements work on both VHF and UHF

Now at your JFD distributor!

JFD ELECTRONICS CO.

15th Avenue at 62nd Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11219
JFD Canada, Ltd., Ontario, Canada
JFD International, 64-14 Woodside Ave., Woodside, N.Y. 11377
JFD de Venezuela, S.A., Avenida Los Haticos 125-97, Maracaibo, Venezuela
LICENSED UNDER ONE OR MORE OF
ELECTRONICS CO UNDER TACI09IVE

U

PATENTS 2 958.081. 2 985 879
S
LICENSE I ROM THE UNIVERSITY OF

3

011 158

3

LOS

780

ILLINOIS FOUNOAT ION

Circle

RE
25 7.'' AND ADDITIONAL PATENTS PENDING IN USA AND CANADA
3 210 757
LICENSED UNDER ONE OR MORI OE U S PATENTS 2.955.287 AND 3.015 821 AND ADDITIONAL

1150 375

17 on

PRODUCED

8V

l90

PATENTS PENDING
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75

ohm

VHF -FM ANTENNA

75 ohm COAX

MAST MOUNTED

PREAMPLIFIER

75ohm COAX

PREAMPLIFIER
POWER SUPPLY

INDOOR DISTRIBUTION

AMPLIFI

ER

1000 FEET

LINE TAPS TO
EACH RECEIVER

EACH LINE
TERMINATED

4 WAY SPLITTER

EXTENDER

AMPLIFIER

IN

CHARACTERISTIC

IMPEDANCE\

Fig. 2. More complex MATV system serving 12 color TV

relative costs of the two approaches.
8. You know of an amplifier which
has 35 dB gain on the high band
and 35 dB on the low band.
This gives you a 2 or 3 dB
"fudge factor." At any rate, select an amplifier which meets
or exceeds your requirementssystems have a habit of "growing."
9. As you work back towards the
master amplifier, use taps with
greater loss to compensate for
the lower cable loss. Since the
cable loss is different on different channels, you can never
completely balance the systembut it doesn't hurt to try.

A D D,'Á'
GET A BETTER PICTURE FROM

SEE IT AT N.Y.

JUNE ELECTRONICS
SHOW
BOOTH 1030

and/or

FM receivers.

10. If one trunk is much larger than

the others, it may be more
economical to ignore this trunk
and calculate the remainder of
the system as detailed above.
Then design the long trunk
separately, using an auxiliary
amplifier connected to a convenient point in the system, as
indicated in Fig. 4.
Transmission Line

75 -ohm coaxial cable is used almost universally in distribution systems. It combines the advantages of
ease of installation, constant impedance that is not affected by
surrounding conductors, minimum
radiation and interference pickup,

PF REPORTER /May,
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install.
Antenna

There are a multitude of antenna
types available for use with MATV
systems. These range from the
heavy-duty 75 -ohm types designed
specifically for MATV applications
to the more common broadcast
VHF 300 -ohm color/b-w types intended primarily for single set or
two -set applications. In between fall
a variety of single -channel VHF and

UHF, combination VHF TV/FM,
VHF/UHF, and broadband UHF

UNIVERSAL UHF ANTENNA
ANY

SET

WITH A KAY-TOWNES ANTENNA

Used in combination with a 28 element VHF antenna, equals in gain
a 50 -element, coventional inline
combination antenna. Complete with
band-splitter and connecting harness-no extras to buy! Can be used
for UHF reception alone.
Circle 18 on literature card
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and low cost. Also, a wide selection
of equipment designed for connection to coaxial cable is available.
Technically, shielded 300 -ohm line
is feasible, but it is more expensive,
harder to handle, and fewer devices
for connection to it are available. It
is unlikely that the use of unshielded
300 -ohm lead-in can be justified in
any antenna system that requires
an amplifier.
The type of 75 -ohm line you
select is usually determined by cost.
Cables with greater diameters usually have lower losses but they are
more expensive and more difficult
to install. In deciding which cable
to use, you must compare the relative costs of cables and ampliers.
For example, 500 feet of RG -11
cable has a loss of about 8 dB, and
500 feet of RG -59 has a of about
17 dB. The RG -11 will cost about
$28.00 more. Perhaps you require
25 dB of gain in the master amplifier if you use RG -11, in which case
you will require 34 dB of gain if
you use RG -59. If you can buy the
bigger amplifier for $25.00 more,
you will save money by using RG 59. You will also save installation
time, because RG -59 is easier to

KAYTOWM ES

ANTENNA

KAY-TOWNES ANTENNA CO.
P.O. Box 593, Rome, Georgia 30162

like a splitter, which divides the signal into equal parts, a tap takes only
a small amount of energy from the
trunk line. Since the amount of signal removed is proportional to the
level of the signal on the trunk, this
amount is expressed in dB, and it is
called insertion loss. Typical values
of insertion loss are perhaps .1 to .6
dB, so the total insertion loss of all
taps on a trunk is usually small with
respect to the loss of the cable
itself.
A line tap also must isolate its
load (the TV set, usually) from the

types. Choosing the correct type for
a specific application involves studying the characteristics of the antennas available and matching these to
the application requirements.
In any event, you should become
familiar with the antenna types that
will get the job done in your area.
Also, you should become well
versed in orienting them for the best
possible signal.
Distribution Amplifiers

When one receiver is connected
to an antenna, all available signal is
applied to that receiver. When two
receivers are connected to an antenna, the available signal is divided

trunk. This is accomplished by loose
coupling between the tap and the
trunk and by attenuation between
the take-off point and the output
jack of the tap. Because of this light
coupling and attenuation, the signal
level at the output connector of the
tap is typically 10 to 30 dB below
the level on the trunk. Although this
is not truly a loss in the strict sense
of the word (little or no energy is
absorbed), it is usually termed isolation loss, isolation attenuation, or
feed -through loss. Insofar as the
TV set connected to the tap is con-

Now-Compare CRT Color Guns

between them; the more receivers
connected to an antenna, the more
the available signal is divided. When
a number of receivers are to be fed
by a single antenna, a distribution
amplifier, such as that shown in Fig.
5, is usually required. A distribution
amplifier functions to keep the signal to all receivers at a useable level.
Distribution amplifiers are available
in a variety of outputs. Selection of
the proper type depends on the requirements of each. An installation
could use one main distribution
amplifier, several repeaters, and
possibly groups of two- and four -set
couplers.
Splitters and Taps

A splitter divides the signal into

several equal parts which are subsequently fed to separate receivers
or trunks. Naturally, if the available
signal is divided into two outputs,
each output level is at least 3 dB
lower than the input level. The
device itself will also absorb some
energy. Thus, a 2 -way splitter has
a loss of about 4 dB, a 4 -way loses
about 7 dB, etc. Actually, only
dB is "lost" in each case; the remainder is being used in the other
load or loads.
A tap removes energy from the
line and delivers it to the receiver.
Also, it may match a 75 -ohm distribution line to a 300 -ohm receiver.
If it does match impedances, remember to consider this when calculating system losses. 1000 µv on
a 75 -ohm line is the same energy
level as 2000 µv on a 300 -ohm
line. In our example (Fig. 4) we
measured all our signals across 300
ohms, so we ignored this point. Un1

AUTO1VdATICALLY!

325V
COLOR TRACKING

Simplifies Color CRT Tracking Test
Tests Each Gun in Color or B&W CRT's Completely
Now, for the first time, you can test CRT color guns for color tracking
automatically; and exactly according to industry standards. No more
time-consuming logging of each color gun reading at every setting
of the G2 control like other testers.
Only the Sencore CRT CHAMPION has three separate G2 screen
grid controls just like the color TV itself. A color tracking scale right
on the meter makes the all-important tracking test easy, fast, and
accurate. This is most important when claiming credit for a defective
color CRT.
The CHAMPION also makes all the standard color and black and white CRT
tests short, emission, and life tests. Line Adjust control assures exceptional
Circuit lets you save
accuracy. An exclusive three step Automatic Rejuvenation
..__
many a faulty black and white tube or
equalize gun currents in color tubes. Plug-in
sockets are provided for fast testing and
easy updating. Rugged vinyl -clad steel case
has spacious lead compartment.

-

CRT manufacturers, set manufacturers,

distributors, technicians all recommend the
CR143 CRT tester as the only tester that
does a complete job. Why not check with
them before you buy.
Sencore CR143

- CRT CHAMPION

NO.

1

...$99.50

MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRON/C MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE,

ADDISON, ILLINOIS 60101
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in increments of 3 to 6 dB. For
example, a certain tap might be
available with a choice of 12, 18,

24, and 30 dB of isolation. Notice
that the total attenuation of the
trunk from the first tap to the last
may not exceed the range of isolation losses available in the taps -18
dB in this example. If the cable
loss is greater, install an amplifier
in the line and proceed.

Preparing a

amplifier.

cerned, the effect is the same-a
greatly reduced signal, 1/3 to 1/30
of the signal voltage on the trunk.
Isolation between the load and
the trunk is very necessary for several reasons: (1) A shorted load
must not short the line, (2) standing waves on the line between the
tap and the receiver must not be
coupled back to the trunk, (3) signal from the receiver local oscillator
must not be coupled back to the
trunk.
Taps, which are otherwise identical, are available with a wide selection of isolation loss. By selecting
the correct value of isolation loss
for each tap, the output signals from
all the taps are equal. Thus, if there
were 2 dB of cable loss from tap
No. 1 to tap No. 2, the isolation
loss of tap No. 1 should be 2 dB
greater. In practice, many taps are
available that have changes of loss

are necessary, and the desired profit
margin. Provide the customer with
brochures describing the equipment
you have chosen for the installation,
and include a diagram illustrating
your design plan for the project.
Provide specific explanations about
points where confusion or misunderstanding is probable.
Let's examine a hypothetical installation. Assume the following
conditions:
1. Installation in a two-story
apartment house with six
apartments on each floor.
2. Local reception is UHF and
3 VHF stations: Channels 2,
4, 12, and 81.
3. Convert channel 81 to channel 6 to save money (cable
loss at channel 81 is excessive, perhaps 15 dB per
hundred feet). Also, some
tenants may not have UHF
1

sets.

Compute the total system loss
by adding the cable loss with
the losses of the splitters, couplers, and taps.
5. Determine the signal required
at the farthest receiver and
4.

Questions and Answers
About CATV and MATV

101
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Bill of Materials

A.

by Robert E. Baum and Theodore B. Baum.
This book covers the growing applications of

catv (community antenna television) and
matv (master antenna television). Fully covers a variety of cable amplifier designs and
installations, distribution systems, main trunk
lines, subscriber equipment and service, and
the future of community antenna systems.
An informative and practical book for technicians, students, and others who want to
know the facts about catv and matv. 96 $250
pages; 51 ; x 81 ". Order 20655, only...

1

VHF antenna

B. 1 UHF antenna
C. X number of feet of mast
D. 2 antenna mounts

E.

Quote

Bid or

Any bid or price quotation involves a computation of time required to do the job, materials that

Fig. 3. Mast -mounted TV

the signal available from the
various stations.
6. Calculate the required gain of
the amplifiers and the converter -amplifier.

1

UHF -VHF converter -

amplifier
F. 1 distribution amplifier
G. 1 VHF 2 -way splitter (75 -ohm)
H. 12 line taps
I. 12 switch boxes
J. 12 wall plates
K. 3 line terminations
L. X number of feet of coax
M. Assorted hardware, saw blades,
connectors, etc.
N. X number of hours labor.

Maintenance
A master antenna TV system requires periodic maintenance. The
time to sell this program is when
you sell the installation. A few of
these contracts and you won't have
to worry about the lease payment
every month. A thorough check-out
of the system every thirty days is
good insurance against a call some
snowy night, when you would much
rather be home in bed. Following
is a good preventive maintenance
procedure:
1. Check antenna for rust, dirt,
and corrosion. In coastal
areas keep antenna as free
from salt residue as possible.
2. Make a careful check of the
transmission line; if any evidence of weather -checking,
rubbing of insulation, or deterioration is observed, re -

Transistor Specifications Manual
NEW THIRD EDITION. Gives the electrical
and physical parameters for virtually all transistors now in use. Electrical parameters in chide collector -to -base, emitter -to -base, and
collector-to -emitter voltages; maximum collector current; power dissipation; and maximum operating temperature. Also lists frequency gain and leakage parameters. A physical outlines section provides dimensions and
other physical data required for installation.
Another section identifies leads and terminals
for each transistor listed. An invaluable reference for anyone working with semiconductors.
272 pages; 53.42' x 8),(2' '; comb -bound.
$25
Order 20631, only
u

These and over 300 other SAMS
Books are available from your local

Electronics Parts Distributor
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HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
-.1100 WEST 62nd ST INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA 46266

rn/vGa

the company that brought you the
famous Color Spectrum Antennas

now brings you a
complete line of
VHF & 82 channel
MATV equipment
Over 200 items including:
Preamplifiers
Amplifiers
Passive Networks
Wall Taps
Test Equipment
MATV Heavy Duty Antennas
Finco will work with you to plan your MATV installations at no charge.
Send for FINCO's 45 -page illustrated catalog and layout information forms.

Mail this coupon today

Send FREE 45 -page illustrated catalog of MATV
Equipment and FINCO layout information forms.
Name

THE FINNEY
FINCO
i)
COMPANY
=pF IKE

LD

COLON

.K

,ND

FM ANTEM"

34 W. Interstate St., Dept. 310 Bedford, Ohio 44146
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CHANNEL 12

CHANNEL

8000 MV (+6dB)

2

500MV

/(-18 dB)

MASTER AMP REQUIRED
GAIN 35 db HIGH BAND
33 dB LOW BAND

CHANNEL

AMPLIFIER
20 dB

+2dB
SECOND TRUNK

12 dB (CHANNEL 2)

SPLITTER
500'

4 dB

100'

50'

TAP A

50'

22 dB (CHANNEL 12)

100'

TAP A

100'

TAP

100'

TAP

B

LINE TAP TYPE A

B

LINE TAP TYPE

25 dB ISOLATION

.5

B

12 dB

ISOLATION .5 dB INSERTION

dB INSERTION

AUXILIARY
AMPLIFIER
(LINE EXTENDER)

CHANNEL 12 (4700 MV)
CHANNEL

2

(4500 MV)

L

J

FARTHEST
RECEIVER

4.000MV

REMOTE

RECEIVERS

Fig. 4.

place the transmission line.
Make field -strength readings
at selected points along the
line (outputs of distribution
and repeater amplifiers are
good points). Compare these
readings with the original
installation readings; investigate any drastic change.
4. Keep careful records of work
done in routine maintenance,
paying particular attention to
time consumed and cost of
3.

MATV system with signal levels indicated.

equipment replacements. Such
records will be beneficial
when the time comes to renew your maintenance contract. After one year, you
should be able to adjust your
contract up or down, depending on the past service experience. Do not be reluctant
to adjust your rates downward if the situation warrants;
however, take into account
the aging of the equipment.

The goodwill generated by a
reduction of service contract
rates is good advertising.
Conclusion

The preceding paragraphs were
intended to provide you with a brief,
fundamental concept of MATV systems. Before actually attempting to
sell, plan or install an MATV system, it will be necessary to become
better acquainted with the equipment, terms, and installation techniques associated with such systems.
The best source for this information is the literature produced by
the manufacturers of MATV system
components. Most of this literature
will give you the significant specifications and applications of each
component, as well as practical
examples of the various system
designs.

Fig. 5. Typical
50
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distribution amplifier.

Drop by the distributor(s) in
your area and pick up every piece
of literature you can on every antenna system component he handles,
and spend some time studying it.
Or, request such literature from four
or five manufacturers.
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solid-state
crystal -controlled
POST -MARKER
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GENERATOR

only $99.95

the most important instrument you can own for Color TV
and FM alignment now costs a lot less...the Heathkit IG -14
15 crystal -controlled marker frequencies Switch -select picture and sound IF frequencies, color
bandpass and trap frequencies, 6 dB points, plus FM IF center frequency and 100 kHz points Use
up to six markers simultaneously for faster TV alignment Birdie -type markers Trace and Marker
amplifiers and size controls 400 Hz modulator Variable bias supply Ail solid-state, 22 transistors, 4 diodes Circuit boards

Fast, Accurate Color Alignment. Speed and accuracy are important in today's service work ..
important to your customers, important to your profits. Speed and accuracy are what the new
Heathkit IG -14 gives you-... plus features usually costing five to ten times as much.
no dial to twiddle, no searching,
Just Push A Button. That's all it takes to set a frequency
no resetting problems. Fifteen switch selected crystal -controlled markers. Nothing could be
easier or more accurate. The IG -14 has input and output connections so that it can be used
with any sweep generator and scope. Also an external marker input. BNC connectors are used
throughout.
No Trace Distortion. One of the big values to using a post marker generator like the IG -14 is
that markers are injected after the sweep signal passes through the set being tested, thereby
eliminating the 'scope trace distortion usually found when injection or absorption type marker
generators are used.
Crystal -Controlled Markers For Any TV Alignment Task. Four marker frequencies are provided
for setting color bandpass, one marker for TV sound, eight at the IF frequencies between 39.75
and 47.25 MHz, and markers for channel 4 and channel 10 picture and sound carriers for checking tuner RF response. With the ability to use up to six markers at once, such as picture and color
carriers at 6 dB points, corner marker and trap frequencies, alignment is fast and precise. Trap
alignment is just a matter of selecting the appropriate trap frequency, applying the 400 Hz modulation, and tuning the trap for minimum audio on a scope or meter.
Easy FM IF and Discriminator Alignment. The IG -14 provides visible markers at the 10.7 MHz
visible because they are applied to the
center frequency plus 100 kHz markers on each side
trace after detection and so are not attenuated by the discriminator. Use of harmonics, fully
explained in the manual, provide tracking markers as well.
Trace and Marker Amplitude Controls
on the front panel permit using a regular service type
'scope instead of a wide -band, ultra -sensitive model
and stage by stage alignment is easier.
Variable Bias Supply
0 to 15 VDC 6 10 milliamps is isolated from chassis so you can use
.

...

SIX MARKERS SIMULTANEOUSLY. The scope trace
above shows how six markers can appear at the same
time. Note the trap markers, 6 dB points, and picture and
all on one trace with the IG -14.
sound carriers

...

...

...

...

...

positive or negative bias.
New Look
Circuit Board Construction. Handsome low profile, "stackable" cabinets in the
new look of Heath instruments
finished in beige and black. Easy -to-build layout with two
circuit boards.
Save Hundreds of Dollars. Until now, an instrument with these features cost much more. Order
the IG -14 now
it's the best investment in alignment facilities you can make.
Kit 1G-14, 8 Ibs., no money dn., $10 mo.
$99.95

...

...

)I}
`,xIlt

...

IG -14 SPECIFICATIONS-Crystal Marker Frequencies: 3.08, 3.58, 4.08, 4.5, and 10.7 MHz @ .01%; 39.750,
41.250, 42.170, 42.500, 42.750, 45.000, 45.750, 47.250, 67.250, and 193.250 MHz @ .005%. FM Bandwidth
Marker: 100 kHz. Modulation: 400 Hz. Input Impedance: External sweep, 75 ohm; External marker, 75 ohm;
Demodulation input, 220K ohm. Output Impedance: RF output, 75 ohm; Scope output, 22K ohm. Bias Output
Voltage: Variable from 0 to 15 VDC @ 10 MA. Isolated from chassis for either negative or positive bias.
Type of Marker: "Birdie." Controls: Bias voltage with AC on/off; Trace size; Marker amplitude; RF output;
Modulation on/off; Markers, individual switches for each frequency. Semiconductors: Transistors: (16) 2N3692;
(6) 2N3395; (3) Silicon diodes; (1) Zener diode, 13.6-V. Power requirements: 105-125 volts, 50/60 Hz AC
@ 7.5 watts. Net weight: 8 lbs.

HEATHKIT

1968

FREE 1968

t`

EASY TO BUILD. Note how everything except the front
panel switches and controls mount on two circuit boards
even the crystals.

...

r HEATH COMPANY,

Dept. 25 -5
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

CATALOG!

plus shipping costs.

L] Enclosed is $

Heathkit

Please send

Now with more kits, more color,

IG -14 Post

Marker Generator(s).

(quantity)
O Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.

Fully describes these along with
over 300 kits for stereo/hi-fi,
color TV, electronic organs, electric guitar & amplifier, amateur
radio, marine, educational, CB,
home & hobby. Mail coupon or
write Heath Company, Benton
Harbor, Michigan 49022.

Name
Address
City

State
Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.

Zip
TE -174

L
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ANTENNAS are
The following picture story proves that
antenna installations are neither
difficult nor time consuming.
by J. W. Phipps
Antenna installations are not time consuming. The following picture story proves this point.

3:04 pm

3:00 pm
Arrival at the installation site.

The antenna is pulled from its box, the elements are
unfolded, and the antenna is layed out on the
ground (or driveway if the lawn is wet or muddy).
Next, the 4' rotator mast is attached to the antenna.

3:02 pm
Cutting the 4' rotator mast from a 10' mast section
using a plumber's pipe cutter. The plumber's pipe
cutter produces a cleaner and quicker cut than a

3:09 pm

hacksaw.

much easier.
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The four -wire control cable is attached to the rotator;
leaving the rotator in the box makes this operation

3:16 pm

3:11 pm
The rotator is removed from the box and attached
to the 4' mast section already connected to the
antenna. A nut driver is the only tool needed here.
Next, two 10' mast sections are connected together
and attached to the stationary part of the rotator.

3:15 pm

The 75 -ohm antenna coax is connected to the built-in
balun on the antenna. The purpose of the balu is
to match the 300 -ohm antenna to the 75 -ohm coax.

i

The antenna cable is routed down the short rotator
mast. In this case, since coax is being used, the
cable is taped to the mast; however, standoffs would

have been required if unshielded twin lead had
been used. A good grade of plastic tape provides a
secure and permanent installation. A 11/2' loop is
formed where the antenna cable runs past the rotator; this provides enough slack for 360° rotation
of the unit. Below the rotator (or above in the view
here), the rotator and antenna cables are taped together along the mast as far as can be reached
from the ground.

3:20 pm
A 2'/z' section of 1/4" galvanized steel strap is bent
(using the bumper on the truck) to conform to the
contour of the eave and gutter. A 3" steel strap
with a "C" clamp is then attached to the outer end
of the larger strap. The connection is left loose so
that it can be rotated. Two holes are drilled in the
large strap where it is to be placed against the
eave. The strap is then attached to the eave using
two 2" lag bolts.
May, 1968/PF REPORTER
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3:25 pm

with antenna and rotator cables taped to it, are "walked
up" to the steel strap on the eave.
The antenna, rotator, and mast assembly

3:26 pm
The mast is connected to the eave strap using a
conventional "C" clamp. All bolts are left loose
enough to allow movement for final alignment of
the mast. The mast is aligned vertically, and the
base of the mast is shoved in the ground to mark
the spot where it is to be buried. The mast is then
pulled up to free the base. The shallow hole left by
the mast -end is deepened to at least 1', and the
mast is reinserted in it. A final check of vertical
alignment is made, and the whole assembly rotated
so that the antenna is facing directly north (antenna and rotator synchronized). Dirt or rock is then
packed around the mast base.
54
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3:31 pm
Both cables are brought down below the level of
the eave (so water will drip off rather than run
along the cable), taped to the mast, and run back
up under the eave. They are then stapled across the
eave, down the wallplate to the window sill, and

down the window sill.

3:35 pm
A hole is drilled in the lower left corner of the
window sill. (A pilot bit, or a bit that makes a
smaller hole than will be required, is used first. If
the hole is drilled in the wrong place, the smaller
hole will be much easier to repair than a larger
one. Also, if the inside wall is plaster, the small
pilot bit will not break off a large area of plaster,
as is possible with a larger bit.) Up to this point,
one end of each cable is still attached to its respective cable spool. It must be decided now how much
cable will be required to reach the receiver, plus the
amount of surplus cable that will allow the customer to move the receiver any place in the room
in the future. The surplus cable will be left coiled
at the rear of the set. (Remember, you can coil coax
without affecting the incoming signal; however, unshielded twin lead cannot be coiled without affecting
the signal.) When the required length is determined,
both cables are cut from their respective spools. The
free ends of the cable are then taped together so
that one cable extends beyond the other. This makes
it easier to push the cable through the hole in the sill.

Side By Side Tests

Prove...

...that model for model, dollar for dollar, the new Gavin V-Yagi design outperforms
any other type of antenna you can buy.

Here's how the test works: We hoist your favorite antenna up on our specially
equipped van. We check the signal pick-up on a field strength meter and a color
receiver simultaneously. Then, we replace your antenna with a Gavin antenna
costing the same or less. The results are eye opening.
Ask us to set up a side -by -side test for you. Invite a representative of the antennas you now handle to observe the demonstration-or set it up himself if he
likes. The field strength meter tells the truth no matter who's asking the ques-

tions.
Once you see this test, you'll probably switch

to Gavin. What are you waiting for?
Circle 23 on lneranere card

aviñ
GAVIN INSTRUMENTS, INC.
Subsidiary of ADVANCE ROSS CORP.
Somerville, N. J. 08816 U. S. A,
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3:41 pm
The cable is pulled through the hole and then stapled
down the wall along the base board to the area in
back of the set.

3:50 pm
The antenna coax is connected to a balun unit that,
in turn, is connected to the VHF antenna terminals
of the receiver. The function of the balun is to match
the 300 -ohm receiver input to the 75 -ohm coax.
Next, the rotator control unit is plugged into a
nearby 110 -volt AC receptacle, and an operational
check of the system is made. Once it has been
determined that the rotator system is functioning
satisfactorily, the customer is shown how to properly
operate the unit.

3:45 pm
The 4 -wire rotator cable is connected to the rotator

unit.

4:00 pm

3:47 pm
A standard, crimp -on connector is fitted to
of the antenna coax.
56
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tie

end

Joining the customer in a look at the completed installation, pointing out the various features, and
answering any questions he might have.

FS134 UHF -VHF -FM Solid State

p0

1b ..
/
'

GIs

.

Cn/L'b.

Field Strength Meter

j

GNAL STRENGTH

CHECK DISTRIBUTION

SYSTEMS

COLOR INSURANCE

MAKE ANTENNA
COMPARISON

Get in on the lucrative business in distribution systems, UHF, FM, and VHF antenna jobs with the all
new FS134 completely solid state portable field
strength meter. Calibrated in true microvolts on
all bands: ±3DB on VHF -FM/ ±6DB on UHF.
FS134 Field Strength Meter-The FS134 uses Jerrold coax connectors so you can correct problems
on existing systems, as well as install, balance, and
check new distribution systems. Built-in attenuators
of 0, 20, and 40 db (Xl, X10, and- X100) enable you
to measure signal strength from the amplifier to
the last tap -off in the system. The FS134 is portable
and requires no AC cord; you can take it to the top
of the tower to orient the VHF TV, UHF TV, and FM
antennas for best signal with minimum interaction

between them. Highly sensitive: 30 Microvolts
±3DB on VHF -FM and 30 Microvolts ±6DB UHF.
Separate built-in UHF tuner for greater accuracy
in critical antenna work and translator checking.
4" 2% meter calibrated in microvolts and db. Uses
industrial standard for 0 db, often called 0 DBJ or

MEASURE DROP

IN

CHECK

TRANSMISSION LINES

SIGNAL

GENERATORS

Now check db loss in various cables and lines, compare different antennas and amplifiers for db gain,
field intensity surveys, and show a critical customer
why he needs a new antenna for his FM stereo or
color TV set. The audio amplifier and speaker let
you monitor the TV or FM sound signal and aid in
tracking down noise. Besides the Jerrold connector
for 75 ohm cable, the FS134 has a built-in balun to
match 300 ohm twin -lead; no messy adaptors. The
FS134 is powered by easy to get "C" cells or optional rechargeable battery supply (part #39G15),

installed in minutes as cheater

cord receptacle is already riveted
to panel. 10"x9"x5",9 lbs.

$19950

39G15 Rechargeable battery supply (less battery)
$9.95
SEE YOUR DISTRIBUTOR TODAY

DBM.
Circle 24 on literature card
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Fig.

New

1.

Sencore

The Model FE14 meter recently
introduced by Sencore, has many
interesting features. Considered in
the light of features -versus -dollars,
it's really quite inexpensive. The
input impedance is very high, and
the claimed AC response is almost
unbelievable in an instrument in its
price range.
We checked the lower end of the
AC frequency response, and found
it to be better than the published
specifications. However, our lab
equipment is questionable above
200 kHz, so we could not check the
upper end of the response. Sencore
claims the FE14 is flat from 25 Hz
to 1 MHz, with 3 -dB points of
10 Hz and 10 MHz. Furthermore,
the AC input resistance is 10 megohms, shunted by 29 pf.
The AC circuit is strictly a peak-

Model FE14.

RA

1.015

T

E

SWITCH

of

23.3K

66.7K

R26, R27, and X6. (The primary
purpose of X6 is temperature compensation.) The DC developed in
Q2 is fed through the meter, Ml.
A closer look at the AC circuitry
will reveal that it is essentially a
bridge circuit made up of 01, 02,
R14, and R22. Even though the

.9N

RANGE SWITCH

10K

to -peak reading circuit, so the meter is calibrated with both p -p and
RMS scales. The RMS calibration
is only accurate for sine waves; any
other waveshape applied should be
interpreted in the p-p mode.
The AC circuits are shown in
Fig. 2 The voltage is applied to Q1
through the multipliers in the range
switch, and the output of Q1 is fed
to a p -p detector consisting of X 1,
X2, C10, and C11. The DC output
from this detector is applied to 02
through a divider made up of R25,
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Fig.

3.

Simplified schematic of

DC

circuitry.

R14 changes. Q2

Sencore Model FE14

Specifications
DC

Volts

Ranges: 0-1 to 1000 volts full
scale, in a 1-3 sequence.
-.5 - +.5 to --500 - +500
volts zero center, in a 5-15
sequence.
Input resistance: 15 megohms.
Accuracy: ±3% full scale.
AC Volts

RMS Ranges: 0-1 to 1000 volts
full scale, in a 1-3 sequence.
P-P Ranges: 0-2.8 to 2800 volts
full scale, in a 2.8-8.4 sequence.
Input Resistance: 10 megohms
shunted by 29 pf.
Frequency Response: Flat, 25
Hz -1 MHz, 3 dB points: 10
Hz-10 MHz.
Accuracy: ±5% full scale.

is now a static
element in the bridge. A glance at
R26, the AC CAL control, would
leave a first impression that the
control would affect the DC calibration. But remember, a FET
draws practically no gate current,
so the voltage on the gate will be
equal to the supply voltage at the
junction of R33 and R34, regardless of the resistance in between.
The ohmmeter operates in the
same manner as the DC Voltmeter,
except that a battery is switched
into a multiplier circuit and the

DC

NEW 8th Edition of the famous
Transistor Substitution Handbook

1000 MORE

LISTINGS!

Ranges: 0-1000 microamps,
ma, 10 ma, 100 ma, and
Ampere.
Accuracy: ±3% full scale.

Transistor

I

I

Power Requirements
9V NEDA 1604, 11/2V "C" cell.
Size (HWD)

73/16"x5"x3

by the Howard W. Sams Engineering Staff. Over 1000 more
transistor substitutions have been added to make this invaluable updated computer-compiled handbook more complete
than ever. Lists thousands of direct substitutions; covers
manufacturers of all transistor types. Includes basing diagrams and polarity indications; substitutions for U.S. and foreign (including Japanese) home -entertainment, industrial, and
military types. For easy reference, all types are in one numerical-alphabetical listing. Accompanying text explains why
transistor substitution is possible, when substitution is appropriate, how to select proper substitutes, and the precautions to
observe when using a replacement.
128 pages; 5 H x 8W. Order 20625, only
$195

©
Substitutn

Current

1/16".

Weight

Semiconductor Handbook
by Robert B. 7'omer. Here, in one comprehensive,
heavily illustrated volume, is your complete,
modern sourcebook for industrial semiconductor
data. Covers semiconductors used in thermoelectricity, energy conversion, power inverters,
converters, high -power audio, modulators, micromodules, high -power rf, thin-film circuits,
integrated circuits, high -density packaging, and
grown -junction, alloyed-junction, draft, MADT,
mesa, planar, and epitaxial mesa transistors. 288
pages; 534 x 8;5". An invaluable reference
on transistors. Order 20620,

only

314 lbs.
Price

$59.95.
Accessories

High -voltage probe, $9.95.

signal voltage is applied to Ql, the
transistor is still a static component
in the bridge. The only purpose in
applying the voltage in this fashion
is to maintain a high input impedance. The signal voltage then
passes to the relatively low-impedance detector circuit, and thence
to Q2, which is the dynamic element
of the bridge (the unknown)
The DC measuring circuit, shown
in Fig. 3, is a more conventional
bridge. The input voltage is still
applied to 01, but since it is a DC
voltage, the transistor operating
points change, and the voltage at

Circle 41 on literature card

Important New SAMS BOOKS

Ohmmeter

Ranges: 0-1000 ohms to 1000
megohms, 10 center.
Accuracy: ±3% linear arc.

resulting voltage is fed to the gate
of Ql.
For DC current measurements,
the FET circuitry is bypassed. In
fact, current measurements can be
made with the power switched off.
Shunt resistors are switched across
the meter and connections are made
directly to the input jacks.
There are several good features
built into the Model FE14 to make
maintenance a bit easier. Immediately obvious is a "battery check"
position on the function switch.

ABC's of Electrical Soldering
by Louis Dezettel. Covers the important art of
soldering, including the fundamentals, such as
how to make a good solder connection. This is a
how-to book for the beginner, a review for the
technician, a valuable reference for the manufacturer who buys and uses solder, flux, and
printed -circuit boards. Tells what soldering is
and does, how to solder properly, and how to
make solder repairs. Explains solder alloys,
fluxes, soldering irons, instant -heat guns, production soldering, and other soldering and connecting methods. 128 pages; 534 x 834".
Order 20627, only

Questions & Answers About Color TV
by Leo G. Sands. Here are the clear answers to
the most frequently asked questions about color
tv-its basic theory, installation, servicing, and
modifications. The answers are reinforced by
dozens of schematics, illustrations, and photographs. Typical questions answered are: "What
is meant by compatible color tv?" "How are
various colors produced on the picture tube?"
"Why do flesh tones on a performer's face vary
when he moves from one side of the screen to
the other?" 64 pages; 5 34 x 8%".
i, ÍS
Order 20624, only
101

How to Repair Major Appliances
by Ernest Tricomi. No other book offers you as
much helpful information on so many household
devices as this handy, fact -packed volume. Absolutely essential for anyone who sells, installs,
or repairs appliances. Explains the theory, func-

tioning, electrical characteristics and major

components of refrigerators, freezers, washing
machines, clothes dryers, ranges, dishwashers,
garbage disposers, room air conditioners, water
heaters, humidifiers, and dehumidifiers. Provides
tips on repairing, electric motors, and even appliance finishes. Fully illustrated for complete
understanding. 224 pages; 534 x 83.5".
6459
Order 20650, only

other SAMS Books are available
from your local Electronics Parts Distributor.

These and over 300

Transistor Specifications Manual
Transistor Fundamentals
(The definitive 4 -volume work on
Basic Semiconductor Principles and Circuits)

.

HOWARD W. SAMS &
4300

W.

CO.,

INC.

62nd St., Indianapolis, Ind. 46268
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.0015
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33K

TROUBLESHOOTER
Shorted Diodes-Again

General Electric AY chassis that shorts the
video diode every week or two. Any suggestions would
be appreciated.
I have a

P. GONZALES

Gallup, N.M.
I have a General Electric AA chassis in which I
have had to replace the video detector diode three
times in less than a week.
R. GREGIVARE

We can assume before changing the tubes you
checked the setting of the horizontal centering and
linearity controls, therefore the problem can probably
be traced to components in the oscillator plate, or
output grid circuits. You could scope the drive waveform to make sure, but 9 times out of 10 this trouble
is caused by the coupling capacitor C92 or C93, or
the oscillator load resistor, R132. Other parts to
check include R133, R131, C91, R134, R135, and
R136.

Troy, N.Y.

No High Voltage

FROM 3RD
I

VIDEO OUTPUT

-F PLATE

)A

44.15 mc

rX3

t

VIDEO DET

TP2 OV

CATH

3.80

6AF11

4700 !0\/

40

2

11

39000 .45V

9.

54

110V

265V

I have a General Electric TA chassis (PHOTOFACT
Folder 765-2) that has no high voltage. All voltages
in the horizontal stages read very close to the correct

value.
Making scope checks, I find no pulses at all on either
the base or collector of Q19. The waveform on the
base of 018 looks more like a sawtooth than the
waveform shown. At Q17 the collector waveform looks
more like what the base waveform should be. The
AFC waveforms are not quite right either. Video waveforms are fine.
R. L. PETRIE
Waterloo, Iowa

We covered a similar problem in our May, 1967
issue. The set in question was blowing diodes, and we
suggested inserting a 750 -ohm resistor in series with
the detector output. Some versions of the AA chassis
had a 450 -ohm part inserted, as shown in our schematic, and later chassis all had this part installed. The
resistor is added for diode protection in case the grid
of V3A goes positive for any reason. Since the problem took so long to show up in these two cases, we
suspect the 6AF1l's may have intermittent shorts or
leakage.
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1

0.9V

HORIZ
HOLD

Pulled Horizontal

rest of the picture and the sound are okay. If you can
help me I would sure be thankful.
E. KLINGSTON
Kansas City, Mo.

FLYBACK

HORIZ USC

-11--

FALO

I have a Magnavox C/U 43-02-10 (PHOTOFACT
708-2) which is pulled in about 11/2" from the right
side. I changed the tubes, but it didn't help any. The

101

55
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IIV
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1872

-r

rv

mlti

GUV
I
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75

From the symptoms you describe, the problem is
probably in the horizontal oscillator, Q17. The waveforms in the AFC circuit are derived from sync pulses
matrixed with the horizontal output pulse. If the
latter pulse is missing, the AFC waveforms will be
affected.
Our initial thought is a shorted oscillator transistor,
Q17. This would produce a sawtooth on the collector.
If this is not the case, then we must find a component
that could go bad without upsetting the DC readings
in the circuit. These parts include Q18, C80, C81,
R I01, or R102. In T5, shorted turns would produce
little change in the DC levels, and likewise, if the
section between terminals 1 and 3 opens, the DC
will change very little.

Hot Transistor
I have a Ford Model T6SMS (PHOTOFACT AR -35)
that originally carne into the shop with a dead left channel. Q9 proved to be defective, and was replaced. Then
the left channel was weak. R44 had increased in value,
and it was also replaced. Now the volume is okay,
but the output transistor (Q11) runs so hot it burns
your finger to touch it. Voltage and current measurements show that Q11 is drawing 1 amp of collector
current and there is a 0.65 -volt drop across R51. I
replaced Q10, R50, C50, and R51, but the output
transistor still runs hot.

G. DUNN

Central City, Ky.
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new Lectrotech V6 -B
color bar generator

e

0002

E

.857

10.6V
560007

1.2Q
257

full one year warranty.
Guaranteed performance
no batteries
A.C. operated solid state generator
no failures when needed most.
to buy
sharper,
Most stable generator of all
brighter patterns.
.

...

.

.

.

.

.

10.80

-0015
10.8V

9V
O TONE CONTRO

100057

68K

18000

OmfA

S'EAKER
PLUG

RIGHT CHANNEL

Our first thought is a lack of heat sink compound
on Q11. The collector current is within reason, though
somewhat higher than that indicated in the service
literature. There is also a strong possibility that the
transistor's IcEQ is out of tolerance. This would help
account for the higher -than -normal drop across R51.
If neither of these conditions exist, and Q9 and Q10
are not leaky, then we can assume the replacement

The V6 -B provides crystal -controlled keyed rainbow color display,
all cross hatch, dots, vertical lines only, horizontal lines only,
Red -Blue -Green gun killer, exclusive Dial -A -Line feature (horizontal line width adjustable), voltage -regulated transistor and timer
circuits, simplified rapid calibration. Supplies adjustable dot size,
RF output more than 10,000 mv, operates on channels 3, 4 or
5, has color level control for color sync servicing. Connects to
antenna terminals (no connection needed inside of set). Power
transformer -line isolated. Stable operation under wide voltage
ranges assured by fully voltage -regulated circuits. Hand -wired
no printed circuits. Fully enclosed test lead comreliability
partment. Rugged, caddy size unit built to withstand rigors of
field servicing. Size: 75/8"W, 31/2"H, 9"D.
Weight: 51/2 lbs. Only

...

9950

See your

distributor or write for literature.
DEPT. PF -5

LECTROTECH,

INC.

1221 W. Devon Ave., Chicago, III. 60626
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defy..e

cornpetton
to top Oxford quality, variety, delivery, and prices:

transistors did not match the originals. Note that there
are several parts marked with a star on the schematic.
These parts may be adjusted in value to match the
original conditions. In this case, R54 has the greatest
effect on the X10 current levels.
The easiest way to pick the proper part value is to
compare the voltage readings with the opposite channel. (The power supply voltage could vary; therefore,
the voltages given on the schematic are not absolute).
Measure the voltage on the base of the output transistor in the opposite channel, and then adjust the value
of R54 until the voltage on the base of Q11 matches
the opposite channel reading. Make the adjustments
under no -signal conditions; the adjustment is for static
bias level.

Here are the speakers with the

quality features demanded for
today's critical sound requirements. Extra heavy ceramic magnets for wider range, with Oxford's
exclusive "Floating Suspension
Surround" the permanently flexible edge that extends the low
frequency spectrum without undesirable hangover, assuring
smoother mid -range, brilliant high
frequency response.

Jitter
I have a Philco 12L80 chassis (PHOTOFACT 580-1)
that shows wavy vertical lines on a crosshatch pattern.
The horizontal lines are very straight, so the trouble
must be in the vertical section. All voltages throughout the set check good, except the chroma sync phase
detector, which measures 45 volts instead of the 20
shown in the PHOTOFACT folder. Scope patterns in the
vertical output transformers look good. I have changed
all filters, completely retubed the set, and had the tuner
rebuilt. Color and all other circuits check good, but
this wavy vertical trouble has just about beat me.
S. AMAIMO

Beaumont, Texas

Paging and Talk
Back Speakers

Public Address Speakers

"TEMPO" Hi-Fi Speaker

SYNC

FLYBACK
HORIZ AFC

SEP

,j

I

Match your needs from a full
range of speakers for new highs
in high fidelity performance. Best
of all, they're available now from -

All Weather Speakers

150K

820pf
10%

OXFORD,
of course.
HORIZ OSC

-

Replacement Speakers

M[ MA(

R

A MA

Professional Musical
Instrument Speaker

Write for complete information today!

OXFORD TRANSDUCER

COMPANY
Division of Oxford Electric Corporation
3911 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III. 60653
A

Mr. Amaimo has a difficult problem indeed, but the
problem is horizontal
not vertical. This particular
sympton is called jitter, or AFC hunting. The best
way to troubleshoot it is by experience, because the
defective component often will not upset any voltages
and will affect only one waveform
the signal on
the grid of the AFC tube. And often this waveform
is not very distorted, it just changes frequency slightly,
producing a little "bounce" on recurrent -sweep scopes.
The actual trouble is in the anti -hunt network,
which consists of C76, C77, C78, R106 and R107.
These parts are installed to keep the AFC tube from
over -correcting any error signal produced by the feedback pulses. The best test for jitter symptoms is to
change the parts in the anti-hunt network one by one,
until the trouble is corrected. Not very scientific, but

-

effective.
Circle 27 on literature card
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Drop by a
Sylvania
Distributor.
You may have

alreadywon
a 1968

(Providing you didn't win first prize)
Which is a Dodge Service Truck.
(There's nothing like winning something your business can really use.)
Third Prize? Complete Color Service
test equipment.
Fourth place prizes are color bar generators. And in fifth place are Sylvania
Tube Caddies. All part of Sylvania's National Sweepstakes for 1968. But before
you rush right out to your nearest Sylvania
distributor to check if you've won, we'd
like to mention one more thing. Our
"Bright On Target" Award Checks.

Depending on how many Sylvania
products you buy, you'll receive "Bright
On Target" Award Checks. If you haven't
received your introductory "Bright On
Target" Award check, write to: Sylvania
Award Headquarters, P. O. Box 7020,
St. Louis, Missouri 63177. Each is redeemable for valuable gifts from our Award
Catalogue. Like a complete camping
outfit. Or some nice luggage. Or how
about a family wardrobe. Or power tools,
fishing reels,
lawnmowers,... GENERAL TELEPHONE 8 ELECTRONICS

SYLVANIA

No purcha,e necessary. Sweepstakes void in Kansas and Wisconsin and wherever else prohibited by Federal, state and local law,
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"and when did you first

get the idea that you
could possibly align

INJECTORALL

ALIGNMENT KIT?"

COMPLETE OVERHAUL

Maximum Time In Shop

24

Hrs.

(WE SHIP C.O.D.)

$ .50
BIacR#

White
or Colt
VHF
UHF

UV Combo's $15.00

Price includes all labor and parts
except Tubes, Diodes & Transistor
If combo tuner needs only one un
repaired, disassemble and ship on
defective unit. Otherwise there wi
be a charge for a combo tuner.
Ship tuners to us complete wi
Tubes, Tube Shields, Tuner Cov
and all parts (including) any broke
parts. State chassis, model number
and complaint.

All tuners are serviced by FACTOR
TRAINED TECHNICIANS with yea
of experience in this specialize
field. All tuners are ALIGNED TO
MANUFACTURERS SPECIFICATIO
on

crystal

controlled

TV

set without an

Book Review
ON ALL MAKES

a

CB Radio Antennas, 20567, second
edition; David E. Hicks; Howard
W. Sams, Indianapolis, Indiana,
1967;

144 pages, 81/2" by 51/2",

paperback, $3.25.
The author has succeeded in answering all questions that will be
raised by anyone interested in installing CB antennas or operating
CB equipment. Various types of
antennas, propagation of radio
waves, installation, and the servicing and testing of antenna systems are explained in a manner that
will be understood by both the
technician and layman.
The material is presented in a
logical manner that covers CB
antennas from A to Z. Numerous
illustrations supplement the text.
The book leads off with a discussion of the importance of the
antenna and its various design considerations. Chapter 2 deals with
the characteristics of radio waves,
explaining their composition, polarization and travel behavior. The
length, gain and impedance of an
antenna, what determines them and
why they are important, is explained in chapter 3. The illustrations of typical CB antennas in
Chapter 4 cover a wide range of
types (even the Gizmotchy). Chapters 5 and 6 provide a step-by-step
procedure for installing a CB base
station or mobile CB antenna. The
FCC rules and regulations are also
included.
Details to be considered when
improving an existing antenna system are discussed in Chapter 7.
Test instruments-how to use them
and what the readings mean-are
covered in the final chapter.
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CONTROLLED
QUALITY
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for...
Color TV
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Commercial
and Industrial
Radio

equipme

and air checked on monitor befo
shipping to assure that tuner

See Your Parts

operating properly.

Distributor

The JUNE issue of

GEM CITY TUNER

REPAIR

SERVICE

Box 6C Babel Station

2631 Mardon Drive

Dayton, Ohio 45420
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will be bustin' out

CRYSTEK

all over with

TEXAS CRYSTALS

SOLID-STATE SERVICING

1000
DRIVE
FORT MYERS, FLORIDA 33901

Diviston of Whitehall Electronics Corp

info. Don't you miss it.

Plants in Fort Myers and Los Angeles. Calif.
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How to get into

One of today's hottest money -making fields

-servicing 2 -way radios!
More than 5 million two-way transmitters
have skyrocketed the demand for service
men and field, system, and R&D engineers. Topnotch licensed experts can
earn $12,000 a year or more. You can be
your own boss, build your own company.
And you don't need a college education
to break in.
to start collecting
your share of the big money being made
in electronics today? To start earning $5 to $7
an hour ... $200 to $300 a week... $10,000 to
$15,000 a year?
Your best bet today, especially if you don't
have a college education, is probably in the
field of two-way radio.
Two-way radio is booming. Today there are
more than five million two-way transmitters
for police cars, fire trucks, taxis, planes, etc.
and Citizen's Band uses-and the number is
growing at the rate of 80,000 new transmitters
per month.
This wildfire boom presents a solid gold
opportunity for trained two-way radio service
experts. Many of them are earning $5,000 to
$10,000 a year more than the average radio TV repair man.
HOW WOULD YOU LIKE

Why You'll Earn Top Pay
One reason is that the U.S. Government doesn't
permit anyone to service two-way radio systems unless he is licensed by the FCC (Federal Communications Commission). And there
simply aren't enough licensed electronics experts to go around.
Another reason two-way radio men earn
so much more than radio-TV service men is
that they are needed more often and more
desperately. A two-way radio user must keep
those transmitters operating at all times, and
must have them checked at regular intervals by
licensed personnel to meet FCC requirements.
This means that the licensed experts can
"write their own ticket" when it comes to
earnings. Some work by the hour and usually
charge at least $5.00 per hour, $7.50 on evenings and Sundays, plus travel expenses. Others
charge each customer a monthly retainer fee,
such as $20 a month for a base station and
$7.50 for each mobile station. A survey showed
that one man can easily maintain at least 15
base stations and 85 mobiles. This would add
up to at least $12,000 a year.
Be Your Own Boss
There are other advantages too. You can become your own boss-work by yourself or
gradually build your own fullyy staffed service
company. Instead of being chained to a workbench, machine or desk, you'll move around,
see lots of action, rub shoulders with important
police and fire officials and business executives
who depend on two-way radio for their daily

operations.
How to Get Started
How do you break into the ranks of the big money earners in two-way radio? This is probably the best way:

He's flying high. Before he got his CIE training and FCC License, Ed Dulaney's only professional skill
was as a commercial pilot engaged in crop dusting. Today he has his own two-way radio company, with
seven full-time employees. "I am much better off financially, and really enjoy my work," he says. "I
found my electronics lessons thorough and easy to understand. The CIE course was the best investment
I ever made."
1.

Without quitting your present job, learn

enough about electronics fundamentals to
pass the Government FCC Exam and get
your FCC License.
2. Then get a job in a two-way radio service
shop and "learn the ropes" of the business.
All CIE students can use our free employment service.
3. As soon as you've earned a reputation as an
expert, there are several ways you can go.
You can move out and start signing up and
servicing your own customers. You might
become a franchised service representative
of a big manufacturer and then start getting
into two-way radio sales, where one sales
contract might net you $5,000. Or you may
be invited to move up into a high-prestige
salaried job with one of the major manufacturers.
The first step-mastering the fundamentals
of electronics in your spare time and getting
an FCC License-can be easier than you think.
Cleveland Institute of Electronics has been
successfully teaching electronics by mail for
over thirty years. Right at home, in your spare
time, you learn electronics step by step. Our
AUTO-PROGRAMMEDTM lessons and coaching by
expert instructors make everything clear and
easy, even for men who thought they were
"poor learners." You'll learn not only the fundamentals that apply to all electronics design
and servicing, but also the specific procedures
for installing, troubleshooting, and maintaining two-way mobile equipment.
Get Your FCC License...
or Your Money Back!
By the time you've finished your CIE course,
you'll be able to pass the FCC License Exam
with ease. Better than nine out of ten CIE -

..

CI

ECleveland
1776

E.

Institute of Electronics

17th St., Dept. PF -47, Cleveland, Ohio 44114

trained men pass the FCC Exam, even though
two out of three non -CIE men fail. This startling record of achievement makes possible
our famous FCC Warranty: you'll be able to
pass the FCC Exam upon completion of your
course or your tuition will be refunded in full.
Find out more about how to get ahead in all
fields of electronics, including two-way radio.
Mail coupon below for two FREE books,
"How To Succeed In Electronics" and "How
To Get A Commercial FCC License."
ENROLL UNDER NEW G.I. BILL
All CIE courses are available under the
new G.I. Bill. If you served on active duty
since January 31, 1955, or are in service
now, check box in coupon for G.I. Bill

information.

r

Cleveland institute of Electronics
1776 E. 17th St., Cleveland, Ohio 44114
Please send me without cost or obligation:
1. Your 40 -page book "How To Succeed
In Electronics" describing the job opportunities in Electronics today, and how
your courses can prepare me for them.
2. Your book on "How To Get A Commercial FCC License."

Name

(Pie,.

Pretti

Address
City
State

Occupation

Zip
Age

Check here for G.I. Bill information

ell

Accredited Member National Home Study Council

PF -47j
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Alliance
Ten na - Rotor

REDUCES

COLOR
SET RETURNS
CUT COSTLY CALL BACKS
KEEP CUSTOMERS SATISFIED
EARN MORE PROFITS
Since color reception is so critical, it is important
to have an Alliance Tenna-Rotor and proper
antenna to eliminate color ghosts, snow, and other
interference. With an Alliance Tenna-Rotor, your
customers will enjoy improved Color TV reception,
and you'll be backed by the nationwide
Alliance Service, Advertising and Merchandising
Program. There are four attractive models to
choose from. Let us tell you how to take
advantage of this program.

the

"TV's better Color -Getter"

ALLIANCE ALLIANCE, OHIO
Manufacturing Company Inc.

(Subsidiary of Consolidated Electronics Industries Corp.)

Maker of famous Alliance Genie° Automatic Garage Door Opener System
Circle 33 on literature card
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PRODUCT REPORT
for further information on any of the following
items, circle the associated number on the
Catalog & Literature Card.

240 Volt Power -Line Monitor
(45)

This instrument is designed for use
by radio -TV repair shops, laboratories,
and industries where it is important
to know the power -line voltage at all
times. The RCA Model WV -503A
power line monitor provides an ac-

curate and continuous indication of
AC line voltage at a glance without
the inconvenience of tying up more
costly test instruments for monitoring

ished in bright nickel chrome, the
shafts have cold -drawn, casehardened
sockets. The handle of the nutdriver
is

shockproof,

breakproof,

amber

(UL) plastic and contains a patented
spring lock. Blades snap in and out
easily, yet are held firmly in alignment for driving. Price is $14.75.
CRT

Tester
(47)

purposes. The unit may be used in
conjunction with a variable isolation
transformer as a valuable aid in selecting line voltages for such applications as TV servicing, test instrument
calibration, and operation of electronic equipment that requires a known
line -voltage supply.
The instrument features an accuracy of ±2% at 240 volts and can
be used on AC power -line sources
with frequencies of 25, 50, 60 or 400
Hz. Price is $18.50.

Nutdriver Set
(46)

interchangeable, hollow-shaft
nutdriver set (No. HSC-1), featuring
a drilled handle for speeding lock nut/ slotted screw adjustments, has
been announced by Xcelite Inc.
An 8 -inch or longer round shank
screwdriver blade can be passed
through the center of the drilled handle and the hollow nutdriver shaft to
permit adjustment of combination
locknut and screw adjustments found
on rheostats and similar controls used
in a variety of electronic equipment.
Eight interchangeable shafts with
hex openings from 3/16" through
9/16" are included. Being hollow,
they permit installation or removal
of nuts over protruding bolts. FinAn

A lightweight tester -rejuvenator
which features measurement of high voltage internal leakage has been introduced by Amphenol Corporation.
The unit can be used with almost all
black -and -white and color picture
tubes.
The instrument, Model 857, permits
the service technician to check and/or
rejuvenate picture tubes. Rejuvenation is accomplished by applying high
voltage on G 1 and G2 while retaining
normal filament currents. The process
can be repeated at a 35% higher filament voltage and, if necessary, a third
time at 85%.
In addition to the high -voltage leakage and rejuvenating features, a heater -adjust control and variable G1 and

G2 voltages have been incorporated.
All heater voltages are monitored on
a voltmeter.
Three different socket assemblies
are provided with the instrument, permitting direct mating with more than
90% of all CRT types. A large storage area is included for housing
cables and probes when the instrument is not in use.
A voltmeter on the front panel
permits measurements of DC voltages
in two ranges: 0-1000 volts and 050,000 volts, with optional ($12.95)
Model 857-9 high -voltage probe for
checking second anode voltage.
In checking for high -voltage internal leakage, the instrument is grounded to the TV chassis, and the CRT
connected to the proper socket. The
receiver is then turned on and the
leakage read on the voltmeter. The
intensity of the reading will determine
the degree of actual CRT deterioration.
The unit incorporates a sensitive
50-sa meter movement, providing direct meter reading for making gas
checks. In addition, the instrument
has a constant, 2 -pa cutoff current
feature. After shorts have been opened
or open filaments welded, G2 is adjusted for an emission current of 2aa
(clearly marked on the meter). This
cutoff is maintained as a constant
base throughout the remainder of the
tests. The unit weighs less than 6 lbs.
Price is $99.50.
RF

Test Probe
(48)

miniature RF test probe that
permits DC measurements of RF
signals, extends the frequency response for AC voltage measurements
to 250 MHz, and is designed to be
1used with the company's new
megohm input impedance Model 600
transistorized volt -ohmmeter (TVO),
is announced by The Triplett Electrical Instrument Company.
Designed for use by radio and television technicians, hams, instrument test laboratories, transmitter station
technicians and engineers, the RF
probe and the battery -operated Model
600 TVO serves as a signal tracer
A

1
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V

check the "Silencer",
QUIETROLE
Check QUIETROLE ... the
"Silencer" for noisy radio,
TV, (black and white, color

too) and instrument con-

trols, that protects your
reputation, guards your
profits.
QUIETROLE, the quality lu-

bricant -cleaner for over 20
years, is harmless to plastics and metals, is non-conductive, non -corrosive, non-

/';

flammable..., with zero'
effect on capacity and resistance.

For best results, specify QUIETROLE ..
Mark I1 for tuners Spray Pack for controls
and switches Silitron for general use
Available in Aerosol Can or Dropper Bottle
manufactured by

QUIETROLE COMPANY
Spartanburg, South Carolina

Circle 34 on literature curd

FREE

Want help In working out those tricky electronics calculations? Send for our FREE
Electronics Data Guide. This heavy-duty
plastic guide fits right in your shirt pocket
-gives you instant reference to over 40
indispensable electronics formulas... plus
conversion factors, color codes and decibel table as well. Saves you time and the
trouble of memorizing or "looking it up."
A "must" for every man interested In electronics-provided as a service by CIE.
Why not get your FREE Data Guide today?
Just fill in your name and address below,
then cut out this ad and mall It to:

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 E. 17th St., Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Name
(Please Print)

Address
City
State

Zip

---J

Accredited Member National Home Study Council.

II.-----aMMfflM
1
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positive and assured, with no tool slippage. The tools are completely nonmagnetic and are constructed for
positive gripping action. Price of the
kit is $1.95.
UHF

Converter
(50)

The 150- to 164 -MHz (2 meter)
VHF band used by fire, police, and
other public services can now be
heard on home, boat or auto radio
with the new Tunavertér Model
1564X by Tompkins Radio Products.
The new converter employs an FET

transistor.

R:TUNAVEHTER

Electronics
Data Guide

1

and gain analyzer as well as an RF
voltage -measuring device. It can also
be used with an oscilloscope to observe detected, modulated RF signals.
The Model 79B-264 probe consists
of a germanium rectifier and a 3.9megohm resistor coupled to the probe
tip with a 500 -pf capacitor.
Extension of frequency response is
accomplished by placing the rectifier
in the probe tip and reducing the
input capacitance of the probe. The
DC output of the rectifier is then fed
to the TVO through the probe lead.
Other features of the new RF
probe include: low -capacitance loading, slim shape, and an insulated, red colored, plastic body. The probe can
be safely connected to DC voltages
up to 500 volts as long as the superimposed RF voltage does not exceed
the 20 -volt limit. The probe is furnished with a four -foot long shielded
connecting cable with phono plug
connector and ground lead, and
weighs only 21 oz. Price is $9.00.

912

Alignment Tool Kit
149)

Containing a total of six alignment
tools, this kit supplies the service
technician with a complete assortment
of alignment tools for any make or
model TV set, whether monochrome
or color. The Injectorall kit includes
two double-ended .100" hex wrenches
(5" long and
" long) for standard
IF transformers and coils; a 5" long
alignment tool with both hex and
screwdriver tips; a pair of tuner align1

1

ment tools, 7" long and 12" long;
and a double -ended .075" hex wrench
(5" long) for miniature transformers
and coils. All of the tools are made of
nylon and will flex without breaking.
Each tool is double-ended, facilitating alignment of cores having either
slotted or hex ends, even if recessed.
Also, the nylon cannot damage ferrite core slugs or slug screws. Contact is

ra.M..aw heMx+.

The unit can be crystal controlled
by plugging in the correct crystal for
no-drift reception. With the flip of a
switch you can tune the hand with a
three -gang tuning capacitor (6:1 reduction tuning) that is peaked to improve selectivity, sensitivity, image
rejection, and signal-to-noise ratio.
The converter can be connected
between the auto antenna and radio
or between a coupling loop and extension antenna for home radio use.
Power is provided by a 9 -volt transistor radio battery. The unit measures 21 " by 31/2" by 41/4". Price is
$32.95, less crystal. Crystals are $5.10
each..

VHF FM

Preamplifiers
(511

Two new, transistorized, mast mounted preamplifiers designed to
meet the requirements of color TV
have been announced by JFD Electronics.
The new Snowplow preamplifiers
use silicon transistor circuitry and can
handle up to 40-dBmv output on the
high band, providing suitable reception on a distant channel without
swamping by a local signal. (Such
overload is seen on the TV screen
as a crosshatch, beats, or windshield
wiper effect.)

C

IMPU1-I5MEG,11Pi
IMPUi-6111E6,19Pi

The unit features a gain of 15 dB
on all VHF/FM channels, with an
output strong enough to supply signals to two or more TV or FM
receivers.
Both units come complete with
remote power supply and necessary
mounting brackets. The 5P2300 uses
300 -ohm twin lead and is priced at
$47.50. Model SP2700 is designed
for 75 -ohm coaxial cable and is
priced at $50.00.

Circuit Breaker
1521

dual-purpose circuit breaker with
A B + break current of 2.75 amps and
horizontal break current of 650 ma. is
Workman Electronic Products' new
addition to their line of circuit breakers. The new Model FAD is designed
A

111

NEW FIELD EFFECT MULTIMETER
Here is the revolutionary new approach to circuit testing, the solid
state Sencore FIELD EFFECT METER. This FE14 combines the
advantages of a VTVM and the portability and versatility of a VOM
into a single low-cost instrument. This is all made possible by the
use of the new space age field effect transistor that is instant in
action but operates like a vacuum tube in loading characteristics.
Compare the features of the FIELD EFFECT METER to your VTVM
or VOM.
Minimum circuit bating
15 megohm input impedance on DC is better than a

-

-

10 megohm
VTVM and up to 750 times better than a 20,000 ohm per volt VOM
input impedance on AC is 20 times better than a standard VTVM. The FIELD
EFFECT METER is constant on all ranges, not like a VOM that changes loading
with each range.

Seven AC peak -to -peak ranges with frequency response to 10MHz. Seven zero
center scales down to 0.5 volt. Five ohmeter ranges to 1000 megohms. DC current
measurements to 1 ampere. Full meter and circuit protection. Mirrored scale.
less than 2 milliamps. Built-in battery check.
Low current drain on batteries
Unbreakable all -steel vinyl clad case. Optional Hi -Voltage probe adds 3KV,
10KV and 30KV ranges with minimum circuit loading for greatest accuracy in the
industry... $9.95.

-

CUT
AWAY

MODEL
Model Numbers FA1.5 to FA7
for use in color TV. It will be included
in the manufacturer's new cross reference No. X53. All of the company's circuit breakers for television
are recognized under the component
program of Underwriters Laboratories,
A
Inc. List price is $1.27.

Only Sencore offers the FIELD EFFECT METER.
Ask for it by name at your distributor.

only

$5995

(less batteries)

CD 1=t
NO. " MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT
426

SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE, ADDISON, ILLINOIS 60101
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PHOTOFACT
BIILLBTIN
PHOTOFACT BULLETIN lists new PHOTOFACT

MA

EAR'CATT£Rn

coverage
issued during the last month for new TV chassis. This
is another way PF REPORTER brings you the very
latest facts you need to keep fully informed between
regular issues of PHOTOFACT Index Supplements issued in March, June, and September.
6fRfR

® E.r.. URI

Admiral

Chassis H5NB29-1, 1H5NB79-1 948-1
Chassis 6H1ONC59-1/-2/-3,
9H 1ONC59-2
949-1

Airline
AMC

GEN -13468A (63-13468)

950-2

C411A
C412A, C416A

952-1
950-1

Emerson

11P50, 11P50A, 12P50
29PO4

950-3

LCG- 387

120882A

COLOR BAR
PATTERN GENERATOR
Here it

LEADER's new color bar pattern
generator which includes the keyed rainbow,
SQUARE crosshatch, dots, AND the single
cross bar. In fact, this cross pattern will speed
up adjustments on raster centering, purity at
the center and dynamic convergence. Sharp
and clear lines, both vertical and horizontal,
produced by return trace blanking. Two switch able channels, 5 and 6, with IOmV output.
Solid state, of course, with voltage regulated
supply. Compact and sturdy construction for
field use- supplied with carrying bag for convenience. Size only 234 H X 634 W X 4 34 D in., and
weight 3.3 lbs approx.
is

NEW YORK OFFICE
01

-

103 ROME ST., FARM INGDALE, L.I..

TEL

(516) 694-1534 541-5373
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N. Y.

1

1

735

952-2

Motorola

Chassis 23TS-915A/B, 23TS-919A,
C23TS-919A
953-1

Olympic
Penncrest

6P31

953-2

1314A
1316A-89

949-2
948-2

Sears

Chassis 562.10230

951-2

Tonemaster
TM -5711

952-3

Production Change Bulletins

Emerson

Chassis 120549C/550D/556F/

582E/707B/725B/737J/756J

953-3

General Electric
Chassis AB, CB23,
CB25 (Later versions)
Chassis DA (Late Version),
S-1, SC, T-1, TC
Chassis DD
Chassis KC (Late Version)
Chassis SB (Late Version) ,
V-1, VC

LEADER ELECTRONICS CORP.
1

951-1

Chassis 120852C/D/E,

Motorola

951-3
952-4
949-3
953-3

948-4

Chassis TS-/JTS-/STS-/VTS-908Y

(Late Version) NTS-/PTS-/QTS-908
(coded D-03 thru E-00)
950-4

349
PHONO CARTRIDGES!

INDEX TO
ADVERTISERS

THERMAL
INTERMITTENT
COMPONENT
OR

LOC._
EM1RoNIC5

I#

40,17ri

Mega iy.

Alliance Mfg. Co. __..._.._...___.__._.._.._ 66
Mfg. Co.,
Division of Dynascan Corp.

B & K

Bussmann Mfg. Div.,
McGraw-Edison Co.

.

_

25

12, 13

..

Castle TV Tuner Service, Inc.

Channel Master
Chemtronics,

459
PHONO NEEDLES!

39

_.._....

Inc.

Cleveland Institute

Electro-Voice,

of Electronics

__....65, 68

...... ___._.__________Cover

Cornell-Dubilier

Inc.

The Finney Co.

....

71

49

-

55

Gem City Tuner Repair Service

64

GC Electronics, Div. of Hydrometals, Inc.

51

Injectorall Electronics Corp.

64

Jerrold Electronics Corp. .._._._

19

COOLS FASTER!

......_--_.._-._._

45

_._._.._._

46

LEAVES NO LIQUID
RESIDUE!

Co........._._._._.._..-

70

Co.

Kay Townes Antenna Co.

Leader Electronics

Lectrotech, Inc. ._.._._.._._._

WHEELS,

DRIVES, BELTS!

eThat's how many models are
listed in the current Electro Voice phono needle and cartridge
catalogs. With more being added as
you need them.
No other single source offers
such variety-all built to the highest
industry standards. All are exact
replacements that install quickly, to
give your customers "like new"
performance-or better!
Electro -Voice models are listed
in your Photofact files, or ask your
E-V distributor for free copies of
the E-V catalogs. It's your guarantee
of complete customer satisfaction!
ELECTRO -VOICE, INC., Dept. 58 7R
632 Cecil Street,

Buchanan, Michigan 49107

Littelfuse,

Inc.

P. R. Mallory

SETTING NEW STANDARDS IN SOUND
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Cover

.

Oxford Transducer Co. ._
&

Co.,

._-__._.._._

RCA Parts

&

4

62

Inc..

1

Quietrole Co.

68

Accessories

(Entertainment Receiving Tubes) ....Cover

3

SUPER FROSTAID is the latest in
Chemtronics' contribution to improv-

ing servicing chemicals. SUPER
FROST-AID is a faster, higher concentrated freezing action with NO
LIQUID RESIDUE. Makes locating
those "tough" intermittents much
faster and more positive.

CHEMTRONICS
leads in research
for the DISCRIMINATING SERVICEMAN!

15 OZ. SPRAY CAN

$279
No. 1550

RCA Parts & Accessories (Antennas) ....32, 33

RMS Electronics, Inc.
Howard W. Sams

&

Co., Inc.

-_-_.27,

South River Metal Products Co., Inc.

Sprague Products Co.

-

..........

Tuner Service Corp. _._.._.._
Winegard

COLOR LUBE

59

NON -DRIFT COLOR TV
TUNER CLEANER

35

,..

ÚAR,

3

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.

Co.

41

21, 47, 57, 69

SENCORE, Inc.

Texas Crystals

5.keee-

6

Heath Co.

JFD Electronics

AND TAPE RECORDER

2

._..-..----.__-..._

Gavin Instruments, Inc.

NEW! PHONO

71

._

63

64

tuner cleaner specially
formulated with TC -5 to
safely clean and lubricate
all color T.V. tuners.
Will not detune tuners
Safe for all plastics
Non-flammable
A

No. CL 8

7

28, 29

Workman Electronic Products Co.

27

Zenith Sales Corp. ._...._..---_

14

HEM7RONIC
N. Y. 11236

BR
BROOKLYN
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RCA INSTITUTES -New 1968 career

131.

F
R

Catalog and
Literature Service

132.

book describes home study programs and course in television
(monochrome and color), communications, transistors, and industrial
and automation electronics.*
SAMS, HOWARD W. -Literature describing popular and informative
publications on radio and TV servicing, communications, audio, hi-fi,
and industrial electronics, including
special new 1968 catalog of technical books on every phase of elec-

tronics.*

E1410,
*Check "Index to Advertisers"

TEST

EQUIPMENT

133.

B & K -Brochures

Precision

lines.*

for additional information.

ANTENNAS

115.

-24

100.

BLONDER -Tongue
-page product
guide to TV -FM reception products.
FINNEY-4-color brochure with description and technical details on
new Finco Color Spectrum frequency -dependent antennas for UHFVHF -FM, VHF -FM, and UHF. Form

101.

20-413.*
102.

GAVIN

INSTRUMENTS

-

door antenna line, converters, and
accessories with technical data.*
103. JERROLD
Complete catalog on
antennas, reception aids, and TV
distribution equipment (Form No.
DS -C-1054).
104. JFD-New 40 -page Dealer Catalog
of TV -FM
antennas and accessories.*
105. MOSLEY-Catalogs on CB, amateur
radio, and TV/FM antennas.

-

WINEGARD-Fact-finders on "color Tracker" UHF antennas and a solidstate 4 -set booster -coupler.*

AUDIO
books for microphones, hi-fi loudspeakers, and hi-fi systems.*
JENSEN MFG. -Product sheets 146,
147, and 148 with full information
on column speakers.

108.

118.

AMPHENOL-2-color spec sheets on

BELDEN-Catalog 867, a 56 -page
catalog of the complete Belden line.
BUSSMANN -New 1968, 16 -page
car and truck fuse list. Shows what
fuse protects -proper fuse to use
and where fuse is located. Also
shows what BUSS fuse to use in
servicing foreign cars and trucks.
Ask for BUSS Form AWC.*

112.

CENTRALAB-24-page
parts catalog 33GL.

replacement

113.

CORNELL-DUBILIER

New 4-page

Color-lytic list.*
114.

-Giant

pictorial

pulleys.*
72

-

wall chart with complete
and
cross-reference of
phono and tape drives, belts, and
GC

PF

MILLER -Catalog

167,

156 -page
general catalog with complete cross-

-

QUAM-NICHOLS

120.

SPRAGUE -C-618, a new, complete,

-12 -page catalog
crystals including engineering
data, specifications, and prices.*
122. TRIAD
Engineering bulletin on
toroidal and power inductors.
123. WORKMAN
New cross-reference
TEXAS CRYSTALS

of

-

-

for VDR's and thermistors used
color TV.*

in

124.

125.

126.

REPORTER/May, 1968

tools. *
PERMA

POWER -Technical
information on isolation briteners for
color TV.

127.

128.

129.

CONCORD -Catalog sheet on a new
camera for VTR and closed circuit
use.
STANDARD KOLLSMAN-Flyers de-

scribe replacement TV tuners, builtin UHF converters, external UHF to -VHF and VHF -to -UHF converters,
and contact cleaner kits.
VECTOR
Literature on the new
D.I.P. Plugboards.

-

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
130.

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONICS -Free illustrated brochure

describing electronics slide rule,
four-lesson instruction course, and
grading service.*

sensitivity of 100K ohms per volt.
HICKOK-Specification sheets covering Models CR -35 CRT analyzer,
860 Injecto-Tracer, GC -660 color
generator, 677 wideband scope, and
661 NTSC color-bar generator.

-

LECTROTECH
Two-color catalog
sheet on new Model V6 -B color bar
is

fully illustrated.*
137.

138.
139.

140.

SECO -Operating manual
260 dynamic in -circuit

for Model
transistor

tester.
SENCORE-New 12 -page catalog on
all Sencore products.*
SIMPSON-Reprint, "A Guide to the
Selection of Multitesters" explains
how to evaluate multitesters, explains how to evaluate multitesters
before you buy.
TR/PLETT-Literature sheet on completely new FET VOM with 11-megohm input impedance.

TOOLS
141.

ARROW-Catalog

142.

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT
Brochure from Endeco demonstrates
improved desoldering and resoldering methods for speeding and simplifying operations on PC boards.
PENCO-Catalog of steel shelving
and related products.
SWING -O-LITE
Catalog sheet on
Models BBM-9 and BB -45 bench

CASTLE TUNER -Fast overhaul service on all makes and models of

television tuners. Shipping instructions, labels, and tags are also
included.
INJECTORALL-Literature describing
a line of electronic chemicals and

E/CO-New spec sheet describes
Model 100A4 multimeter with DC

generator gives all specs and

Catalog No. 67
has information on the entire line.

general-line catalog.*

121.

136.

a

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

COMPONENTS

111.

-

reference guide.

new Model 650 CB transceivers and
Model C-75 hand-held transceiver.

110.

-

Brochure describing new
"Snap Pak" resistor package.
LITTELFUSE
Pocket-sized TV
circuit -breaker
cross
reference,
CBCRP, gives the following information at a glance; manufacturer's
part number, price, color or b -w
designation, and trip ratings.*
MALLORY -Bulletin 4-82 describes
radial- and axial -lead tantalum capacitors. *
IRC

119.

COMMUNICATIONS
109.

135.

SERVICE AIDS

ELECTRO -VOICE -Pocket-size guide-

107.

117.

6 -page

folder illustrating the complete out-

106.

116.

134.

about the B & K,
Apparatus, and "Cobra"

143.
144.

sheet showing 3
staplegun tackers designed for fastening wires and cables up to 1/2"
diameter.

-

-

lamps.
145.

XCELITE-Bulletin N867 describes
hollow-shaft nutdrivers which speed
locknut/screw adjustments.

TUBES AND TRANSISTORS

146.

147.

GENERAL ELECTRIC -Entertainment
semiconductor almanac, ETR-4311C,
and picture -tube replacement guide,
ETR-702K are offered.
IR -Flyer sheet about a new uni-

versal replacement transistor (type
for vertical and horizontal

TR -27)

-

output applications.
HEP cross-reference
guide lists approximately 12,000
semiconductor types.
149. RCA -1D1304, a 12 -page brochure
on RCA's line of all -new HI -LITE
color picture tubes for the replacement market. Explains latest technological advances, such as brightness, Perma-Chrome and unity current ratios.*

148.

MOTOROLA

Antenna Systems
Component Guide
The following guide provides a representative listing of the antenna system
components available from those manufacturers who responded to our request
for information concerning their lines.
In a few instances a specification, such as price, was not available at press
time. The notation NA (not available) is used to indicate this fact. All prices
given are list.

ACCESSORIES
ARRESTORS:

Arrestor, heavy duty lead-in
JFD Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. AT 110S
$2.50

Coax grounding clamp, provides

lightning protection.

Lightning Arrestor
Electronics, Inc.

RMS

Mfg. No. 7198
$.42

Mfg. No. UL -5
$1.15

Mfg. No. 8642
$.99
Ground rod clamp

Electronics
Mfg. No. 8936
$.29
G.C.

Double Shielded

75 ohm

Mfg. No. Color Duct -82

Consolidated Wire and
Associated Corporations
Mfg. No. 4460

NA

NA

RG -59/U

NA

Specifications available
South River Metal Products
No

Company, Inc.

$.92

Lighting Arrestor
G.C. Electronics

Triaxial 59,

Channel Master Corporation

Channel Master Corporation

Lightning Arrestor
Channel Master Corporation
Mfg. No. 9049

Color Duct -82
8.3 dB attenuation at
800 MHz per 100'

Coax, Cable:

73 ohm

Consolidated Wire and
Associated Corporatiions
Mfg. No. 4401
NA

3.4 dB attenuation at
100 MHz per 100'

RG -11/U

NA

75 ohm

Consolidated Wire and
Associated Corporations
Mfg. No. 4461

RG -59/U

Grey

75 ohms

73 ohm

Belden Corporation
Mfg. No. 8221

Consolidated Wire and
Associated Corporations
Mfg. No. 4402

NA

NA

3.2 dB attenuation at
100 MHz per 100'

Mfg. No. 9242
$.87

Double Shielded

Lightning Arrestor
Jerrold Electronics Corporation

Mfg. No. 8232

75 ohm
Belden Corporation
NA

82 channel Coloraxial
8.2 dB attenuation at channel
83 (890 MHz) per 100'
75 ohm

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. CAC -1000
$129.00 per 1000'

RG -59/U

White
73 ohm

Consolidated Wire and
Associated Corporations
Mfg. No. 4403
NA

RG

-59/U

NA

75 ohm

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. CAB -5
$8.55 n3r 50'

RG -11/U

1.5 dB attenuation at

100 MHz per 100'

RG -11/U

NA

Double Shielded

75 ohm

75 ohm

Mfg. No. 8233

Consolidated Wire and
Associated Corporations
Mfg. No. 4419

Arrestor, 4 -wire rotator
JFD Electronics Corporation

NA

NA

Mfg. No.AT-104S

RG

$3.00

1.9 dB attenuation at

Mfg. No. AT -103S
$3.75

Triaxial 11,

NA

RG -59/U

Lightning Arrestor
JFD Electronics Corporation

73 ohm

RG -59/U

Lightning Arrestor
G.C. Electronics

Mfg. No. 407
$.92

RG -59/U

Belden Corporation

-11/U
100 MHz per 100'

With Matching Transformer
75 ohm
1FD

Electronics Corporation

Mfg. No CS82-100
$17.00 per 100'

RG-59A/U
NA

RG -59/U

75 ohm

NA

The Finney Company

Arrestor, 5-wire rotator
JFD Electronics Corporation

75 ohm

Mfg. No. AT -106S
$4.00

Mfg. No. 8238

Consolidated Wire and
Associated Corporations
Mfg. No. 4451

NA

NA

Belden Corporation

NA

75 ohm

Mfg. No. CX-283-1M
$93.75 per 1000'
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RG -59, U

Mfg. No. QDP
5.40

75 ohm

Polarized twin -lead line
connector
Mosley Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. 321
5.94

RMS

wire rotor line plug
Mosley Electronics, Inc.

Chimney mount

$.75
Twin -lead connector

Mfg. No. 345B
$1.27

NA

Mfg. No. CX-283-100

Solderless autoplug for
RG -59/U cable

$14.50 per 100'

Blonder -Tongue

The Finney Company

Mfg. No.

Connectors:
RG -11/U

Connector

Antennacraft
Mfg. No.
$1.18
RG -59/U

G.C.

C -F-11

G.C.

$.50
RG -59/ U

cables

Antennacraft
Mfg. No.

C -F

$1.76
75 ohm termination

Antennacraft
Mfg. No. TR -72F
$1.47

(for colortap outlet)
Blonder -Tongue
$1.45
Crimp (uses cable as

center pin)
-11/ U

Mfg. No.

cables

$3.35

Coax splice

Couples two

RG

RG -59/U

-59/U cables

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. CL -5959
$3.35

CL -1159 and GAF404/201

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No.

HR -11

12' stainless steel straps
RCA

Mfg. No. 10Y135
NA

Chimney mount

Weather boot

Mfg. No. 446-12S
$5.25

Mfg. No.

F -59 -FS

The Finney Company

Mfg. No. F-59WB

Chimney mount

$.12

"Y" type,

Hardware, Misc:
Antenna coating
(Weather guard)
Mosley Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. 1746
$1.66

$.60

Anti -corrosion compound
Mosley Electronics, Inc.

75 ohm termination, UHF/VHF

Mfg. No. A-1123
$.34
Cable clip

Electronics Corporation

75 ohm termination, UHF/VHF

JFD

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. TR -75ÚF
$1.65

Mfg. No. CC59
$17.70 per 100

3/4" by

36'

galvanized steel straps
G. C. Electronics
Mfg. No. 8611-L
$5.26
Chimney mount

"Y" snap -in type
20' galvanized

3/4" by

steel straps
Electronics
Mfg. No. 8612
$3.70
G. C.

Chimney mount

"Y" type,

3/4" by

24' stainless

steel straps
Aluminum "Y"
G. C. Electronics
Mfg. No. 8613
$5.46

Twin -lead connector
Mosley Electronics, Inc.

One 18'

Mfg. No. 263
$1.06

Mfg. No. 10Y159

Chimney mount
"Y" snap -in type

NA

3/4" by 20' stainless steel

Universal twin -lead line plug.

clear
Mosley Electronics
Mfg. No. 301

Inc.

Polarized twin -lead line plug
Mosley Electronics, Inc.

stainless steel strap

RCA

Chimney mount

Ratchet type, 12' stainless
steel strap
Mfg. No. 10Y138

Chimney mount

NA

"Y" snap -in type
3/4" by 36' stainless steel

Mfg. No. 303B
$.48

Mfg. No. 311

Ratchet type
3/4" by 12' stainless steel
straps
Channel Master Corporation
Mfg. No. 9072

$.41

NA

Mosley Electronics, Inc.

straps
Electronics
Mfg. No. 8614
$4.30
G. C.

RCA

Chimney mount

Twin -lead line socket, clear
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Chimney mount

RG -11/U

$.08
Quick disconnect plug for
RG -59/U
Blonder -Tongue

NA

$.95

$.51

Holding ring for CL -1111,

straps
RCA

$1.06

The Finney Company

Chimney mount

Couples RG -11/U to
Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. CL -1159
$3.35

"Y" type, 18' stainless steel

"Y" type
12' stainless steel straps
Jerrold Electronics Corporation

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. TR -72
$1.50

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. CL -1111

PF

F -59C

With adhesive

RG -11íU

$4.45

"Y" type, snap -in

Mfg. No. F-59

Mfg. No. BTF-591
$.57

74

-11-C

$.60

connector
Jerrold Electronics Corporation

Male "F" for RG -59/U
Blonder-Tongue

Couples two

Mfg. No. 8221
$1.61

RG -59/U

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. BTF-110
$1.17

F

$1.18
coax connector
The Finney Company

Coloraxial connector
Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. F -56A
$.60

Mfg. No. 3653

connector

RG -59/U

connector
Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. AF -101
$2.10

Two plugs, solderless

RG

Electronics

Polarized twin-lead connector,
single
G.C. Electronics
Mfg. No. 8596

-81A

Electronics, Inc.

Mfg. No. CM -1

The Finney Company

Mfg. No.

C -F -59A

"Y" type

Mfg. No. 10Y133
RG -1111

Polarized twin-lead connector,
double

Antennacraft

Connects two

Electronics

Mfg. No. 8095
$.32

Connector

Mfg. No.

4 or 5

P -75S

Chimney mount

straps
C. Electronics
Mfg. No. 8930-L
$6.56
G.

Chimney mount
"Y" type, 3/4" by 24' stainless

steel straps
Electronics
Mfg. No. 9026

stainless steel straps
Electronics

wire clamp

Guy

G. C.

G. C.

1/a" wire
RCA

$5.92

Mfg. No. 9127
$4.26

$4.15

Mfg. No. 10Y152
NA

Chimney mount
"Y" type

10' stainless steel straps
Channel Master Corporation
Mfg. No. 9059

Eyebolt
Guy wire anchor

Electronics, Inc.

RMS

Mfg. No.

GI -4

$.17

NA

wire clamp

Guy
3

eye

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 422-3
$.68

Eyebolt

3" length

wire clamp

Guy

Chimney mount

1/G" eye

"Z" type

RCA

1/e" wire

Mfg. No. 10Y111

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 460

RMS

Electronics, Inc.

Mfg. No. MZ-1

NA

$.64

$2.95
Chimney mount
"Z" type, 12' stainless steel

straps
RCA

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 421-2
$.07

wire clamp
Holds 1/8" wire
G. C. Electronics
Mfg. No. 8081
Guy

$.64

Mfg. No. 10Y136
Eyebolt

NA

5/16"

Chimney mount
"Z" type

10' galvanized steel straps
Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 447-10G
$2.81

eye

5" length

Guy

Mfg. No. 9674

G. C.

$.17

Mfg. No. 8131

3/4" by 24' galvanized

steel straps
G. C.

Electronics

Mfg. No. 8005
$3.21

RCA

Two eye,

"Z" type,
G.

36'
galvanized steel straps
C. Electronics
3/4" by

Mfg. No. 8005-L
$3.85

G.

G.

stainless steel straps
C. Electronics

Mfg. No. 9025-L
$5.62

12' stainless steel straps
Channel Master Corporation
Mfg. No. 9061
NA

Mfg. No. 1612
$2.45
Mast
5' x 11/4" 20 guage steel
Channel Master Corporation
$.90

x

G. C.

Electronics

$2.42

Electronics

C.

Mfg. No. 8939

Mast

$.51

5'

x

G.

C.

Guy

11/4", Gold anodized

aluminum

wire clamp

11/4" Galvanized steel

Electronics

$1.71

2 eye

Channel Master Corporation

Mast clamp
For guy wire

Ground rod

$.67

RCA

Electronics
Mfg. No 9016
$2.17

Mast

6'

G. C.

Ground rod

3/8

Mfg. No. 10Y113

by

6'

NA

11/4" by 10', 20 gauge,

galvanized

Electronics, Inc.

Mfg. No. CR -10
$3.00

Channel Master Corporation
Mfg. No. 9076

Mast

NA

11/4" by 10', heavy gauge
RCA

wire ring

11/4" mast
RMS Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. GWR-3
$.23

Mfg. No. 10Y171
NA

Mast

Mast coupler
1" to 13/4" mast, two piece
G. C.

Electronics

Mfg. No. 8371
$1.52
Mast coupler
1" to 13/4" mast, 3 piece
C.

G.

Electronics

Mfg. No. 8645
$1.52

11/4" by 5', light gauge

Mfg. No. 10Y166

Mast mount bracket for
couplers

NA

NA

available)
Electronics
Mfg. No. 8314

Mast

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. Jiffy mount
$.75

$.25

Mfg. No. 10Y169

RCA

wire ring

Guy

G. C.

11/4" by 10', medium gauge
RCA

NA

C.

Electronics

Mfg. No. 8132
$.06

Mast, telescoping

30'

Guy wire thimble
G.

Chimney mount
"Z" type, 3/4" by 20'

Channel Master Corporation

Mfg. No. 9015

For 11/4" mast (3/4" to 2"

Chimney mount
"Z" type

3/4" to

4'

Guy

Chimney mount
"Z" type, 3/4" by 36'

fits

11/2" mast

RMS

Chimney mount

Mast

wire clamp

Guy

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 425-4
$1.50

$3.08

5'

6'

Ground rod

10' of 20 gauge
Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 452-1020

Mast

$.29

Chimney mount

"Z" type

Electronics

Ground rod

NA

Mast

Mfg. No. 2005-B

NA

"Z" type
12' stainless steel straps
Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 447-12S
$4.50

wire clamp

Channel Master Corporation

Mfg. No. 10Y118
Chimney mount

Mast
10' of 18 gauge
Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 452-1018
$3.48

10' x 11/4", 16 guage steel

Eyebolt
1/4" eye 21/4" length

Mfg. No. 452-1016

Mast
10' of 16 gauge
Jerrold Electronics Corporation

RMS

Electronics, Inc.

Mfg. No. M-30
$16.95
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8353-31/2'"-$.20
8357-71/2"-$.25

Mast, telescoping

Roof mount

Mfg. No. 10Y106

No.

50'

Two 11/4" mast, swivel base,

NA

No.

Standoff

Standoff
Clamps on eave, 31/2"
G. C. Electronics
Mfg. No. 8811

Electronics, Inc.

RMS

Mfg. No. M-50

$32.95

aluminum
C. Electronics
Mfg. No. 8628
$.43
G.

Mast, telescoping

20'

Roof mount

RCA

To 11/2" mast, handy mount

Mfg. No. 10Y162

G. C.

NA

Mfg. No. 8800-U

Electronics

$.78

Mast, telescoping

50'

Roof or wall mount

RCA

Hinged, to 11/2" mast

Mfg. No. 10Y165

G. C.

NA

Electronics
Mfg. No. 9021
$1.41

Single eye, 31/2"

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 410-3B
$4.50 per 100

Standoff
Single eye, 51/2"
Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 410-5B

Standoff

$.08

$.29

Standoff

Standoff

Standoff
Woodscrew or machine screw
Single combo, 31/2",
51/2", 71/2"
G. C. Electronics
Mfg. No. EZ -4027,
EZ -4028, EZ -4029
$.12 to $.15

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 450-40
$27.81

Adjustable
G
C. Electronics
Mfg. No. 9024

Standoff
Nail -in, wood,

Roof mount

Mfg. No. 1620-C

To 11/2" mast

4"

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 413-B
$.09

Four legs, cast-iron base
G. C.

$6.30

Electronics

Mfg. No. 9610V

Single eye, 31/2"

Roof mount

Mast, telescoping
20', 16 gauge steel
Channel Master Corporation

Channel Master Corporation

Channel Master Corporation

40'

$1.86

Double eye, 71/2"

Double eye, 71/2"

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 411-7B
$.22

Mast, telescoping

$.17

Standoff
Nail -in, masonry

Mfg. No. 9632U

$4.50 per 100

30" lower support
G. C. Electronics

$6.41

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 414-B
$.16

Mfg. No. 8625
$5.46

Stacking harness, Antennas
Channel Master Corporation

Standoff

Standoff
Woodscrew or machine screw
T type, 31/2",
51/2", 71/2"

NA

Double eye, 31/2"

G. C.

NA

G. C.

Mfg. No. 9060

Roof mount

Mfg. No. 4027

Universal
Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. VM -2

Stacking harness, Antennas

$3.75

NA

RMS

The Finney Company
NA

Roof mount
11/4" mast
RCA

10Y120
NA

Standoff
Twist -on, 11/4" mast, 31/2"
Rohn Manufacturing Company
Mfg. No. 3TS1 1/4U

Roof mount
to 21/4" mast
RCA

Mfg. No. 10Y124
NA

$11.35 per 100

Standoff
Twist -on, 11/2" mast, 31/2"
Rohn Manufacturing Company
Mfg. No. 3TS1 1/2U

Roof mount
11/4" to 2" mast, swivel
Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 433-2

$12.15 per 100

Standoff

Mfg. No. 10Y101
Roof mount

NA

To 13/4" mast, zinc plated
C. Electronics
Mfg. No. 8575

Standoff

$3.36

RCA

G.

NA

G. C.

Electronics
Mfg. No. 8580

Standoff
Masonry nail

$5.28

RCA

PF
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Electronics

Mfg. No. EZ -4031,
EZ -4032, EZ -4033
$.20 to $.24

Double eye, 51/2"

Standoff
Woodscrew, 31/2",

G. C.

Electronics
Mfg. No. 4032

51/2", 71/2"
Single combo

$.24

G. C.

Standoff
Wood screw type, 71/2"
G. C. Electronics
Mfg. No. 8029
$.09

Standoff
Machine screw type, 51/2"
G. C. Electronics
Mfg. No. 8032
$.08

Electronics

Mfg. No. EZ -8027,
EZ -8028, EZ -8029
$.12 to $.15
Standoff
Machine screw, 31/2",
51/2", 71/2"
Single combo
G. C.

Electronics

Mfg. No. EZ -8031,
EZ -8032, EZ -8035
$.11 to $.14

Standoff
Standoff
Nail -in, wood, 31/2"
G. C.

Electronics

Mfg. No. 8343
$.08

Nail -in, for brick or masonry
G. C.

Electronics

Mfg. No.
$.19

EZ -8762

Standoff
Standoff
Single eye, 51/2", steel
Stainless steel strap
G. C.

To 21/2" mast, galvanized

76

Standoff

Double eye, 71/2"

Mfg. No. 10Y104
Roof mount

$.05

Single eye, 31/2"
RCA

$2.81

Electronics

Electronics

Snap-on 11/4" mast, 31/2"
G. C.

Electronics

Mfg. No.
$.23

EZ -8798

Mfg. No. 8354
$.24
Also available

Standoff
Single eye, 71/2'»

RMS

Electronics, Inc.

Strapping

Mfg. No. MC -7

Two 3/4" by 24', galvanized

$.25

G. C.

Standoff
Woodscrew, single eye,
RMS Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. W-35

Electronics
Mfg. No. 8931
$1.78

Mfg. No. 423-5
$.32
Also available
No. 423-4, 41/2" to 63/8", $.27
No. 423-6, 63/4" to 93/8", $.55

31/"

$.06

RCA

Mfg. No. 10Y109
NA

Standoff strap
Stainless steel
Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 412-S

Wall mount

8" clearance
Strapping

Turnbuckle

G. C.

Two 3/4" x 24', stainless steel

41/2" closed, 63/8" open

Mfg. No. 8308
$3.66

Electronics

C.

G.

Standoff strap
9" stainless steel strap

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 438-18
$7.48

G. C.

Electronics

Mfg. No. 8932

Mfg. No. 8058

$3.54

$.26
Also available

Strap clamp
Corrosion resistant
G. C. Electronics
Mfg. No. 8129
$29.67 per 100

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

8056-33/8" to 45/8"-$.22
8057-4" to 55/8"-$.25
8365-51/2" to 75/8"-$.32
8366-63/4" to 91/4"-$.55
8367-71/2" to 101/2"

-$.88

Electronics

Wall mount

12" clearance
Electronics

G. C.

Mfg. No. 8312
$4.49
Wall mount

18" clearance
Electronics

G. C.

Tower, tri -pod
3'

Turnbuckle

Mfg. No. 8318

RCA

51/2" closed, 75/8" open

$5.92

Standoff strap

Mfg. No. 10Y125

Channel Master Corporation

Galvanized metal, 9"

NA

Mfg. No. 9668

$.16

G.

C.

Mfg. No. 4040-N

Tower, tri -pod

$.13

5'

Standoff strap
Stainless steel, 9"
G. C. Electronics
Mfg. No. 4050-N

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 435-5
$15.28

tri -pod

Channel Master Corporation

Standoff strap
Nut type, 9" stainless steel
G. C. Electronics
Mfg. No. 8250-N
$.16

Standoff strap
Nut type, 9" galvanized metal
G. C. Electronics
Mfg. No. 8251-N

Mfg. No. 9004
$15.28

Tower,
G.

Standoff strap
For 5" diameter mast
G. C. Electronics
Mfg. No. 8252
$.14

Strapping
3/4" galvanized with 1/4" holes
G. C. Electronics
Mfg. No. 8051
$8.03 per 100' (12', $1.03)

Strapping, stainless steel
3/4" by 100'
G. C. Electronics
Mfg. No. 8806
$12.02-(25' is $3.21)

Strapping, galvanized

tri -pod

$8.17

Channel Master Corporation

Mfg. No. 9039
$2.36

Wall mount

4" clearance

Vent mount
2" to 4" vent
G. C. Electronics
Mfg. No. 8802

Electronics
Mfg. No. 9241
$1.05
Wall mount
11/4" to 11/2" mast, heavy

$3.21
Vent mount

Channel Master Corporation

4" to 6" vent

Mfg. No. 9016

G.

C.

C.

Electronics

Electronics

Mfg. No. 8803
$3.21
Vent mount
Channel Master Corporation

Mfg. No. 9001

$17.25

$3.14

Tower, tri -pod
3'
G. C. Electronics
Mfg. No. 9144
$10.23

Wall mount

Turnbuckle
51/2" closed, 71/2" open
RMS Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. GTB-2
$.45

South River Metal Products
Company, Inc.
No

specifications available

4" vent

Mfg. No. 9143

NA
RMS

$2.11

Electronics, Inc.

Matching
Transformers,
300/75 ohm:
Antennacraft
UHF/VHF/FM
Indoor/outdoor

Mfg. No. WM -8
$2.95

Mfg. No. MT-375-UVF

Wall mount

Antennacraft
UHF/VHF/FM
Indoor/outdoor

4" clearance, stainless steel
RCA

$4.95

Mfg. No. 10Y127

UV -375-W

NA

$3.25

Turnbuckle

Wall mount

Blonder -Tongue

51/2" closed, 75/8" open

VHF

RCA

18" clearance
Tubular tripod

Mfg. No. 10Y115

RCA

NA

Mfg. No. 10Y129

Indoor
Mfg. No. Cablematch 3334
$3.21

NA

Electronics

Mfg. No. 8808

$5.92-(25'

Mfg. No. 8324

11/4" to 11/2" mast

Up to

3/4" by 100'
G. C.

Universal mount

duty
Tower, tri -pod
2'
G. C. Electronics
Mfg. No. 9063
$7.84

5'

$.12

G. C.

G. C.

Tower,

5', up to 13/4" mast

$.16

24" clearance
Electronics

$.50

Electronics

Wall mount

is $1.52)

Turnbuckle
51/2" closed, 75/8" open
Jerrold Electronics Corporation

Blonder -Tongue
Wall mount

UHF

18" clearance

NA
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Mfg. No. Cablematch 3370

UHF/VHF/FM

NA

Outdoor/indoor
Mfg. No. MT50

Blonder -Tongue
VHF/FM

$3.95

NA

Electronics Corporation
UHF/VHF/FM
Indoor
Mfg. No. M154
JFD

Mfg. No. Cablematch
$3.21

F

Attenuator switch
Zenith Radio Corporation
UHF/VHF/FM
Indoor

Three-way

Mfg. No. 973-104

Mfg. No. AS5

NA

$4.95

Mfg. No. F-42
$3.05

UHF/VHF/FM
Outdoor
Mfg. No. MT -283

JFD

NA

NA

Switches:

Mfg. No. MT60
Channel Master Corporation

$2.95

UHF/VHF/FM
Outdoor
Mfg. No. 0035-A

Antenna switch
2 -way

Mosley Electronics, Inc.

300 and 75 input to
300 ohm output

$3.86

Outdoor/indoor

NA

Mfg. No. MTR-37
Channel Master Corporation

UHF/VHF/FM
Indoor
Mfg. No. 7180
$1.92

$6.75
Mosley Electronics, Inc.

UHF/VHF/FM
Outdoor/indoor

Craftsman Electronic Products
VHF/FM
Indoor
Mfg. No. T-15
$3.10
Craftsman Electronic Products
VHF/FM
Outdoor
Mfg. No. 1002-A
$4.15

Mfg. No. MTR-37A
$9.74
RMS

Electronics, Inc.

NA

Outdoor
Mfg. No. ATR-375
$3.95
RMS

Electronics, Inc.

UHF/VHF
Indoor
Mfg. No. TR-730

Gavin Instruments,

Inc.

$2.95

Craftsman Electronic Products
Mfg. No. 617S
$13.25

S

& A Electronics, Inc.

UHF/VHF/FM
Indoor and outdoor (2 units)
Mfg. No. 7018

NA

Gavin Instruments, Inc.

$8.75

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 823
$2.20

300 ohm

Mfg. No. CR -2

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 873
$4.95

$13.80

Antenna switch

Electronics
UHF/VHF/FM
Indoor
Mfg. No. A-1089-1
$3.59

$4.95

G. C.

The Finney Company

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
UHF/VHF/FM
Indoor
Mfg. No. T-379
$2.50

VHF/FM
Indoor
Mfg. No. 7512-B
$2.95
Workman Electronic Products

UHF/VHF/FM
NA

Mfg. No. 1490
JFD

Electronics Corporation
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$2.90

RG -59

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. PL -602

NA

$8.98

Electronics Corporation

Mfg. No AS1
$3.95
Antenna switch
Two-way

UHF/VHF/FM
Outdoor
Mfg. No. M-248

VHF/FM
Outdoor
Mfg. No. 7512-A

Crimping tool for
and RG11

Three-way

The Finney Company

The Finney Company

Tools:

Antenna switch
Three-way

Mfg. No. T-201

Outdoor
Mfg. No. A-1088-1
$4.03

NA

Crimping and cutting for
RG -11U and RG -59U cables
and rings
Blonder -Tongue

NA

$9.95

RCA

Mfg. No. 10Y254

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. S-1
$6.10

300 ohm

JFD

Electronics
UHF/VHF/FM

NA

Cable stripper

Indoor

G. C.

Antenna switch
2 -way

Antenna switch

UHF/VHF/FM

NA

(slide switch)
300 ohm
Mosley Electronics, Inc.
2 -way

Two-way

JFD

UHF/VHF/FM
Outdoor
Mfg. No. T-101

Electronics Corporation

Antenna switch

$3.50

$5.11

JFD

Zenith Radio Corporation
UHF/VHF/FM
Outdoor
Mfg. No. 973-109

Blonder -Tongue

Electronics Corporation
UHF/VHF/FM

Odb,15db,25db

Electronics Corporation

Mfg. No. AS2
$2.95

Crimping tool for RG -59
and coloraxial
Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. PL-659 -DP
$5.98
Standoff "eye-opener" tool
G. C.

Electronics

Mfg. No. 8450
$.86

Antenna switch
Twin -lead and dial switch
outlet (with hdwe pkg.)
Mosley Electronics, Inc.

Mfg. No. F-10PKB
$9.03

Staple gun for RG -11/U
The Finney Company
Mfg. No. T-75
NA

Antenna switch
Three-way

Staple gun for RG -59/U
The Finney Company

300 ohm
Mosley Electronics, Inc.

Mfg. Nu. T-25

Mfg. No. F-20
$6.78

NA

Traps, Filters:

Antenna switch
Two-way

FM-bandpass filter

300 ohm
Mosley Electronics, Inc.

NA

Mfg. No. F-40
$4.09

Mfg. No. 7016
$6.95

Pass FM only
S

& A Electronics, Inc.

FM-bandpass filter

Interference trap
Electronics Corporation

Pass FM only

JFD

300 ohm

Mfg. No. WT26

The Finney Company

$5.50

outlet

Mfg. No. 3649

One

$2.25

75 ohm
The Finney Company

outlet (with hdwe. pkg.)

One

Mfg. No.

High VHF band

G.

Mfg. No. 8595-1

One

Hi -pass

Interference trap
JFD Electronics Corporation

$1.20

75 ohm

NA

Mfg. No. WT713

NA

$5.50

JFD

C.

One

Electronics Corporation

$5.50

Tunable

Mfg. No.

Mosley Electronics, Inc.

$3.50

Mfg. No. WT -7
$5.83

One

FM

trap

300 ohm

$4.40

300 ohm

6.8-8.5

trap

The Finney Company
F

-82 -LT -300

outlet

300 ohm

outlet

One

75 ohm
JFD

Blonder -Tongue

outlet (with hdwe. pkg.)

Mosley Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. FCC-1PK

outlet

Mfg. No. HP50

MHz

-82 -LT-75

Electronics

$6.95

filter

F

$3.95

300 ohm

Mfg. No. 3007

Electronics Corporation

Mfg. No. TT -7575
$3.40

Mfg. No. FR -FM

13.8-16

NA

Tunable

Mfg. No. F-1

lwo outlets

Mosley Electronics, Inc.

$1.29

300 to 75 matching

FM

trap

300 ohm

MHz

trap

Mosley Electronics, Inc.

Mfg. No. WT -14
$5.83

One

The Finney Company

outlet (with hdwe. pkg.)

300 ohm

Mfg. No. WB -375-W

Mosley Electronics, Inc.

$4.35

Mfg. No. M-523

16-28

$8.95

Tunable

Mfg. No. F-1PKB

Mosley Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. WT -21

$2.05

$5.83

One

FM

trap

NA

JFD

Antennacraft

Tunable

Mfg. No. FY-1PKB

$4.64

Mosley Electronics, Inc.

$2.05

FM

trap

Two outlets

Mfg. No. WT -41
One

Electronics Corporation

trap

300 ohm
Channel Master Corporation
Mfg. No. 0014

$6.25
FM

MHz

$5.83

Mfg. No. TRFM
$6.25

trap

300 ohm

outlet

300 ohm

47-110

MHz trap

Tunable

Surface mounting
Mosley Electronics, Inc.

Mosley Electronics, Inc.

Mfg. No. SM -1

Mfg. No. WT -78

$1.28
One

100-230

MHz

trap

Tunable
Mosley Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. WT -165
$5.83

One

Mfg. No. FR (specify channel)

outlet (with hdwe. pkg.)

300 ohm

Surface mounting
Mosley Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. SM-1PKB
$1.70

outlet

300 to 75 ohm match
The Finney Company

outlet
300 ohm with variable tap
One

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. VT -300
$3.60

Mfg. No. M-302

$3.40

One

outlet (with hdwe. pkg.)

$9.20

75 ohm (12 dB tap)

Single channel trap

300 ohm to 75 ohm match

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. FT -75

NA

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. V-1SMT

$3.50

$5.05

One

One

JFD

Electronics Corporation

Mfg. No. TR (specify

$2.44
Two outlets

Surface mounting
Mosley Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. SM-11PKB
$2.76
Two outlets

300 ohm

Wall outlets:

$6.25
Single channel trap
300 ohm, indoor/outdoor
Blonder -Tongue

300 ohm
Mosley Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. F-11 PKB

300 ohm

$5.83

The Finney Company

Mfg. No. 3006

UHF/VHF splitter
Mfg. No. OP-2-UVW

$64.25

trap

300 ohm

outlet

Mosley Electronics, Inc.

27-55

NA

Two outlets

300 ohm

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. TFM-1

FM

MHz trap

transformer
Antennacraft

outlet

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. 3650
$3.05
Two outlets (with hdwe. pkg.)

300 ohm and 4 or
wire rotor

5

Mosley Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. F-145PKB
$3.60
Two outlets (with hdwe. pkg.)

outlet

300 ohm and 4 or

5

300 ohm

Mfg. No. UVF-87

wire rotor
Mosley Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. FY-145PKB

Low VHF band trap

Mosley Electronics, Inc.

$7.25

$3.07

NA

Mfg. No. 343

Jerrold Electronics
Mfg. No. TLB-1
$64.25

$.76

75 ohm (variable tap)

channel 2-6)
$8.95

One

One

outlet

One

outlet

300 ohm
Low VHF band

Winegard Company

Blonder -Tongue

outlet

2

outets (with hdwe. pkg.)

75 ohm with variable tap

300 ohm and 4 wire rotor

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. VT -75
$3.90

Antennacraft
Mfg. No. TRP-4-W

$3.80
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Two outlets (with hdwe. pkg.)

Mfg. No. AC-145PKB

Ground wire

Guy wire

300 ohm and 4 or

$5.40

8 ga.

aluminum
Jerrold Electronics Corporation

6

Three outlets (with hdwe. pkg.)

Mfg. No. 462-50

Two 300 ohm and AC line
Mosley Electronics, Inc.

$33.89 per 1000'

Mfg. No. AC-11PKB

Ground wire

$3.80

8 ga.

5

wire rotor
JFD Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. TR -3030
$3.75
Two outlets (with hdwe. pkg.)

300 ohm and 4 or

5

wire rotor
Mosley Electronics, Inc.

Three outlets (with hdwe. pkg.)
4 or 5

Mfg. No. 355PKB

2 AC

wire rotor and

NA

line

Mfg. No. AC-245PKB
Two outlets (with hdwe. pkg.)

Three outlets (with hdwe. pkg.)

$4.77

Mfg. No. SM-111PKB

300 ohm

Surface mounting
Mosley Electronics, Inc.

75 ohm and 4 or 5

Three outlets (with hdwe. pkg.)

wire rotor
Mosley Electronics, Inc.

Two 75 ohm and 4 or

5

wire rotor
Surface mounting
Mosley Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. SM-245PKB

Two outlets (with hdwe. pkg.)

$5.57

75 ohm and 8 wire rotor
Mosley Electronics, Inc.

Three outlets (with hdwe. pkg.)

Mfg. No. F-18PKB

300 ohm

$5.18

Mosley Electronics, Inc.

Mfg. No. F-111PKB

NA

Mfg. No. 8829
$3.85

Mfg. No. NA
NA

Ground wire
ga.

wire
strands 20 ga.,
galvanized steel
F. Wright Steel and

Guy

Channel Master Corporation

Two outlets (with hdwe. pkg.)

Guy Wire

Consolidated Wire and
Associated Corporations

8

$4.37

6

Mfg. No. 9090
NA

G.

Ground wire

Mfg. No. NA

Wire Company

NA

$10.15 per 1000'

Consolidated Wire and
Associated Corporations
Mfg. No. NA

Guy wire

NA

G. F.

Specifications available
South River Metal Products

Wire Company
Mfg. No. NA
$37.30 per 1000'

No

7

strands 18 ga., aluminum
Wright Steel and

Company, Inc.

$4.70

Two outlets

aluminum

5(i' card
G. C. Electronics

wire rotor
Surface mounting
Mosley Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. SM-145PKB

TV and FM

Ground wire
8 ga.

$6.36

75 ohm and 4 or 5

Mfg. No. FCC-145PK
$6.06

wire
strands 18 ga.
galvanized steel
Channel Master Corporation
Mfg. No. 9085
Guy

6

NA

Mosley Electronics, Inc.

$3.37

aluminum
Belden Corporation
Mfg. No. 8018

strands 20 ga. steel
Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 461-50
$14.50 per 1000'

Rotor (4 wire)

(specify isolation)

75 ohm

Three outlets (with hdwe. pkg.)

Guy wire

NA

The Finney Company

78

75' card

Mfg. No. M-304

Two 300 ohm and 8 wire rotor
Mosley Electronics, Inc.

$5.00

Mfg. No. F-118PKB

Mfg. No. AGY-100
$49.95 per 1000'

Mfg. No. 32-156

Guy

wire
strands 20 ga. steel
RMS Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. GY-50
$14.95 per 1000'

Rotor (4 wire)

6

20 ga.

$6.55

Two outlets
TV and FM (10 dB isolation)
300 ohm
Blonder -Tongue

Three outlets (with hdwe. pkg.)
Two 75 ohm and 4 or 5

wire rotor
Mosley Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. F-245PKB

Mfg No. 3654
$3.60

RMS

Electronics, Inc.

C.

Electronics

$3.39

Flat (.070" x .390")
Belden Corporation
Mfg. No. 8464
NA

$4.14
Two outlets (with hdwe. pkg.)

G.

wire
strands 22 ga.

Guv

300 ohm and AC line
Mosley Electronics, Inc.

Four outlet tap

7

NA

20 ga.

Mfg. No. AC-1PKB
$3.12

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 1405
$16.50

Vinyl covered steel
G. F. Wright Steel and
Wire Company
Mfg. No. V722

Belden Corporation

$31.00 per 1000'

NA

Guy wire

Rotor (4 wire)

Two outlets (with hdwe. pkg.)

300 ohm and AC line

Mosley Electronics
Mfg. No. ACA-1PKB

Rotor (4 wire)

.180"

O.D.

Mfg. No. 8484

Wire, Miscellaneous:
Ground wire

strands 20 ga.

18 ga.

$3.11

Aluminum
RMS Electronics, Inc.

6

100'

.250"

Two outlets

Mfg. No. GW-1000
$34.95 per 1000'

RCA

Belden Corporation

Mfg. No. 10Y151

Mfg. No. 8489

NA

NA

75 ohm and 300 ohm
Mosley Electronics, Inc.

Mfg. No. F-4PKB

Ground wire

$4.73

8

ga.

Guy

wire

50'

50' card
C.

Electronics

Two outlets (with hdwe. pkg.)
4 or 5 wire rotor and AC line

RCA

G.

Mfg. No. 10Y155

Mfg. No. 32-114

Mosley Electronics. Inc.

NA

$.94
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O.D.

Rotor (4 wire)
22 ga.

Flat (.072" x .345")
Consolidated Wire and
Associated Corporations

Mfg. No. 4508

Test prod wire

18 ga.

NA

18 ga.

.200"

.144" 0.D.

5

Rotor (4 wire)

20KV

.7 dB

20 ga.

Belden Corporation
Mfg. No. 8899

Flat (.072" x .400")
Consolidated Wire and
Associated Corporations
Mfg. No. 4510

NA

Wire, 300 ohm

4.4 pf per

.520"

x

ft.

pf per

attenuation at

50 MHz per 100'

Consolidated Wire and
Associated Corporations

Rotor (4 wire)
22 ga.

.160" 0.D.
Consolidated Wire and
Associated Corporations
Mfg. No. 4515
NA

Rotor (4 wire)

x

.365"

4.6 pf per ft.
.72 dB attenuation at

50 MHz per 100'

Consolidated Wire and
Associated Corporations
Mfg. No. 4500
NA

18 ga.

.185"

Mfg. No. 9541
NA

Rotor (5 wire)
20 ga.

Flat (.070" x .375")
Belden Corporation
Mfg. No. 8463

.072"

x

.400"

4.6 pf per

ft.

.72 dB attenuation at
50 MHz per 100'
Consolidated Wire and
Associated Corporations
Mfg. No. 4502

20 ga.

.190" 0.D.
Belden Corporation
Mfg. No. 8485
NA

.350"

O.D. round

ft.

5.6 pf per

.63 dB attenuation at

x

.400"

4.6 pf per

ft.

.72 dB attenuation at
50 MHz per 100'

Consolidated Wire and
Associated Corporations
Mfg. No. 4503

20 ga. tubular

Mfg. No. 4527

.300"

NA

4.6 pf per

20 ga.

20 ga.

Flat (.072" x .400")
Consolidated Wire and
Associated Corporations
Mfg. No. 4517

.080"

x

.400"

4.6 pf per

ft.

Rotor (5 wire)
20 ga.

NA

170" O.D.
Consolidated Wire and
Associated Corporations
Mfg. No. 4518

4.6 pf per ft.

NA

.72 dB attenuation at

20 ga.

.100"

.400"

x

4.6 pf per

ft.

attenuation at

.72 dB

O.D.

Belden Corporation

x

.400"

Consolidated Wire and
Associated Corporations
Mfg. No. 4506

Belden Corporation

Mfg. No. 8275
NA

.255"

Mfg. No. 4529

5.3 pf per

NA

1.4 dB

22 ga.

Belden Corporation

.150"

x

.410"

4.9 pf per

ft.

22 ga.

.468"

x

ft.

attenuation at

Mfg. No. 8285
NA

1.04 dB attenuation at
100 MHz per 100'

Consolidated Wire and
Associated Corporations
Mfg. No. 4530
$33.25 per 1000'

22 ga. shielded

.305"

.515"

x

7.8 pf per
1.7 dB

ft.

attenuation at

50 MHz per 100'

22 ga. solid

Mfg. No. 8290

.275"

NA

x

.455"

6.8 pf per

ft.

2.0 dB attenuation at
100 MHz per 100'

Consolidated Wire and
Associated Corporations
Mfg. No. 4535 shielded

75 ohm

20 ga.
x

.400"

4.4 pf per

ft.

attenuation at

1.1 dB

100 MHz per 100'

NA

Mfg. No. EF-1
$17.95

.072"

1.1 dB

22 ga.

.72 dB attenuation at

50 MHz per 100'

NA

300 ohm

.058"

4.6 pf per ft.

FM

Belden Corporation
Mfg. No. 8225

4.4 pf per

.365"

550-1600 KHz
52 dB gain

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. AMA-50
$410.00

20 ga. three wire
x

AMPLIFIERS
Indoor, Single Output:

$67.50 per 1000'

20 ga., ivory, indoor only

Rotor (8 wire)

.205" O.D.
Consolidated Wire and
Associated Corporations

ft.

Consolidated Wire and
Associated Corporations

NA

Mfg. No. 8488
NA

.400"

50 MHz per 100'

.058"

50 MHz per 100'

.205"

x

100 MHz per 100'

.072"

.72 dB attenuation at

50 MHz per 100'
Consolidated Wire and
Associated Corporations
Mfg. No. 4504

22 ga.

NA

Belden Corporation

Rotor (5 wire)

Rotor (8 wire)

100 MHz per 100'

Belden Corporation
Mfg. No. 8235

30 MHz per 100'
Consolidated Wire and
Associated Corporations

NA

NA

ft.

100 MHz per 100'

.072"
Rotor (5 wire)

.520"

.85 dB attenuation at

NA

20 ga.

NA

x

4.4 pf per

20 ga.
22 ga.

Channel Master Corporation

NA

1.05 dB attenuation at

20 ga.
NA

Mfg. No. 8230

NA

20 ga.

22 ga.

.055"

100 MHz per 100'

Belden Corporation

Mfg. No. 4523

Lead-in:

NA

ft.

attentuation at

1.1 dB

x

.400"

ft.

attenuation at

100 MHz per 100'

Belden Corporation
Mfg. No. 8226
NA

Mfg. No. 4521

Consolidated Wire and
Associated Corporations
Mfg. No. 4507

NA

NA

072"

JFD

Electronics Corporation

FM
18 dB gain

300 ohm
Blonder -Tongue

Mfg. No. FMB

$19.15
FM
18 dB gain

20 ga.
x

.400"

300 ohm
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Winegard Company
Mfg. No. FM -340
$18.95

75 ohm

Antennacraft

300 ohm

Channel Master Corporation

Mfg. No. AA .5

The Finney Company

Mfg. No. 7050
$147.60

$34.95

Mfg. No. 65-3
$44.95

FM

VHF/FM

times (25 dB)

NA

UHF/VHF/FM

18

300 ohm

NA

300 ohm or 75 ohm

13

300 ohm

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. AB -3
$152.10

300 ohm input, 75 ohm output
The Finney Company

JFD

Electronics Corporation

Mgf. No.

HF -1

$24.95

JFD

Electronics Corporation

Mfg. No. HVU-3
$46.95

VHF/FM

VHF/FM
dB gain

Mfg. No. 65-4

$47.95
VHF/FM

20 dB gain

300 or 75 ohm

Craftsman Electronic Products
Mfg. No. AVANTE 20
$69.50

UHF/VHF/FM
NA

75 ohm
JFD

Electronics Corporation

Mfg. No. HVU-475

NA

NA

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. APM-106-L

NA

$39.95

Mfg. No. 1020

Gavin Instruments, Inc.
NA

$44.95

VHF/FM

VHF/FM

300 ohm

VHF/FM

40 dB gain
UHF

75 ohm
The Finney Company

Mfg. No. M-108
$165.00

22 dB gain
75 ohm

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 5330
$190.00

VHF/FM
14 dB gain
75 ohm
The Finney Company
Mfg. No. 65-5
$44.95

Mast Mounted,
Outdoor:

VHF/FM

300 ohm

41 dB lo band, 44 dB

Winegard Company
Mfg No. AC -623
$34.95

FM

NA

VHF/FM

75 ohm

25 dB gain

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. CPM-107
$39.95

300 ohm

75 ohm

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 2880
$392.85

VHF/FM
33 dB gain
300/75 input, 75 ohm output
Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 3450
$109.50

$57.50
VHF/FM
NA

FM

2

75 ohm

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 3660
$216.00

outputs
Electronics Corporation

UHF/VHF
2-6 16.5 dB, 7-13 12 dB,
14-83 15 dB

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. SPC-132A-L
$97.95
VHF/FM
5 times (14 dB)

UHF

output,

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. Color amp U/V
NA

Amplify VHF/FM, pass
300 ohm
Winegard Company
Mfg. No. AC -223

$31.95

Mfg. No. VAMP-1

Amplify VHF/FM, pass

$22.60

NA

75 ohm

VHF/FM

NA

75 ohm
JFD

Electronics Corporation

Mfg. No. FT -175
$34.95

NA

300 ohm
2

Winegard Company
Mfg. No. AC -295
$34.95

outputs

Blonder -Tongue

UHF/VHF/FM

Mfg. No. VAMP -2
$40.95

NA

300 ohm

VHF/FM

Winegard Company
Mfg. No. AC -823

NA

$39.95

VHF/FM
30 dB gain

30 dB gain

300 or 75 ohm

The Finney Company

Channel Master Corporation

Mfg. No. M-17

Blonder -Tongue

$77.50

UHF/VHF/FM

Mfg. No. 7043

Mfg. No. VAMP -2-75

NA

300 ohm

$64.95

75 ohm

$45.95

VHF/FM

VHF/FM

17.5 dB gain

50 dB gain

300 or 75 ohm

REPORTER/"May, 1968

75 ohm

Winegard Company
VHF/FM
12 dB gain

UHF

NA

Mfg. No. FT -1

FM

PF

output

$34.95

$34.95
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VHF

300 ohm

300 ohms
Blonder -Tongue

FM

Mfg. No. 7035-A

75 ohm

NA

JFD

Channel Master Corporation

The Finney Company

Winegard Company
Mfg. No. AC-695
$39.95

VHF/FM

300 or 75 ohm

75 ohm

75 ohm

40 dB gain

15 dB gain

$41.53
VHF/FM
20 dB gain

NA

300 ohm

VHF/FM

VHF/FM
10 dB gain
300 ohm input, 75 ohm output
Channel Master Corporation
Mfg. No. 7060

Mfg. No. M-12
FM

Electronics Inc.

Mfg. No. 3000
$53.95

VHF/FM
20 dB gain
300 ohm
The Finney Company
Mfg. No. M-10
$49.95

NA

high band, 41 dB FM

RMS

Mfg. No. AC -895
$42.50

UHF

UHF/VHF/FM

UHF

VHF/FM

The Finney Company

NA

NA

4 db

Mfg. No. M-103

300 ohm input, 75 ohm output

300 ohm

gain
Four set

Winegard Company
Mfg. No. AP -87

JFD

$32.50

$39.95

UHF/VHF/FM

UHF

15 dB gain

NA

300 ohm
The Finney Company

Mfg. No. M-22
$59.95

300 ohm
Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. ULP-104
$34.95

UHF/VHF/FM

UHF

Mfg. No. DA -4V

gain
Four set

15 dB gain

NA

$27.90

75 ohm

300 ohm input, 75 ohm output
The Finney Company

300 or 75 ohm

VHF/FM

Mfg. No. Homer HVB-3P

Mfg. No. M-23

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. UPC -105

28 db gain

$27.50

$62.50

$73.25

NA

UHF/VHF/FM
5 times (14 dB)

Multiple set output:

Electronics Corporation

300/75 ohm input

Mfg. No. UHT -2

$44.95
and 75 ohm

output
Winegard Company
Mfg. No. BC -274

$39.95

75 ohm

VHF/FM

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. TC -88 -DP

NA

$39.95

Four set

300 ohm
Blonder -Tongue

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. U/V amp -2

$52.95

UHF/VHF/FM
NA

300 ohm

outputs
JFD Electronics Corporation
2

Mfg. No. VUT-3
$49.95

UHF/VHF/FM

FM

15.5 dB gain

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. SRX
$29.95
FM
NA

JFD

Electronics Corporation

Mfg. No. VUT-3TF
$49.95
UHF
3

times (9.5 dB)

$47.65

Amplify UHF, pass VHF
NA

300 ohm

Winegard Company
Mfg. No. AC -423
$34.95
Amplify UHF, pass VHF
NA

75 ohm

Winegard Company
Mfg. No. AC -495
$34.95

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. Homer PS4-300
$19.45

NA

75 ohm

VHF/FM

Winegard Company
Mfg. No. DA -900
$140.00

NA

Four set

300 ohm

VHF/FM

Mfg. No. 0024

55 db gain

$24.95

Mfg. No. 0025

NA

$31.95

75 ohm

FM

Winegard
Mfg. No. DA-1000

20 dB gain

$225.00

VHF/FM
db gain

8

Four set
300 ohm
The Finney Company

Two set

300 ohm

VHF/FM

The Finney Company

NA

Mfg. No. 65-7

Four set

$24.95

300 ohm
JFD Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. HBV -2
$29.95

VHF/FM
NA

Four set
300 ohm
Blonder -Tongue

VHF/FM

Mfg. No.
$27.85

Four set

B -24C

300 ohm

Winegard Company
Mfg. No. BC -210
$29.95
VHF/FM

12 dB gain

300/75 input and 300 ohm

Mfg. No. 65-1

$29.95
VHF/FM
8 db gain
Four set
75 ohm
The Finney Company

Mfg. No. 65-2
$39.95

NA

75 ohm
JFD

VHF/FM
7 db gain
Four set

db gain
Four set

Mfg. No. UA -300
$39.95

VHF/FM
40 db gain

Channel Master Corporation

7

Antennacraft

300 ohm

300 ohm

UHF

300 ohm

$90.00

Channel Master Corporation

300 ohm

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. ABLE -U2

VHF/FM
5 db gain
Four set

Two set

NA

300 ohm

5 db

Winegard Company
Mfg. No. DA-800

Two set
300 ohm

VHF/FM

Blonder -Tongue

75 ohm

300 ohm

VHF/FM
10 db gain
Four set

Electronics Corporation

Mfg. HBV2-75
$37.50
VHF/FM
10 db gain
Four set

UHF/VHF/FM
gain
Four set
300 ohm
Winegard Company
Mfg. No. BC -382
$39.95
5 db

UHF/VHF/FM

300 ohm
The Finney Company

6.5 db gain
Four set

Mfg. No. M-101

75 ohm

$42.50

Winegard Company
Mfg. No. BC -782

$44.95

Winegard Company
Mfg. No. BC -234

VHF/FM
9 db gain
Four set

$34.95

75 ohm

NA

output

UHF/VHF/FM
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$11.50

Four set

5

elements

300 ohm

5

lbs.

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. DA-4-U/V
$69.95

$24.65

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. NO. FM -10

NA

Blonder -Tongue

300 ohm

RCA

NA

Mfg. No. 10B606

UHF/VHF/FM

Mfg. No. Stereo Ranger-8
300 ohm

25 db gain

NA

7

Two set

8

75 ohm

10 lbs.

Winegard Company
Mfg. No. DA -825

$38.75

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. FMP-8

Width 68"

$59.95

Channel Master Corporation
Mfg. No. 4401-G

300 ohm

NA

NA

8

NA

71

UHF/VHF/FM
gain

11 db

NA

elements

5

75 ohm

NA

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. TAC -4
$72.50

$16.50

element

10

lbs.

$19.95

NA
NA

element

6

Boom length 70"

element

Four set

dipole

1

NA

NA

element and paralog line
lbs.

$29.95

RCA

Mfg. No. 10B610
NA
NA

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. FMP-16

10

Channel Master Corporation

300 ohm

Width 68"

Mfg. No. 4402-G

NA

NA

UHF/VHF

NA

16

NA

NA

15 lbs.

300 ohm

10 element

$59.95

Two set

NA

Blonder -Tongue

$27.65

element and paralog line

element

Boom length 145"

NA

RMS

Electronics, Inc.

Mfg. No. F-4
JFD

Electronics Corporation

300 ohm

Mfg. No. LPL-FM4A

NA

Channel Master Corporation

300 ohm

4 element

Mfg. No. 4409-G

6.5 db gain

NA

UHF/VHF/FM

NA

4 element

$8.20

NA

NA

Boom length 63"

Mfg. No. V/11 -ALL 2

$44.75

Four set
NA
RMS

Electronics, Inc.

6

Width 112"-

element

lbs.

5

$24.95

$19.95

Channel Master Corporation

JFD

Mfg. No. 4410-G

Mfg. No. LPL-FM6A

NA

NA

300 ohm

$18.75

NA

8.3 db gain

NA

Mfg. No. 4SA-1

$27.95

UHF

NA

300 ohm
Channel Master Corporation

Mfg. No. 0030
$39.95

ANTENNAS
FM

The Finney Company
Mfg. No. CX-FM-4G

$14.95

Width 112"

75 ohm

6

6

Gavin

Instruments, Inc.

element

lbs.

$29.95

300 ohm

JFD

NA

Mfg. No. LPL-FM8A

element

Antennacraft

Width NA

Mfg. No. DXFM-80

NA

NA

NA

Electronics Corporation

300 ohm

94"

NA

8.7 db gain

element
Boom length 121"
Width 112"
8

8 lbs.

Gavin Instruments, Inc.

$39.95

Mfg. No. FM -10
300 ohm

JFD

NA

Mfg. No. LPL-FM10A

Antennacraft

10 element

300 ohm

Mfg. No. DXFM-120

Boom length 119"

9.9 db gain

NA

Width NA

10

NA

NA

10 elements

NA

NA

$27.95

NA

NA
6

element

NA

Mfg. No. FM -6

6

elements

10 element

Boom length 98"

element

Boom length

6

Electronics Corporation

NA

4

Two set

Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. FY -10
300 ohm
RMS

NA

$33.20
The Finney Company

Mfg. No. CX-FM-5
75 ohm
NA
10

element

NA

$44.65
The Finney Company

Electronics Corporation

element
Boom length 166"
Width 112"

Mfg. No. CX-FMSL-12
75 ohm
NA
12

element

NA

$58.25

9 lbs.

The Finney Company

$39.95

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. FM -5

$49.95

Mfg. No. FM -3

Blonder -Tongue

300 ohm

RCA

NA

Mfg. No. Stereo Ranger -5
300 ohm

NA

Mfg. No. 106602

4 element

5

element

NA

NA

NA

5

lbs.

NA

$13.50
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300 ohm

The Finney

Company

UHF

Mfg. No. FM3-GMC

(cut to length for specified
frequency)

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. Golden Dart

75 ohm

300 ohm

NA

10 db gain
11

NA

2

$13.44

$6.80

71/2 lbs.

element
Boom length 28"

$7.65

NA

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 3088
300 ohm

NA

Gavin Instruments,

element

4 element

NA
7

Inc.

Mfg. No. J-2

lbs.

NA

Eight bow tie

300 ohm

15 lbs.

NA

$19.95

element

Mfg. No. FMSL-12

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. U -Ranger -6

Boom length 66"

JFD

300 ohm

300 ohm

NA

Mfg. No. LPV-U5

NA

NA

300 ohm

The Finney Company

NA

element

12

17

element

6

Electronics Corporation

10 db gain

NA

11/2" lbs.

$49.95

$5.95

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. JUP-1
300 ohm

The Finney Company

Blonder -Tongue

NA

NA

Mfg. No. Y5-FM-HD-GMC

Mfg. No.

NA

$7.25

75 ohm

300 ohm

Boom length 18"

NA

NA

Width 24"

5

element (heavy duty)

-Ranger -11

element

11

21/2

2

$8.95

lbs.

Boom length 13"

Width 33"

JFD

Electronics Corporation

Mfg. No. LPV-U9

$6.95

lbs.

NA

$39.95
Winegard Company

U

element

5

300 ohm
11.5 db gain

element

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 1UP-3

9

300 ohm

Width 33"

Mfg. No. SC -60

Channel Master Corporation
Mfg. No. 4080-G

75 ohm

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

$12.95

Bow tie

Boom length 48's

NA

NA

$6.53

Width 30"
lbs.
91

JFD

$24.95

$29.95

300 ohm

Winegard Company
Mfg. No. SC -65

Channel Master Corporation

75 ohm
NA

7

11

element

element

Mfg. No. 4104-G

13 db gain

NA

300/75

Width 33"

ohm

NA

NA

$19.95

$17.36
Channel Master Corporation
Mfg. No. 4251-G

Boom length 331/2"

NA

$10.95

Parabolic 84"

element
Boom length 1051/4"
Width 68-3/32"

NA

NA

Channel Master Corporation
Mfg. No. 4310-G

$47.50

NA

Zenith

NA

Mfg. No. 973-12
300 ohm

Bandsaw, 22 element,

NA

NA

element
Boom length 1303/8"
Width 683/8"
8

Width 12"
lbs.

21

NA

NA

adjustable

21 element

300/75 ohm

Width 33"

NA

NA

NA

$28.95
JFD

41/2 lbs.

Mfg. No. LPV-ZU10
300 ohm

$18.95

Inc.

Boom length 43"

300/75 ohm

Width 6"

NA

NA

$16.95

NA

NA

Boom length 64"

CR -5

bow tie and corner

reflector
Boom length 181/4"
NA

Width 12"
7

lbs.

$33.95

1

JFD

Electronics Corporation

Mfg. No. LPV-ZU20
300 ohm
16.5 db gain

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 3044
300 ohm

2

Mfg. No. J-1

NA

NA

300 ohm

Four bow tie

$36.95

element
Boom length 1517/8"
Width 68-3/32"

Gavin Instruments, Inc.

NA
NA

10

bay

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. PUX-900

300 ohm

NA

Electronics Corporation

Width 12"

Mfg. No.

300 ohm

Boom length 63"

Boom length 54"

NA

1

Electronics Corporation

Mfg. No. LPV-U21
300 ohm
14 db gain

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. PUX-700

NA

Zenith
Mfg. No. 973-13

JFD

35"

14 db gain

$21.53
Gavin Instruments,

15

NA

$36.95

NA

element

Boom length

NA

6

Electronics Corporation

NA

Four bow tie

21"

Mfg. No. LPV-U15

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. PUX-450

NA

Zenith
Mfg. No. 973-11
300 ohm

Boom length

NA

bay

Boom length

43"

Width 29"
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Width NA

RCA

NA

Mfg. No. 76140

15

NA

NA

NA

$19.95

element

11/2

Winegard Company
Mfg. No. U-995

lbs.

$9.95

300 or 75 ohm

The Finney Company

30 element

NA

element
Boom length 30"

S

Mfg. No. CS -U2

NA

Width 22"

Mfg. No. COL -4

300 ohm

$32.95

NA

300 ohm

NA

NA

NA

11

Four bow tie and

Boom length 381/4"

Mfg. No. 973-7

Width NA

300 ohm

12

& A Electronics, Inc.

reflector

RCA

element

Zenith

Mfg. No. 7B141

NA

21/2 bs.

NA

NA

$8.20

$14.95

5

element

Boom length

NA

The Finney Company

Width 32"

Mfg. No. UPW-6

Mfg. No. CS -U3

NA

300 ohm

300 ohm

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

6

element
Boom length 38"
Width 28"

S

16

RCA

Mfg. No. 106705
NA

& A Electronics, Inc.

22 element

Boom length 19"

Boom length 93/4"

Zenith
Mfg. No. 973-9

Width NA

Width NA

300 ohm

NA

4

$5.95

$21.95

element

lbs.

NA

15

element

S

& A

Electronics, Inc.

The Finney Company

Width 32"

Boom length NA

Mfg. No. UPW-12

Mfg. No. P-7

NA

Width NA

300 ohm

300 ohm

NA

NA

NA

NA

Boom length

33"

Width NA

RCA

Mfg. No. 106710
NA

element
Boom length 22"
Width 18"
11

NA

& A Electronics, Inc.

$47.50

300 ohm

The Finney Company

21 element

Mfg. No. 1BT

Boom length

300 ohm

Width 32"

Mfg. No.UPW-13

NA

300 ohm

One bow

NA

NA

element and reflector

NA

tie

M.

106715

No.

Width NA

The Finney Company

300 ohm

NA

Mfg. No. 4BT

NA

$12.95

300 ohm

48 element

NA

Boom length

Four bow tie with screen

Width 31"

Mfg. No. UPW-26

NA

NA

300 ohm

$8.95

NA

elementS

166oel

BWidth

length 22"

341h"

NA

Zenith
Mfg. No. 973-18

Boom length 42"

RCA

69"

$2.35

12

NA

Zenith
Mfg. No. 973-10
NA

$8.95
S

42"

NA

NA

NA

NA

7' parabolic

element

12

NA

NA

element

Boom length

NA
6

23"

& A

Electronics, Inc.

42"

NA

NA

26 element and

NA

Boom length 84"

Winegard Company
Mfg. No. U-630

Zenith
Mfg. No. 973-101

Width

NA

300 ohm

Electronics, Inc.

RMS

Mfg. No. BT -4

reflector

NA

NA

NA

NA

$19.95

NA

Four bow tie

$29.95

NA

300 ohm
NA

S

Four bow tie

Mfg. No. UPW-36

NA

300 ohm

Mfg. No. U-965

$7.95

NA

300 or 75 ohm

Zenith
Mfg. No. 973-103

NA

300 ohm

& A Electronics, Inc.

36 element and

reflector

NA

Winegard Company

Boom length 96"

9

Mfg. No. U-2-2

Width NA

NA

One bow

300 ohm

NA

$14.95

NA

NA

$29.95

Electronics, Inc.

RMS

11

element

Winegard Company

NA

The Finney Company

Mfg. No. U-975

Mfg. No.

300 or 75 ohm

Electronics, Inc.

CS -U1

300 ohm

NA

NA

18

element

Mfg. No. U-15

6

300 ohm

Boom length 24"
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tie

NA

element

$5.45
RMS

NA

element

VHF
Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. Color Ranger 15-300

NA

300 ohm

$22.95

NA

Channel Master Corporation
Mfg. No. 3120

300 ohm

300 ohm

12 lbs.

NA

NA

$59.95

10 element, single channel

2

NA

NA

NA

$10.45

$2.50 to $5.95

NA

The Finney Company

The Finney Company

300 or 75 ohm

Mfg. No. B-1

Mfg. No. Hi -Lo

NA

element

15

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. Color Ranger

15-300/75

element, single channel

NA

NA

$5.56

300 ohm

300 ohm

15

element

NA

NA

Channel Master Corporation
Mfg. No. 5520-G to 5560-G

12

lbs.

5

$63.70

element

NA

NA

Boom length 41

NA

NA

Width NA

$8.25

5

The Finney Company

NA

Mfg. No. S-420DG

$11.39

Channel Master Corporation

3

Mfg. No. 3150-G

$6.00

(2-6)

NA
NA

element, "V" type

The Finney Company

300 ohm

Mfg. No. E-420MG

NA

NA

300 ohm

40 element

$5.78

NA

Boom length

Width 93"

Jerrold Electronics Corporation

element
Boom length 48

Mfg. No.

Width NA

$59.95

4

11

CG

-13

300 ohm

51/2 lbs.

NA

$19.95

147"

75 ohm
NA
NA
NA

$123.75
The Finney Company

Mfg. No. Y5 -(channel number)

NA

The Finney Company

300 ohm

$10.95

Mfg. No. FC -123 (conical)

NA

300 ohm

5

NA

NA

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. V-301

4

300 ohm

NA

NA

$9.35

forward,

2

reflector

32"

Mfg. No. FC -411 (conical)

4 lbs.

300 ohm

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. V-304
300 ohm

NA
NA

$5.15 to $11.65

NA

Mfg. No. Y5 (channel number)

The Finney Company

HD-GMC

75 ohm

forward, 2 stubs,
reflector

5
2

NA

NA

element (heavy duty, single
channel)

NA

$6.05

NA

$10.45 to $13.20
The Finney Company

element
Boom length 1091/2"
Width 102"

The Finney Company

10 lbs.

NA

$41.95

6

10

Mfg. No. FC -511 (conical)
300 ohm

forward,

2

reflector

300 ohm

300 ohm

NA
NA

element

10

NA

$5.25

$8.35 to $23.50

$5.50

300 ohm

The Finney Company

NA

Mfg. No.

The Finney Company
FC -611

(conical)

The Finney Company

Mfg. No. Y10 (channel number)
HD-GMC

300 ohm

Boom length 1991/2"

NA

Width 102"

6

20 lbs.

NA

$79.95

Mfg. No. L-FDR

Y10 (channel number)

NA

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. V-307

element

The Finney Company

NA

NA

forward, 4 reflector

Boom length 1183/4"

element (heavy duty single
channel)

$6.25

RMS

Electronics, Inc.

The Finney Company

Mfg. No. FLID-(Channel number)

Mfg. No.

300 ohm

300 ohm

FC -716

element, single channel

4

forward,

NA

2

$5.00
RMS

number)

lbs.

$24.90

$47.50

VHF

(conical)

(high band):

VHF (low band):
1

director,

reflector

Channel Master Corporation

Mfg. No. 1555-G (channel

NA

NA

$4.90

NA

Electronics, Inc.

Mfg. No. FLID-10 (channel

Width NA

71/

NA

NA

element

6

NA
10

Mfg. No. L-26
300 ohm
NA

75 ohm

NA

5

element, single channel

5

$31.50 to $47.50

NA

19

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. JTL5 (channel number)
300 ohm

NA

NA
4

75 ohm

element, single channel

$123.75

Width 102"
$15.95

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. J -105 -Hi (heavy duty)

The Finney Company

4 element

Boom length

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg.No. 1-55-LD (heavy duty)

13 lbs.

element

4

element, specify channel

lbs.

10

Channel Master Corporation
Mfg. No. 15 (channel number -

07,08)

5)

-G

NA
NA

element

10

element, single channel

The Finney Company

NA

NA

Mfg. No. FDR (channel number)

$22.92

$11.11
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Channel Master Corporation

Antennacraft

NA

Mfg. No. 1673-G

Mfg. No.

10

NA

NA

CS -800

element

10

$43.25

NA

$10.14

$39.95

Mfg. No. 3121
NA
NA

NA

element

12

NA

Channel Master Corporation

Boom length 122"
Width NA

lbs.

9

NA

NA

19 element

element

NA

Channel Master Corporation
Mfg. No. 3010-G (conical)

Gavin Instruments,

NA

Mfg. No. 1026
300 ohm

Antennacraft

NA

Mfg. No. CS -1000

4

NA

NA

26 element

NA

$6.11

Boom length 145"

front

and 2

reflector

NA

$2.50

NA

Width NA

22 element

NA

Inc.

NA

Channel Master Corporation

NA

$69.95

Mfg. No. 3050-G (conical)

NA

NA

Channel Master Corporation

Mfg. No. 5070-G to 5130-G
NA

Mfg. No. Color Ranger
300 ohm

NA
3

NA

NA
5

Blonder -Tongue

element (specify channel)

NA

3

element

3

lbs.

$13.45

$5.97

4

front
2

and 4

reflector with

stubs

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. GS -42 (conical)
300 ohm

NA

NA

$7.22

4

Channel Master Corporation

NA

Mfg. No. 3611-G

$4.70

forward,
stub

2

reflectors,

1

Blonder -Tongue

NA

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. JHB-713

Mfg. No. Color Ranger 5-300

NA

300 ohm

23 element

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. GS -44 (conical)

300 ohm

NA

NA

300 ohm

NA

5

element

$49.95

NA

l0 element

6

lbs.

NA

$22.45

$12.75

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. JTH-10-(channel
number)
300 ohm
NA

element, single Channel

10

NA

$9.35

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. Color Ranger

4

forward,

Channel Master Corporation

Mfg. No. 3615-G

NA

NA

$5.45

NA

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. PIX-35

NA

$15.95

75 ohm

Channel Master Corporation

4

Mfg. No. 3617-G

Boom length 33"

NA

Width 102"

5-300/75

5

element

6

lbs.

$25.25

7

element

NA

element

41/2 lbs.

32 element

$17.95

300 ohm

NA

Mfg. No. FLID-10-7-13

NA

$79.95

300 ohm

7

NA

71/4

element

10

element
lbs.

$29.25

NA

$15.97

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. Color Ranger

7-300/75

The Finney Company

Gavin Instruments,

NA

300 ohm

10

NA

Boom length 1091/2"

7

element

10 lbs.

300 ohm

NA

NA

element

10 element

71

NA

$32.25
Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. Color Ranger 10-300

$10.75

VHF (2-13), FM:
Antennacraft
Mfg. No. CS -600

NA

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. PIX-225

Gavin Instruments, Inc.

75 ohm

Mfg. No. 1015
300 ohm

NA

NA

Boom length 1991/2"

lbs.

10 element, single channel

element

Width 102"

15

NA

Boom length 98"

20 lbs.

10 element

Width NA

$81.95

9

lbs.

$38.25

NA
NA

1FD

Electronics Corporation

Mfg. No. LPV-4L

NA

element

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. Color Ranger

10-300/75

NA

300 or 75 ohm

$21.95
88

element

19

300 ohm

NA

7

Width 102"
$43.95

Width NA

7

element

Boom length 50"

300 or 75 ohm

NA

Inc.

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. PIX-105
75 ohm

Mfg.No. 1007

Mfg. No. Y10-713

NA

2

300 or 75 ohm

NA

Electronics, Inc.

reflector,

NA

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. Color Ranger 7-300

RMS

4

stubs

PF
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Gavin Instruments, Inc.

300 ohm

Mfg. No. 1019

Low band 1.8 dB, high band

300 ohm
NA

6
5

dB

element

Width 108"

Electronics Corporation

300 ohm

Boom length 395/8"

1FD

Width 86"

Mfg. No. LPV-TV130

NA

NA

NA

300 ohm

NA

6

$16.50

Low band 6 dB, high band

lFD Electronics Corporation

Mfg. No. A -BIG -100

300 ohm

element
Boom length 143'
Width 92"

Low band 3.8 dB, high band

NA

1

$55.95

NA

NA

$23.91

6

7.8 dB

13

element
Boom length 671/2"
Width 88"

1FD

NA

300 ohm

$23.50

Low band 7.5 dB, high band

6

Electronics Corporation

Mfg. No. LPV-8L

Boom length

300 ohm

Width 92"

Low band
9

4.5 dB, high band

dB

NA

$32.50
1FD

Electronics Corporation

Mfg. No. LPV-11L
300 ohm
Low band 5 dB, high band
9

dB

bay

RMS

Electronics, Inc.

RMS

Mfg. No. STP-7

element

NA

$17.95

7

RMS

Electronics, Inc.

Mfg. No. 106807

4

NA

NA

NA

$14.95

element

Mfg. No. DJR-8

NA

300 ohm

NA

NA

NA

RMS

Electronics, Inc.

NA

NA

28 element

RMS Electronics, Inc.

element
Boom length 71"
Width 108"

Mfg. No. DJR-18

NA

18

NA

NA

RCA

Mfg. No. 106814
NA
NA

$54.50

element
Boom length 90"
Width 108"
16

Electronics Corporation

Mfg. No. LPV-17L
300 ohm
Low band 7 dB, high band
11dB

element
Boom length 180"
Width 911/2"
17

NA

$65.50

NA

$56.95

300 ohm
RMS

NA

Electronics Corporation

element

NA

Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. EC -52 (conical)
RMS

element

6

front

and 2

reflector

44"

Electronics, Inc.

Mfg. No. TP -1500

NA

300 ohm

$5.00

NA

RMS

NA

15

Electronics, Inc.
EC -54 (conical)

Mfg. No.

element

$29.95

RCA

300 ohm

Mfg. No. 106819
NA

4

NA

NA

300 ohm

22 element

$6.11

NA

Width 108"
NA

RMS

NA

front

and 4

reflector

Electronics, Inc.

Mfg. No. TP -2300

23 element
RMS Electronics, Inc.

NA

Mfg. No. EVA-100A

$49.95

300 ohm

Electronics, Inc.

NA

RMS

"V" type

Mf g. No. WC -50

Mfg. No. 106825

NA

300 ohm

NA

$6.15

RCA

element

$21.95
RMS

NA

NA

Low band 3.5 dB, high band

7.7 dB

NA

300 ohm

NA

NA

300 ohm

Electronics, Inc.

Mfg. No. TP -1100
300 ohm

Boom length 135"

Mfg. No. LPV-TV40

Boom length

NA

11

element
Boom length 1515/s"
Width 91"

Electronics, Inc.

Mfg. No. STP-28
300 ohm

$58.95

14

4

$41.95
RMS

element

8

NA

JFD

element

19

element
Boom length 50"
Width 108"

$29.95

JFD

300 ohm

7

10 dB

Electronics, Inc.

RMS

NA

Mfg. No. 108811

300 ohm
Low band 5.5 dB, high band

$14.45

Mfg. No. STP-19

NA

Electronics Corporation

element

NA

RCA

Mfg. No. LPV-14L

Electronics, Inc.

300 ohm

NA

element
Boom length 1251/2"
Width 92"

JFD

reflector

$7.26

NA

NA

12

4

300 ohm

RCA

NA

front and

CR -7

Mfg. No. DJR-4
300 ohm

11

$44.50

300 ohm

NA

$84.95

element
Boom length 987/8"
Width 88"

Mfg. No.

7

8

Electronics, Inc.
GEC -64 (conical)

RMS

NA

Mfg. No.

205"

$6.00

NA

Mfg. No. LPV-TV190

19 element

reflector

and 2

300 ohm

Electronics Corporation

11.5 dB
1FD

Electronics, Inc.

RMS

10.5 dB

Mfg. No. LPV-6L

front

NA

Width 90"

NA

NA

30 element

$16.95

Boom length 190"

NA
4

Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. GEC -52 (conical)
RMS

element, window antenna

NA

$10.03
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S

& A Electronics, Inc.

The Finney Company

Anntennacraft

300 ohm

Zenith
Mfg. No. 973-83
300 ohm

NA

NA

NA

element
Boom length 1807/s"
Width NA

8

element
Boom length 36"
Width 109"

29 element

15 lbs.

NA

Mfg. No. AET-5

Mfg. No. CS -V18

300 ohm
NA

element

5

18

4 lbs.

$11.95

Electronics, Inc.

Mfg. No. CDX-1050
NA

NA

$69.95

$56.50

$19.95

Mfg. No. AET-8
300 ohm

The Finney Company

NA

Mfg. No. XCS-V3

Zenith
Mfg. No. 973-85

75 ohm

300 ohm

6

6 lbs.

NA

NA

NA

$20.50

3

S

& A

8

element

& A Electronics, Inc.

element

17

element

Boom length 30"

Boom length 833/4"

Width NA

Width 1101/2"

Mfg. No. AET-12

31/2 lbs.

NA

300 ohm

$19.25

$39.95

S

NA

element

12

lbs.

7

$27.95
S

& A Electronics, Inc.

The Finney Company

$24.90

NA

10

element

23 element

Width 1101/2"
NA

$44.95

$59.95

The Finney Company

75 ohm

Mfg. No. AET-22
300 ohm

NA

NA

Boom length 1087/8"

22 element

Width NA

13 lbs.

15 lbs.

$49.95

$64.95

&

A

Electronics, Inc.

Mfg. No. AET-31

Audiotex Home Electronics
Mfg. No. 32-516
300 ohm
NA

Mfg. No. XCS-V18

S

18 element

element

16
NA

Zenith
Mfg.
973-88
300 ohm
NA

$38.75

Audiotex Home Electronics
Mfg. No. 32-524

26 element

O

Mfg. No.
300 ohm

NA

NA

Width 1101/2"
NA

26 element
NA

$89.95

$59.95

31 element

11

16 lbs.

SC -51

VHF, UHF:

Channel Master Corporation

Mfg. No. 3632-G
The Finney Company

NA

Mfg. No. 400A (colinear)

NA

NA

300 ohm

NA

$64.95

$24.95

NA
NA

NA

South River Metal Products
Company, Inc.

Winegard Company
Mfg. No. SC -52

Boom length 15"

300 ohm

121/2 lbs.

NA

$48.50

specifications available

The Finney Company

Mfg. No.
300 ohm

CS -V3

14

element

lbs.

$10.95

NA

Winegard Company
Mfg. No. SC -53

The Finney Company

NA

element

NA

NA

$49.95

Mfg. No. CDX-650

NA

NA

20 element

12

Channel Master Corporation
Mfg. No. 3640-G

element

NA

NA

NA

$24.95

NA
NA

CS -V10

300 ohm

Mfg. No. 3634-G

NA

Antennacraft

NA

$49.95

Channel Master Corporation

NA

VHF, UHF, FM:

300 ohm

NA

Mfg. No.

Width NA

$34.95

element
Boom length 45"
Width NA
31/2

$69.95

element

NA
3

ohm

Boom length 1481/2"

Winegard Company

300 ohm

No

ohm

300 ohm

10 lbs.

& A Electronics, Inc.

300 0

NA

NA

S

Mfg.32 509

75 ohm

Boom length 1241/2"

lbs.

Audiotex Home Electronics

NAelement

Width NA

11

$13.75

Zenith
Mfg. No. 973-87

300 ohm

$39.95

element

Mfg. No. XCS-V10

Boom length 1183/4"

element

NA

NA

Mfg. No. AET-16

16

Audiotex Home Electronics
Mfg. No. 32-506
300 ohm

Winegard Company
Mfg. No. SC -54

Antennacraft

$22.95

Mfg. No. CDX-850

300 ohm

NA

Gavin Instruments,

Boom length 1183/4"

NA

NA

Mfa. No. 1106

Width NA

29 element

18 element

300 ohm

10 lbs.

NA

NA

NA

$35.95

$64.95

$44.95

6

10
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element

Inc.

Electronics Corporation

Low band 4 dB, high band 8.8

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. PXB-50

JFD

Width NA
NA

300/75 ohm

300 ohm

21 element

NA

NA

Low band 5 dB, high band 10.5

Boom length 119"

Boom length

44"

33 element

dB, UHF 9 dB

90"

dB, UHF 9.5 dB

Mfg. No. LPV-CL500

Width 921/2"

26 element

NA

Width 102"

Boom length 141"

$45.95

300 ohm

8 lbs.

Width 921/2"

NA

$36.50

Gavin Instruments, Inc.

Boom length

Mfg. No. 1113

NA

JFD

$57.95

Mfg. No. LPV-VU120

Electronics Corporation

element
Boom length 79"
Width NA

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. PXB-90

JFD

NA

300/75 ohm

Mfg. No. LPV-CL700

NA

NA

300 ohm

26

101 element

Low band 8 dB, high band 11.2

Boom length 157"

13

Gavin Instruments,

Inc.

300 ohm

Boom length 165"

Electronics Corporation

dB, UHF 11.5 dB

Low band 4.8 dB, high band 9.8
dB, UHF 10 dB

element

Width 921/2"

Mfg. No. 1118

Width 102"

35 element

NA

300 ohm

16 lbs.

Boom length 191"

$57.95

NA

$66.50

Width 921/2"

element

18

Width NA

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. VU -831

NA

300 ohm

NA

NA

Boom length 76"

element

15

Boom length 50"

Mfg. No. 1134

Width 102"

300 ohm

6

NA

$19.95

lbs.

NA

300 ohm

NA

NA

300 ohm

30 element

Low band .5 dB, high band 5

Boom length 164"

Boom length 94"

NA

$39.95

Width 102"
lbs.

Mfg. No. LPV-VU180

Electronics Corporation

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. VU -836
300 ohm

300 ohm
Low band .5 dB, high band 5

Boom length 206"

element
Boom length 461/2"

JFD

NA

Width 102"

Mfg. No. LPV-VU40

NA

Boom length 311/2"

Width 70"
5

NA

lbs.

Low band 3.5 dB, high band
6.7 dB, UHF 7 dB

Electronics Corporation

element

11

Mfg. No. LPV-CL55

Boom length 671/2"

300 ohm
Low band 1dB, high band 6

Width

dB, UHF 6.5 dB

element
Boom length 45"
Width 88"

88"

NA

$27.95

9

NA

$19.95

$29.95
JFD

Mfg. No. LPV-CL300

300/75 ohm

Low band 3.5 dB, high band

300 ohm
9 dB, UHF 10 dB

Electronics Corporation

9

element

Boom length 34"

Width 102"
NA
NA
RCA

Mfg. No. 106910
NA
NA

Boom length 55"

Mfg. No. LPV-VÚ60

Width 108"

300 ohm

NA

Low band 3.6 dB, high band 8

NA

dB, UHF 8 dB
14

element

RCA

Boom length 97"

Mfg. No. 10B917

Width 91"

NA

NA

NA

$33.95

19 element

NA

12 element
JFD

Electronics Corporation

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. PXB-30
NA

Electronics Corporation

300 ohm

lbs.

$79.95

NA

$79.95

Mfg. No. 106907

Boom length 156"

300/75 ohm

NA

RCA

NA

300 ohm

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. MCX-82

Width 92"

Width 91"

31 element

JFD

dB, UHF 12 dB

35 element

$23.95

$26.50

Low band 7 dB, high band 11

Mfg. No. LPV-VU30

9

17

19

element
Boom length 47"
Width 84"

Boom length

Width 91"

JFD

5 lbs.

NA

Mfg. No. LPV-VU90

NA

$33.95

300 ohm

NA

14

$18.50

Electronics Corporation

JFD

NA

element

$69.95

$19.95

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. CGX-82

11

NA

NA

dB, UHF 6.5 dB

element

NA

Width 921/2"

Width 841/2"

JFD

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. CG -81
300 ohm

$15.95

Low band 6 dB, high band 10.5
dB, UHF 11 dB

300 ohm

20 element

NA

Mfg. No. LPV-UV5

element
Boom length 445/8"

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. VU -833

6

300 ohm

Electronics Corporation

9

Width NA

9

Mfg. No. LPV-VU150

dB, UHF 6.5 dB

34 element
Boom length 148"

JFD

$79.95
JFD

Gavin Instruments, Inc.

Electronics Corporation

NA

element

Boom length

93"
Electronics Corporation

64"

Width 108"
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Electronics, Inc.

element

RCA

RMS

Mfg. No. 106920

Mfg. No. DYN-88US

Boom length

NA

300 ohm

Width NA

Width NA

NA

NA

NA

9

23 element

16

$29.95

$51.95

Boom length

88"

13

element

20 element

108"

Boom length 1381/4"

lbs.

NA

Width 108"

$44.95

& A Electronics, Inc.

S

The Finney Company

Mfg. No. FSM-35

Mfg. No.

300 ohm

300 ohm

Mfg. No. DYN-158US

NA

NA

RCA

300 ohm

15

36 element

Mfg. No. 10B925

NA

NA

23 element

element
Boom length 144"
Width NA

NA

NA

NA

14 lbs.

28 element

$49.95

$41.50

$69.95

NA
RMS

NA

Boom length

Electronics, Inc.

CS -D3

Boom length 2041/8"

Width NA

88"
Electronics, Inc.

& A Electronics, Inc.

Width 108"

RMS

NA

Mfg. No. STP-7U

Mfg. No. FSM-40

Mfg. No. XCS-Al

NA

300 ohm

300 ohm

75 ohm

NA

NA

NA

element
Boom length 180"
Width NA

9

NA

41/2 lbs.

$54.95

$27.45

18

RCA

element

NA

Mfg. No. 106930

$19.90

NA
NA

RMS

34 element

Electronics, Inc.

300 ohm
NA

element

8

NA

$10.95

The Finney Company

The Finney Company

Mfg. No. XCS-A3

26 element

Mfg. No.
300 ohm

NA

NA

NA

$33.40

9

element
Boom length 547/8"
Width NA

25 element

RMS

Electronics, Inc.

Boom length 104"

Width NA
51/2 lbs.

300 ohm

$18.95

$39.45

39 element

The Finney Company

The Finney Company

NA

Mfg. No. CS -A3
300 ohm

Mfg. No. XCS-B1

NA

NA

Electronics, Inc.
RMS

NA

element

75 ohm

41/2 lbs.

Mfg. No. DJR-4U
300 ohm
15

CS -A3

Mfg. No. STP-28U

$62.40
RMS

Width NA

NA

NA

Mfg. No. B1-8

element

Boom length 547/8"

300 ohm

Width 108"

RMS

18

The Finney Company

Mfg. No. STP-15U

Boom length 131"

NA

Electronics, Inc.

S

Electronics, Inc.

75 ohm

25 element

13

Mfg. No. TP -1100U

Boom length 104"

Boom length

300 ohm

Width NA

Width NA

element

93"

NA

51/2

NA

22 element

$30.95

$38.45

$20.40

NA

The Finney Company

The Finney Company

Mfg. No. CS -B1

Mfg. No. XCS-B3

300 ohm

75 ohm

$27.40
RMS

Electronics, Inc.

Electronics, Inc.

lbs.

6 lbs.

Mfg. No. DJR-11U

RMS

300 ohm

Mfg. No. TP -2300U

NA

NA

NA

300 ohm

13

28 element

22 element

NA

NA

34 element

element
Boom length 93"
Width NA

$49.40

NA

6 lbs.

7

$55.40

$29.95

$58.45

RMS

Boom length 1391/2"

Width NA
lbs.

Electronics, Inc.
& A Electronics, Inc.

Mfg. No. DJR-18U

S

The Finney Company

The Finney Company

300 ohm

Mfg. No. FSM-20

Mfg. No. CS -B3

Mfg. No. XCS-C2

NA

300 ohm

300 ohm

75 ohm

29 element

NA

NA

NA

NA

9

element
Boom length 60"
Width NA

28 element

20 element

Boom length 1391/8"

Boom length 1661/2"

Width NA

Width NA

NA

7

$18.25

$49.95

$60.45

$64.40
RMS Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. DYN-33US

lbs.

9 lbs.

300 ohm
& A Electronics, Inc.

The Finney Company

The Finney Company

Mfg. No. FSM-30

Mfg. No. CS -C2

Mfg. No. XCS-D3

NA

300 ohm

300 ohm

75 ohm

$19.95

NA

NA

NA

NA
6
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S
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36 element

27 element

Boom length 2041/8"

Boom length

Width NA

Width 1101/2"

Mfg. No. 6709
$19.95

97'

NA

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. UV -82
$39.95

14 lbs.

NA

VHF

$78.45

$49.95

High to low channel

Low to high channel

UHF

Winegard Company
Mfg. No. SC -79

Zenith

Specify channel

NA

Mfg. No. 973-94
300 ohm

The Finney Company

NA

Mfg. No. M-400
$137.50

Gavin Instruments, Inc.

300 ohm
NA

12

NA

element

Boom length 155"

$21.50

Width 1101/2"

Winegard Company
Mfg. No. SC -80
300 ohm
NA

NA

to VHF with
Amplification:

UHF

NA

UHF

$79.95

NA

CONVERTERS
UHF to VHF:

element

Antennacraft

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. BTX -11A

Mfg. No. C-302UVF

$4995

300 ohm

UHF

Battery powered

Winegard Company
Mfg. No. SC -81
300 ohm

Mfg. No. BTD-44A

300 ohm

$18.85

JED

NA

UHF

UHF/VHF/FM

to VHF

set
$4.50
2

to VHF
10 dB gain
UHF

Blonder -Tongue

Channel Master Corporation
Mfg. No. 0038

Electronics Corporation

Mfg. No. CR2-1
$39.95

to VHF
Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. BTX -66A
$21.95

$39.95

Multiple Set:

NA

NA

NA

COUPLERS

to VHF

$29.95

21 element

UHF/VHF/FM
300 ohm

set
$2.78
2

to VHF

UHF

12 dB gain

300 ohm

Winegard Company
Mfg. No. SC -82
300 ohm
NA

to VHF
Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. BTX -99B
$27.95

RMS

UHF

27 element

75 ohm

17 dB gain

300 ohm

300 ohm

to VHF
Specify channels to be
converted
The FinneyCompany
P
Y
UHF

35 element
NA

$69.95

Zenith
Mfg. No. 973-89
300 ohm

Mfg. No. M-403
$227.50

Gavin Instruments, Inc.

Electronics, Inc.

Mfg. No. C-200

Mfg. No. CR-300

UHF/VHF/FM

$34.95

NA

element
Boom length 50"
Width 109"
14

NA

Zenith
Mfg. No. 973-91

NA

300 ohm

UHF

set

22 element

80"

NA

A-1098
Mfg. No. A-1090-1
G. C.

NA
NA

to VHF

NA

G. C.

The Finney Company

UHF

NA

UHF

Channel Master Corporation
Mfg. No. 6708

to VHF

Zenith
Mfg. No. 973-92

$39.95

300 ohm

UHF

-VERT -200

Electronics

Mfg. No. A-1091-1
NA
NA

to VHF

dB

300 or 75 ohm (specify)
Jerrold Electronics Corporation

Mfg. No. U5V
$211.90
UHF
NA

$36.95

U

$28.50

NA

Width 109"

set

$394

NA

7

to VHF
Gavin Instruments, Inc.
Mfg. No. 502B

NA

UHF

Mfg. No.
to VHF
Gavin Instruments, Inc.
Mfg. No. 501B
UHF

$21.95

to VHF
27 dB gain
300 ohm
RMS Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. CR -550A
$49.95
UHF

2

to VHF
The Finney Company
Mfg. No. U -VERT -100
$20.95
UHF

NA

NA

RMS

2

NA

Boom length

set
$4.86

to VHF

UHF to VHF

Mfg. No. CR1-1
$29.95

UHF/VHF/FM
2

$54.95

Winegard Company
Mfg. No. SC -83
300 ohm

Mfg. No. 0047

$27.95

NA

Electronics Corporation

Channel Master Corporation

Electronics, Inc.

Mfg. No. CR-2TW

UHF

JED

to VHF

Mfg. No. 503B

47 element

NA

16

to VHF

set
$2.95
2

JFD

Electronics Corporation

Mfg. No. SC42

UHF/VHF/FM
300 ohm

to VHF

set
$4.00
2

NA

Electronics Corporation

The Finney Company

JFD

Mfg. No.
$43.55

Mfg. No. RA2

U -VERT -300

NA
NA

to VHF
Channel Master Corporation

UHF to VHF

NA

set
$1.65
2
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Mosley Electronics, Inc.

The Finney Company

NA

3 -way

Mfg. No. BL -2 (heavy duty)

Mfg. No. 3015

75 ohm

UHF -VHF -FM

NA

UHF

4 set

300 ohm

300 ohm

300 ohm

$4.19

set
$4.25

set

2

Antennacraft
Mfg. No. S-300-UVF

2

$3.19

splitter

Mosley Electronics, Inc.

$4.50

Mfg. No. PC -4

Zenith
Mfg. No. 973-36

NA

2 -way

Mfg. No. BL-2PK

300 ohm

UHF -VHF

NA

NA

4

NA
3 set

set
$3.25

300 to 75 ohm match

75 ohm

Mosley Electronics, Inc.

set
$4.12
2

NA

set

set
$1.86
2

& A Electronics, Inc.

2 -way

4 set

300 ohm

$5.75

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. A-102-U/V

UHF -VHF

MfgNA
S

& A Electronics, Inc.

UVF

30

300 ohm

4

set

ohm

set

4 -way

NA

UHF/VHF/FM

NA

4

splitter

UHF -VHF

300 ohm

set

$4.95

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. A-104-U/V

The Finney Company

$4.70

$5.50

$2.95

$3.30

Mfg. No. 7008

Antenncraft
VH. C

splitter

NA
NA

.

Electronics, Inc.

$5.50

Mfg. No. 7006

$495

Mfg. No. C-2UV

2

Electronics Corporation

Mfg. No. SC62
UHF/VHF/FM
300 ohm3

300 ohm

RMS

S

JFD

Antennacraft
Mfg. No. S-375UV

NA

Mosley Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. PC -2

splitter

Channel Master Corporation

Mfg. No. M-206

Mfg. No. 0044

UHF/VHF/FM

Mfg. No. 7002

UHF/VHF/FM

75 ohm

Mixer or splitter
VHF (high band - low band)

NA

300 ohm

4 set

300 ohm

set
$5.56

$11.10
The Finney Company

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. A-105
$6.80

Mfg. No. 3003
UHF/VHF/FM

Splitter

300 ohm

UHF -VHF

set
$5.75

300 ohm

S

& A Electronics, Inc.

NA

4

set
$3.95
2

Channel Master Corporation
& A Electronics, Inc.

Mfg. No. 7004

Mfg. No. 0045
UHF/VHF/FM

NA

75 ohm

NA

4

S

2

set

set

4

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. A-107

$5.56

$2.95

Winegard Company

Electronics

G. C.

$5.95

Mfg. No. CC-482

The Finney Company

Mfg. No. A-1095-1

UHF/VHF/FM

Splitter

Mfg. No. M-200

NA

NA

UHF -VHF

UHF/VHF/FM

NA

4 set

300 to 75 ohm match

300 ohm

4 set

$5.50

set (indoor)
$4.25

$5.74

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. Co -Match 11

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. MF -4

$9.35

2

Electronics

G. C.

The Finney Company

Mfg. No. A-1096-1

VHF

Mixer or splatter

Mfg. No. 3001

NA

300 ohm

VHF high bend

UHF/VHF/FM

NA

4

75 ohm

300 ohm

4

set
$5.75

set
$4.94

set
$3.95
2

JFD

Winegard

Mfg. No.

Electronics Corporation

Mfg. No. SC72
UHF/VHF/FM
300 ohm
4 set

Company
CC -282

UHF/VHF/FM
NA

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. M2A
VHF

$12.70

VHF

Splitter

NA

UHF -VHF

To 10 sets

300 ohm
Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. UV -C/S

Mosley Electronics, Inc.

Splitters, Mixers:

$3.75

Mfg. No. BL -4
300 ohm

Splitter,

Mixer

4

set

$3.50

set
$3.10
2

PF

Mfg. No. MX -M
Winegard Company
Mfg. No. LT-103

$12.85
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2 -way

VHF (high band

Low band) FM

UHF-VHF -FM

300 ohm

300 ohm

Antennacraft
Mosley Electronics, Inc.

Mfg. No. HLC-2

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. UVF-1

Mfg, No. BL-4PK

$4.50

$14.95

300 ohm

94

Blonder -Tongue

$5.50

set
$4.50
2

-

low band

Splitter
UHF -VHF -FM

300 ohm

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. UVF-C/S
$6.25

300 ohm
Jerrold Electronics Corporation

75 'ohm

Mfg. No. TX-FM
$5.95

Mfg.

UHF -VHF

Splitter, 4 -way

Splitter

NA

VHF -FM

UHF -VHF

75 ohm

300 ohm

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 1514A

RMS

$14.29

$2.95

Craftsman Electronic Products
Mfg. No. 1592
$10.95

Electronics

Mfg. No. A-1075-1
$4.25

VHF -FM

75 ohm

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. TS -772
$6.61

Splitter,

4 -way

VHF -FM

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. TS -774F
$14.05

Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. S-500

Splitter
VHF (high band - low band)

Splitter,

NA

UHF -VHF -FM

UHF -VHF

75 ohm

300 to 75 ohm match

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 1596
$18.50

RMS

TV -FM

Splitter

Splitter

NA

UHF -VHF -FM

UHF -VHF

G. C.

Electronics

Mfg. No. A-1077-1
$4.00

75 ohm

Splitter

2 -way

Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. TRS-732
$3.95

Splitter

300 ohm to 75 ohm matching

300 ohm

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. MT -58
$6.95

RMS

UHF -VHF

Splitter

Splitter

NA

VHF (high band

Mfg. No. A-1083

NA

$2.95

JFD

300 ohm
Blonder -Tongue

Mixer or splitter

Mfg. No. SC10
$4.00

Mfg. No. TV -2

NA

$1.43

G.

Splitter,

4 -way

VHF -FM, indoor

75 ohm

Blonder -Tongue
Mfg. No. TSb-774
$8.90

Splitter

G. C.

Electronics

Mfg. No. A-1079-1
$6.50

1

output

-

low band)

UHF -VHF -FM

NA

Electronics Corporation

S

& A Electronics, Inc.

$8.95

Splitter

UHF -VHF -FM

Splitter,
Electronics

2 -way

TV -FM

UHF -VHF -FM

NA

Mfg. No. A-1086-1

75 ohm

S

$5.50

JFD

Mixer

Mfg. No. SC42-75
$10.95

C.

VMF high band
4 input,

Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. UVC-2
$4.95

Splitter

UHF -VHF

Mixer

Electronics Corporation

& A Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. 7010
$6.50

Splitter

75 ohm

VHF high band

Channel Master Corporation

2

Mfg. No. 7006
$18.88

75 ohm

UHF -VHF -FM

NA

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. AMN-Hi
$43.75

75 ohm

S

Mixer
VHF low band
3

input,

1

output

75 ohm

Channel Master Corporation

Mfg. No. 7005
$18.78

input to

1

output

Splitter,

JFD

4 -way

Electronics Corporation

Mfg. No. SC72-75
$14.50

75 ohm

UHF -VHF

& A Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. 7012
$4.25

Splitter,

Mixer
VHF low band

input to

output

Splitter,

2-way

2 -way

UHF-VHF1FM

VHF -FM

75 ohm

75 ohm

75 ohm

The Finney Company

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. AMN-LO
$43.75

Mosley Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. M-22
$8.19

Mfg. No.
$10.95

Splitter,

Splitter,

4

1

FM Tap (88-108 MHz)
VHF -FM

UV -2

NA

Splitter

G. C.

Splitter

Mosley Electronics, Inc.

F -82S -2S

Splitter, 4 -way
8 -way

4 -way

UHF -VHF-FM

VHF -FM

VHF -FM

75 ohm

75 ohm

75 ohm

The Finney Company

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. G-1518
$29.50

Mosley Electronics, Inc.

Mfg. No. M-24
$11.80

Mfg. No.
$14.95

VHF/FM, 30 dB isolation

Splitter

Splitter

75 ohm

UHF -VHF

UHF -VHF

NA

Craftsman Electronic Products
Mfg. No. 4WDW-F
$13.25

300 to 75 ohm match

300 ohm
Mosley Electronics, Inc.
Mfg. No. UV-1

The Finney Company

Craftsman Electronic Products
Mfg. No. 1WD-1-F
$10.95

Splitter,

4 -way

F -82S-41

FM tap

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. T -380A -DP
$7.95

NA

Mfg. No. M-218

$8.40

NA

Splitter

Splitter,

2 -way
VHF/FM, 30 dB isolation

Splitter

Splitter

VHF (high band

75 ohm

VHF -FM

UHF -VHF

75 ohm

-

low band
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The Finney Company

NA

Mfg. No. M-237

Workman Electronic Products

$13.75

Mfg. No. T494
$11.50

Mixer
4 high band and 3 low band

Splitter

NA

NA

The Finney Company

NA

Mfg. No. M-243

Winegard Company
Mfg. No. L-820 (use with DA 823)

$78.50
Mixer
NA

Splitter

The Finney Company

VHF (high band

Mfg. No. M-245

NA

$35.00

Zenith
Mfg. No. 973-27

Splitter

NA

-

low band)

300 ohm
The Finney Company
Mfg. No. 3005

Splitter

$6.50

Zenith
Mfg. No. 973-28

Splitter

NA

UHF -VHF

NA

Alliance
Mfg. No. U-98
5 wire cable
Magnetic brake

Mfg. No. 10W505
NA
NA

RCA

Mfg. No. 10W707
NA
NA

NA

NA

Alliance
Mfg. No. U-100
4 wire cable
Automatic stepping

Amphenol Corporation

Mfg. No. AR -10
4 wire cable
$44.95

CDE
Mfg. No. AR -10B
wire cable
$46.95

ROTATORS

The Finney Company

Mfg. No. 3014

Alliance
Mfg. No. C-225
5 wire cable

$4.25

-

mixer

VHF (high band

-

low band)

300 ohm

Fully automatic
Sensing electronic bridge

Magnetic brake

The Finney Company

NA

Mfg. No. 3016

$4.00

Alliance
Mfg. No. K-22
4 wire cable
Instantly reversible

Splitter
UHF -VHF -FM

300 ohm

NA

The Finney Company

Mfg. No. 3018

Alliance
Mfg. No. T-10
4 wire cable

$8.95

Spitter

CDE

NA

300 ohm, indoor
The Finney Company

Alliance
Mfg. No. T-12
4 wire cable
Indicates direction of antenna
at all tnmes

Mfg. No. 3020

$2.95

Splitter
UHF -VHF

300 to 75 ohm match, indoor

2 -way

NA

Mfg. No. AR -22R
wire cable

Mfg. No. T492
$8.23

Channel Master Corporation
Mfg. No. 7275

Field Strangth meter
Tunes UHF, VHF, FM bands
75 ohm input impedance

Battery powered
7.5 lbs.
NA

Automatic shut-off
$54.95

CDE
Mfg. No. AR -33
5 wire cable
Five button selection

Silent solid-state circuitry

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. AIM -718
Field strength meter
Tunes, UHF, VHF, FM bands

300 ohm input impedance

Battery powered
51/2 lbs.

$198.50

$79.95

CDE
Mfg. No. HAM -M
Amateur radio use
Heavy duty
Disc -clutch brake
$129.95

Jerrold Electronics Corporation
Mfg. No. 727
Field strength meter
Tunes VHF, FM bands
75 ohm input impedance

Battery powered
Tune UHF with UH -727 plug-in
NA

CDE
Mfg. No. TR -2C
8 wire cable
FM meter for fine tuning
$47.95

Sencore
Mfg. No. FS-134
Field strength meter

Tunes UHF, VHF, FM bands
300 or 75 ohm input

CDE

impedance
9

$199.50

Channel Master Corporation

Mfg. No. M-550

NA

Mfg. No. 9513

Field strength meter

Semi -automatic

Tunes VHF, FM bands

$39.95

300 or 75 ohm input

Alliance
Mfg. No. T-45
5 wire cable
Can be used with two or
more controls

1968

lbs.

$232.85 (UHF plug-in $54.95)

Disc -clutch barke

NA

REPORTER/May,

Battery powered
31/2

Alliance
Mfg. No. T-20
4 wire cable
One RPM motor speed

Splitter,4-way
NA

300 or 75 ohm input

Mfg. No. TR -44
Amateur radio use

NA

Workman Electronic Products

Mfg. No. 840-13
Field strength meter

NA

The Finney Company

Mfg. No. 7520
$4.95

EQUIPMENT

4

360° rotation

UHF -VHF

TEST

Tunes VHF, FM bands

4

UHF -VHF

Splitter

NA

NA

300 ohm

PF

NA

CDE

VHF -FM

96

RCA

$24.95

VHF (4 high band)

Splitter,

Alliance
Mfg. No. U-83
4 wire cable
Fully antomatic

Battery powered
lbs.

$69.95
The Finney Company

impedance
Channel Master Corporation

Battery or

Mfg. No. 9512
Fully automatic

7

$49.95

AC

lbs. 10 oz.

$435.00

powered

How to improve
your trouble -shooting of

transistorized circuits!

RCA prepared this Guide specifically to keep you
abreast of the latest transistor technology in the electronic

service industry.
Chapters include:
Transistor Amplifier Principles
Basic Amplifier Considerations
Transistor Radio Circuits
Transistor Television Circuits
Servicing Transistor Circuits
When you understand transistorized circuits, you
trouble -shoot faster and more accurately, a fact your
customers will appreciate.
Available with your purchases of RCA Entertainment
Receiving Tubes from your participating RCA Tube Distributor.
RCA Electronic Components, Harrison, N.J.
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